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II
FOREWORD

In September 1991 the Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Operator
Support Systems (OSSs) in Nuclear Power Plants" was approved in the framework of
the Project "Man-Machine Interface Studies". The main objective of the programme
is to provide guidance and technology transfer in the development and implementation
of OSSs. This includes the experience with man-machine interfaces and closely related
issues such as control and instrumentation, the use of computers, and operator
qualification.

The first Co-ordinated Research Meeting held in Vienna, 13-16 October 1992,
prepared a summary report which defined the tasks and the responsibilities of the
CRP participants. A time schedule and future actions were also agreed upon at this
meeting.

The second meeting was held in Budapest, Hungary, from 5 to 8 October 1993
and was sponsored by the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute. The meeting
reviewed the progress of the tasks defined by the first meeting, considered reports on
national activities in the subject area, and agreed on time schedule and future actions.

The present volume contains: (1) report prepared by the CRP meeting, (2)
reports presented by the national delegates, and (3) CRP background and working
plan.
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1. MEETING REPORT

1.1. Meeting Summary

During October 5 - 8 , 1993 the members of the Co-ordinated Research
Programme (CRP) on Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power Plants met in
Budapest, Hungary. This second meeting of CRP participants was hosted by KFKI
Atomic Energy Research Institute. The countries represented at this meeting were
Argentina, Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway,
Romania, Russian Federation, and the United States of America.

Following opening remarks by the IAEA Scientific Secretary and the CRP
Chairman, Task Leaders for the first year tasks presented a summary of the activities
and information obtained for these tasks. The tasks presentations were for tasks 4.1.1,
4.1.2,4.1.3,4.1.4,4.2.1,4.2.2 and 4.2.4 which were scheduled for completion in the first
year. In all cases, the information was incomplete due to communication difficulties
between the members working on a particular task. Discussions on how to improve
the line of communications were held. At the end of this discussion, it was agreed that
closer, more frequent communications would be maintained between participants on
a particular task.

Three new member organizations of the CRP were present at this meeting.
Each of the tasks were brought up to determine in which tasks these new members
would participate. Also some other members volunteered for additional tasks. An
updated matrix indicating the participants' responsibilities and activities is included
in this meeting report.

The technical document, which is the final product of this CRP, was discussed.
It was agreed that a first draft of this document should be started now. This approach
of putting information, as it is developed into the format of the final report is much
more efficient than waiting until the end of the programme. In fact, it is unlikely that
a good technical document could be produced in the last meeting of the CRP without
developing drafts of the document at each of the previous CRP meetings. Materials
for the first draft from each task will be developed by the task leader with support
from the other participants in the task. These materials will be sent to the IAEA
before Christmas 1993. The basic format for the task materials will be the following
for each task:

1. Summary
2. Introduction/Background
3. Contributed Material by the CRP Members
4. Body of report including analysis, methodologies and results
5. Conclusions
6. References

Two sets of working materials are being developed from this meeting. The first
contains a meeting report including the status report for all tasks and the national
reports presented at the meeting. This working material will be issued immediately.
The second will contain the tasks reports that will be submitted by the task leaders to
the IAEA in mid November.
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In the discussion on the CRP tasks it was agreed that even though a task was
scheduled for completion before the end of the CRP, new relevant material should be
added until the CRP is completed. This will keep the task information and
recommendations up-to-date and make them more comprehensive.

The meeting proceeded with the agenda through the presentation of material
reports by each participating organization. These presentation included activities
related to the CRP tasks. The national reports will be part of the final product for the
CRP.

After the completion of the national reports, members of the CRP broke up
into working groups on each task. Due to the large number of tasks and the different
combinations of organizations working on each tasks, these working groups, after a
period of time working on one task, shifted and restructured to work on the other
tasks until all were covered. The working groups developed as much material as
possible for the task reports. They identified additional information which could be
included in these reports within the next month. Task members will send that
information to the task leaders who will incorporate it into the task report and
transmit the draft report to the IAEA. This will be done for all tasks irrespective of
when the task is scheduled for completion.

The meeting proceeded with a discussion of future responsibilities and the next
meeting.

Future Responsibilities

Task groups will actively work together during the year to develop
information on the task and to prepare the summary report for the next
meeting.

Task leaders will take the responsibility to ensure that communications
amongst group members is maintained. The task leader will prepare the
summary report based on information from all task members.

All CRP members will prepare reports for the next meeting. These
reports will include the contents identified under CRP participants
responsibilities in the working material from the first CRP meeting. These
reports should be brought on computer diskette as well as paper to facilitate
the inclusion of appropriate parts into the draft technical document.

Next Meeting

It is anticipated that the next CRP meeting will be held in October/November,
1994. The tentative meeting location is Rome, Italy.

This meeting will include national reports by all participants and task reports
for all of the tasks by the task leaders. The members of the CRP will develop the
draft of the final product technical document at this meeting.
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Operator Support System Questionnaire and Database

During the first CRP meeting, the members identified the need for a
questionnaire on operator support systems in nuclear power plants. The results from
the questionnaire would then be put into a database to create a source of information
on operator support systems. The areas of interest for a questionnaire were identified
during the meeting.

In the months after the meeting ended, the questionnaire was created,
evaluated, modified and sent out to organizations throughout the world. Results are
now coming back to the IAEA. So far, 35 to 40 responses have been obtained.
During the week of October 11, 1993, four members of the CRP are going to be in
Vienna to develop the structure of the data base. This database is to be a "living"
product of this CRP.

Status Reports of Technical Tasks

The descriptions of the current status of each of the technical tasks are
presented in Section 1.4. More detailed information on each of the technical tasks will
be presented in a later working material document.



1.2. Participants responsibilities and activities

Year of
Implementation

Tasks*)

Organizations,
Countries

Argentina -
Comision
Nacional de
Energia Atômica
Czech Republic -
EGU Praha, a.s.

Finland -
Technical
Research Centre
of Finland
Hungary - KFKJ
Institute for
Atomic Energy
Research
Italy - ENEA
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4.1.2

+

+

+

+

+

1
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+

+

3

4.5.3

+
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Japan -
Mitsubishi
Atomic Power
Industries Inc
Netherlands -
ECN

Netherlands -
KEMA
Norway - OECD
Halden Reactor
Project, Institute
for
Energiteknikk
Romania
-Institute of
Atomic Physics
Russia -
CONSYST Co.
Ltd.
Russia -
Research & Dev.
Inst. of Power
Engg. (RDIPE)
USA - Electric
Power Research
Institute

+

+
TL
+

TL

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
TL

+

+
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+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
TL

+

+

+
TL

+

+

+

+
TL

+

+
TL

•)See "Scope of Work"
TLTask Leader
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13. CRP on "Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power Plants"

List of CRP Participants

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5 .

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Country, Organization

Argentina. Comísion Nacional de
Energia Atômica, Buenos Aires
Czech Republic.
EGU Prague, a.s.

Finland. Technical Research
Centre of Finland, Espoo
Hungary. KPKJ Atomic Energy
Research Institute, Budapest

Italy. ENEA D1SP, Rome

Japan. Mitsubishi Atomic Power
Industries Inc., Tokyo
The Netherlands, Netherlands
Energy Research Foundation
ECN, Petten
The Netherlands. KEMA.
Arnhem

Norway. OECD Haldcn Project,
Institute for Energiteknikk,
Halden

Romania. Institute of Atomic
Physics, Bucurcsti
The Russian Federation.
CONSYST Co. Ltd., Moscow

The Russian Federation.
Research and Development
Institute of Power Engineering,
Moscow
USA. Electric Power Research
Institute,
Palo Alto

Chief/Deputy Scientific
Investigator
Mr. M. Goldstein
Mr. Palamidessi
Mr. J. Kurka
Mr. J. Rubek

Mr. K. Juslin

Mr. I. Lux

Mr. V. Silvani

Mr. M. Sailo
Mr. Y. Fujita
Mr. J. Jchee

Mr. Vcrkooyen
Mr. E. F. Loriaux

Mr. Haugset

Mr. D. Bcngulescu
Mrs. A. Jianu
Mr. V. Dounaev

Mr. N. Sazonov

Mr. J. Naser*)

Tale of the Project

Design of the Operator Support
Systems for Argentine NPPs
Operator Support Systems for
Power Unit Manual Control in
Abnormal Modes of Operation
On-Line State Estimation with
Dynamic Tracking Model
Development, Implementation and
Verification of Operator Support
Systems for Nuclear Power Plants
Operator Support Systems in
Nuclear Power Plants
The Design ol Human-Centered
Operator Support Systems
Code for On-line Reactor State
Analysis (CORSA)

Computerized Operator Support
Systems

Development and Use of
Computerized Operator Support
Systems in Nuclear Power Plants

Operator Support Systems ior
Romanian NPP
Operator Support Systems lor
Nuclear Powpr Plants with
WER-1000 Reactors
Operator Support Systems in
Nuclear Power Plants with RBMK
Reactors

International Exchange on
Operator Support Systems

•) The Chairman of The CRP
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1.4. Summary of the CRP tasks

1.4.1. Summary of Tasks 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 - Survey of existing documentation and
operator support systems

It was agreed that the main goal of this task is to control the input flow of new
information and to make it accessible in a flexible way.

In order to do this it is suggested that a database system is to be used.

The activities of the task group will focus on "How to organize the data
(data-model) and to suggest the main functional requirements of the database and
procedures.

Task 4.1.1: The suggested classification of references for the database is:

(1) Regulatory requirement
(2) Utility requirement
(3) Validation
(4) Surveys and Guides on operational procedures
(5) Plant specific app?«cation
(6) Human Machine Interaction (HF, Engg., Control and design)
(7) Operational experience
(8) Methods & Designs
(9) Plant management: PSA, Plant performance, Environment
(10) Miscellaneous

references of documentation to be entered need to be classified first
according to these 10 suggested classes

One reference can be classified to more classes

The database should be flexible enough to allow new definition of
classes and/or subclasses

The actual development and maintenance of the database should be the
responsibility of the IAEA

Each reference - record should contain a field for an abstract. These
abstracts can be entered either in alpha - numerical format or by using a

scanner

Those documents which do not have an abstract may be entered, leaving
the abstract field open. Users/readers of these abstracts are requested
to produce an abstract which can be entered at a later stage

It was agreed that it is noj useful or feasible to systematically read all
the references for the purpose of summarizing them.
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Task 4. î .2 Survey of existing OSS

It was agreed that the basis of this information is the results of the
questionnaire.

The structure was found to be suitable, and complete

The form can be used for future entries

The suggested database is found to be a suitable way for access to the
information.

1.4.2 . Summary of Tasks 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 - Survey of anticipated functional and
qualification requirements for OSSs

The purposes of these tasks are

To collect available information about current OSS's functional
requirements and OSS's qualification status

To identify existing OSS's functional requirements

To identify qualification needs

National reports presented during the meeting contain sufficient information
for a preliminary analysis. Additional information are expected by analyzing answers
to the questionnaire and material collected in task 4.1.1 & 4.1.2.

The content of the document should be as follows:

1. Introduction
2. Background
3. Contribution material provided by CRP

The aim of this section is to summarize the available information and to
present an overview of current OSS's design status. This section should contain:

3.1 OSS's overview
3.2 Basis for system classification
3.3 Survey on standard status
3.4 Survey of expected outcomes from accident management study
3.5 Survey on user need
3.6 Survey on technology trends
3.7 Survey on anticipated licensing requirements
3.8 Survey on OSS's qualification status

4. Analysis of the information

The information collected in section 3 will be analyzed and a preliminary list
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of major requirements and qualification needs will be reported. The content of this
section will be:

4.1 A summary of "application" related requirements
4.2 A summary of the technology related requirements
4.3 A summary of the design related requirements

5. Conclusions
6. References.

1.4.3. Summary of Tasks 4.2.1 and 4.2.4 - Development of appropriate terminology
for identification and classification of OSSs

1. Summary

In connection with these tasks, a preliminary set of the terms and definitions
is proposed. In addition, the more detailed and precise description of the main goal
of OSS and the typical functions which are needed for identification of OSS was done.
On the basis of these a scheme of classification of OSS is proposed.

2. Introduction

The main goal of this task is to develop a scheme for identification and
classification of OSS. Solving this problem is very important for the designers who try
to develop and implement an integrated support system and also for licensing
organizations especially in connection with safety related OSS.

3. Contributed materials provided by CRP

There are three proposals concerning this topic from Halden Project, KFKI and
Consyst (see reports presented at this meeting). They are the same in principal and
can serve as basis for development of appropriate terminology and classification of
OSS. In addition, there is a terminology definition contained in the working material
on "Guidelines for Control Room Systems Design" by IAEA, 1993.

4. Analysis, results, methodologies

4.1. Main terms and definitions

The following are only part of the terms and definitions used in this area.

Operator - An individual who is responsible for an operational process and for
achieving functions allocated to a human (e.g. control room staff, maintenance staff,
engineering staff and management staff).

Operator Support System (OSS) - A system that implement functions that support
mental processing tasks assigned to the operator (e.g. estimation of current conditions,
decision-making, technical operations implementation).

Control room staff - A group of plant personnel stationed in the main control room
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4.2. OSS main aim and functions

The main aim of operator support at a NPP is to aid the operator in
determining the power unit current operational condition and decision-making for
implementation of corresponding actions in case of normal operation mode deviation.

OSS are computer systems or functions of the plant process computers that are
based on intelligent data processing and are not part of the basic I & С They support
but are not necessary for the plant operation or safety. Applications are mostly
"real-time" or "on-line".

There are several systems or functions that can be regarded as an OSS for
control room operations. Examples are:

1. Task oriented displays
2. Intelligent alarm handling
3. Fault detection and diagnosis
4. Safety functions monitoring
5. Computerized operational procedures presentation.

4.3. OSS classification

Operator support systems type - Classification groups, combining OSS with definite
characteristic features, are the following:

Control level (e.g^ unit level, plant level, utility level)
Personnel category (e.g. control room staff, maintenance staff)
Personnel specification (e.g. reactor operator, shift supervisor, safety engineer)
Reference to operational limits and conditions (e.g. normal operation,
disturbance, accident)
Reference to safety class (e.g. safety system, safety-related system)
Type of mental task to be solved by the operator (e.g. estimation of current
condition, procedures selection)
Type of model, algorithm, or way of solution that is mainly used (e.g. expert
technology, event tree model).

4.4. Classification example

Safety parameters display system

Unit level
Control room staff
Shift supervisor (safety engineer)
Emergency situation or accident
Safety - relevant
Estimation of current condition (procedures selection and display)
Event tree model
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S. Conclusions

This material is only preliminary. After discussion it has to be agreed by the
members of CRP involved in this task and the suggested scheme may be useful for
identification and classification of OSS for the purpose that was mentioned above as
well as for the database on installed or developed OSS constructing.

6. References

[1] National report from Norway, K. Haugset, Institute for Energiteknikk OECD
Halden Reactor Project

[2] Hungarian national report, F. Adorjan, I. Lux, J. Vegh, E. Vegh, KFKI Atomic
Energy Research Institute

[3] Russian national report, V. Dounaev, Consyst Co. Ltd.

[4] IAEA-TECDOC "Guidelines for control room systems design", IAEA 1993.

1.4.4. Summary of Task 4.2.2 - Evaluation of plant functions and identification of
where OSSs can be utilized in a productive manner

It was confirmed that the purpose of this task is to propose a systematic
approach that will lead to the identification of where OSSs can be most beneficial.
Although the CRP plan suggests that "plant activities" or "functions" form a basis which
is used to identify where OSSs can be most beneficial, they appeared not to be.
Reasons are (1) it is difficult to define a general classification scheme of plant
activities/functions which can be applicable commonly to various types of plants, and
(2) OSS are, in principle, considered to be beneficial for many activities. As an
alternative approach, task members reached the following conclusions:

(a) Workload, frequencies of tasks, and the importance of tasks are factors that
form an index that can be used to judge how beneficial an OSS can be. It is
pointed out that systematic task analyses should be carried out to assess these
factors.

(b) OSS can be used not only to replace information processing that is originally
assigned to the human, but also to provide new information that eventually
"enhances" user capabilities.

It is recommended that the CRP will continue to accumulate data on the
experience of OSSs and that these data are used to update the above-mentioned
conclusions. It is expected that appropriate task analysis methods need to be
identified. It is also expected that there are additional factors that need to be taken
into account.
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1.4.5 Summary of Tasks 4.2.3 and 4.3.4 - Classification of relationships between
operator responsibility and OSS responsibility

Summary of discussions:- Special emphasis was paid to the classification of
relationships between operator responsibility and OSS responsibility with regard to
positive and negative impact of OSS on the operational performance of NPP.

The OSS was considered from a classification point-of-view as a team member
of the crew. It was stressed that the shift supervisor always should be the boss of the
whole team.

The transparency of the OSS was considered important. The operators should
understand the limitations of the OSS.

The border between OSS and an automation system was discussed. Automatics
that actively perform a subtask that already can be observed and interrupted by the
operator can also be considered as a help operator or part of a OSS.

Unconditional interlocks and protection systems are pure automation systems
according to this interpretation. Compulsory operational procedures are considered
very close to an automation system implementation.

The OSS is helpful in the interpretation of the information collected and
provided by automation system. OSS can also help with housekeeping of what
functions should be considered or done in specific modes of operation or in
transitional situations. The diversity of information provided to the operators is
considered very important as a background for their judgments.

The connection between different operational systems can be considered as on
following figure:
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The possible degradations of operator performance through relying too much
on an OSS was discussed. It was felt, however, that OSSs can be designed so that the
overall operational performance can be improved.

Training was considered as one important means to prevent negative effects of
the use of an OSS. It was felt that an OSS enables an upgrading of the work
description of the operators • giving more time to objectives as optimal use at the
plant, active performance evaluation of the process and supervising of maintenance
and other work performed at the plants.

A parallel to soft engineering was found in too detailed compulsory procedures.

Written advisory guidelines, perhaps available on screen can also be considered
as part of OSS.

If knowledge based or neural network based systems are provided with the
status of "junior members" in the team, their introduction to the control room could
be more easily accepted, although their way of operation is more soft, and they might
appear as black boxes for the operator.

1.4.6 Summary of Task 4.3.1 - Investigate how training should be planned to ensure
efficient utilization of OSS?

Task group:
Leader: (Czech Rep.) Mr. Kurka
Members: (Russia) Mr. Dounaev, Mr. Sazonov

(Italy) Mr. Silvani
(USA) Mr. Naser

Operator's familiarization with OSS, its functions, interface and capability, can efficiently
be made only through adequate and intensive training and retraining.

How to plan training?

There are several factors which can be planned to ensure the efficient use of
OSS by users e.g. length of training and intervals between retraining, preparation of
training summaries and technologies of how to realize training. The most important
at first stage seems to be the decision how to realize training, what kind of equipment
to employ. In principle, two ways are mainly used:

(i) Training on part task (functional) simulators (for initial familiarization
with the system)

(ii) Training on full scope simulators

Information on how training in utilization of OSSs is organized in countries with
experience is needed.

Starting basis: Draft of the report of task leader on task 4.3.1 included in Czech national
report.
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Task 4.3.2 Evaluate how the introduction of OSS influences requirements to the
basic education of the operator

Task group:

Leader: (Czech Rep.) Mr. Kurka
Members: (Russia) Mr. Dounaev, Mr. Sazonov

(Italy) Mr. Silvani
(USA) Mr.Naser

General requirements on plant operator's basic education are generally high so
that it can be assumed that licensed operators have a good knowledge necessary to
supervise and control the plant under different conditions. Nevertheless, in order to
enable the operator to use an OSS effectively and appropriately his education must
include relevant information and knowledge related to the system, its interface,
implemented function(s) and techniques applied to infer output information.

It is felt that information on how the education of operators involved into
evaluation of OSS developed within a framework of different research programmes
(e.g. Halden project, Japanese project) had to be completed before starting their work
on test simulators. Naturally, other sources should also be considered.

Starting basis: Draft of the task leader report on task 4.3.2 (included in Czech
national report)

1.4.7» Summary of Task 4.3.3 » Develop guidance on how the end user should be
involved in the development of OSS

The working group on this Task has determined the main lines along which the
question given in the title of the task is to be answered. Accordingly, specific
questions have been formulated with well defined possible answers. These questions
are to be answered by all contributors to the Task.

The first, basic questions are as follows:
1. Why? (Why should the end users be involved at all?)
2. Who? (Which representatives of the end user should be involved at given OSS

developments?)
3. When and

how? (At given instances of the OSS development to what extent should the
end user representatives take part?)

1. As for the first question there are certain trivial answers which have been realized
at once, nevertheless a thorough approach to the question may reveal further
useful aspects.

2. The answer to that question depends on the type of OSS to be developed. Here
we expect to receive hints from the various classes of OSS (Categorized in the
Working Material on Control Room Design as:

1. Task oriented displays
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2. Intelligent alarm handling

11. Radiation release monitoring

12. Condition monitoring, maintenance support)

What kind of representatives of the end user (such as

a. Operators

b. shift supervisor
с plant engineer
d. administrative staff member
e. manager

are to be involved.

A specific question in the "who?" category is "Who shall initiate the development
of a specific OSS?" The proposed answers are:

a. end user/utility
b. authorities
с developer/supplier.

3. This question is the most important one. The answer to it defines in which phase
of the project, to what extent, and for what time period the end user's
representatives shall take part in the realization of the OSS. The possible phases
are:
1. Definition of the problem and requirements
2. Functional specification
3. Technical specification/system planning
4. Detailed planning
5. Developing work
6. V&V
7. Testing (in-house as well as acceptance)
8. Implementation
9. Training
10. Operation

The possible answers may be that the contribution of the end user to a given phase
is:

a. negligible/none
b. minor
с moderate
d. important
e. decisive

As for the possible time period/frequency, the proposed answers are:

a. occasionally
b. during a given phase
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c. regularly (rarely/frequently)
d. continuously/all along the project
e. exclusively.

1.4.8. Summary of Task 4.4.1. - Develop infrastructure requirements to support
incremental upgrades in existing plants with regards to data communications,
databases, knowledge bases, analog/digital compatibility, unified MM! etc.

The task group considers that the infrastructure support to upgrade data and
knowledge communication and handling should be reviewed on an evolutionary basis.
Every particular project, should especially take into account its requirements, the
starting point of the existing infrastructure and set a well-defined, achievable goals.

As a general sketch, an open communication system, linking to a certain extent,
most data handling systems of a plant, is recommended. This most probably means
a network system (one or several connected networks) improving data sharing and
their efficient management. Data logging systems will probably continue to be
tailor-made, but increasing standardization of data formatting and digitalization are
foreseen. The problem of mixed analog/digital control room was not discussed.
Man-machine interface requirements should enhance standardization (consider vendor
approaches), especially in graphics modular systems.

It is recommended to develop a qualified approach to the specification of
infrastructure requirements through:

definition of functional specifications by specific, qualified personnel;

enhancing that personnel's abilities to translate desired requirements into
sensible specifications.

For databases and knowledge bases, it is felt that no general guidelines can be
currently given; knowledge content, organization and management should be left to
individual systems' designers.

1.4.9. Summary of Task 4.4.2. Develop guidance for co-ordination of systems and
document existing experience with respect to system functionality and human
factors concerns

Status: This task should be finalized in the next year. Still the national reports
underline a few issues:

integrated information is a critical element to increase availability, reliability,
and productivity and to enhance safety;

an advanced control room requires that the individual OSS be integrated both
with respect to man-machine interface and to the process to assure the link among
all systems;

the integration process is to be addressed as joining the OSS instrumentation
with other instrumentation and control systems and as the interaction of
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information flows between the OSS and other instrumentation and control systems.

Task 4.4.2. Develop guidance for co-ordination of systems and document existing
experience with respect to system functionality and human factors concerns

Task leader: Romania
Participants: USA, Norway

1. Summary

An advanced control room requires that the individual OSS be integrated both with
respect to man-machine interface and to the process to assure the link among all
systems such as the surveillance system, disturbance analysis system and diagnosis
system. The existing control room should be upgraded by integrating the new OSS into
its environment. The integrated system should allow the operator's access to all the
individual OSSs.

Efficient operator support puts strict requirements on the integration of the various
support systems.

2 Introduction

As the process become more complex, involving large numbers of subsystem
interrelationships, there are more risks and chances for human errors. Integrated
information is a critical element for protecting the utility's capital investment,
increasing availability and enhancing safety. Integrated systems mean that

Each operator support system will be able to communicate with other internal
and external systems.

The man-machine interface of each operator support system will be consistent
in look and feel.

Future migration to a new hardware or technology will be completed without
excessive down time or a major conversion effort.

Each operator support system will be maintained at a more reasonable cost.

Information and functionality will not be unnecessarily duplicated.

Plant communications and computing architecture activities should support the
operator support systems by providing access to all of the plant's information sources.

The integration helps the plant operator to prioritize alarms in order to emphasize
the significant ones.

3. Contributed Materials provided by CRP

4. Analysis, Results, Methodologies
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5. Conclusion

6. References

[1] Naser, J. A., Operator Support Systems Activities at EPRI

[2] Haugset, K., National Report from Norway

[3] Aeba, Y., Development of Man-Machine System for Japanese Nuclear Plant.

1.4.10 Summary of Task 4.4.3. » Develop requirements for techniques and tools for
developing OSS and documents existing ones

/. Summary

This section gives recommendations, which means or techniques should be used for
software and informational validation development of OSS and why.

2. Introduction

Fast progress in the area of computer technology allows the use of modem
informational technologies and means for a fast development of OSS.

This section explains, which technologies and means may be used, why and how.

3. Contributed material, provided by CRP

There are five documents, provided by CRP: from RDIPE, KFKI, ENEA-DISP,
OECD Halden Reactor Project and Romanian Institute of Atomic Physics.

4. Analysis results

This material should include:

matrix in which the rows are the commercial software shells and means used
for OSS development, and the columns are different aspects of OSS
development, supported shells and means. In this matrix should be shown the
shells and means used;

list of modern techniques, used for OSS development and area of its use;

list of documents, related to its task, classified in accordance with aspects of
OSS development.

list of OSS development design aspects should be developed before the next
meeting and includes aspects of developments of:

• software
• informational validation.
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Therefore, aspects of planning and control of development process should be
included too:

short descriptions of shells and means, recommended for use.

The following modern informational techniques may be preferred for OSS
development:

hypertext technology;

artificial intelligence technology;

CAD technology;

CASE technology.

It may be recommended to use expert system shells and OSS prototype
development tools for OSS specification design (e.g. "G-Z" expert shell).

5. Conclusions

As a result of this activity the ways of decisions of task and formulation are fixed.

6. References

[1] F. Adorjan, I. Lux, J. Vegh, E. Vegh, Hungarian National Report on Activities,
related to Operator Support Systems for Nuclear Power Plants. KFKI Atomic
Energy Research Institute. IAEA CRP Meeting on "Operator Support Systems in
Nuclear Power Plants", Budapest, 5-8 October 1993.

[2] V. Silvani, Report on task 4.1.3 Survey of anticipated functional/requirement for
operator support systems. ENEA-DISP. IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme
on Operator Support Systems in NPPs, Budapest, 5-8 October 1993.

[3] N. A. Sazonov, State of development and implementation of operator support
systems at RBMK NPPs. IAEA CRP Meeting on "Operator Support Systems in
NPPs", Budapest, 5-8 October 1993.

[4] National Report from Norway, Co-ordinated Research Meeting on "Operator
Support Systems in NPPs", Budapest, 5-8 October 1993.

[5] D. Bengulescu, Operator Support Systems in Romanian NPPs, Institute of Atomic
Physics. RCM, Budapest, 5-8 October 1993.

1.4.1b Summary of Task 4.5.1. - Determine the experience with cost/benefit analysis
of existing OSSs and how can such analysis he improved

Task Leader: ?
Participants: Italy, Russia (Consyst), USA
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1. Summary

- This task is planned to be finalized in 1995.
- There are no relevant references in the presented National Reports.
- Cost/benefit evaluations depend on the specific area of OSS, type of OSS.
- Data requested in IAEA questionnaire on existing operator support systems in

NPPs could be used to evaluate cost/benefit ratio.
- There is no methodology for OSS cost/benefit evaluation.

2. Introduction/Background

We should distinguish between experimental and analytical approaches with respect
to cost/benefit assessment.

As a general format for quantitative cost assessments, the following topics could
be considered:

evaluation of the development (man-years)
evaluation of implementation (man-years)
hardware cost evaluation
software cost evaluation
verification & validation cost evaluation.

For qualitative benefit evaluation the following topics should be considered:

reduced operation and maintenance costs;
increased plant availability;
reduced number of scrams;
optimization of plant operational cycle.

It is difficult to evaluate the cost/benefit ratio in the case of OSS intended to assist
in rare events. As no methodology is available, the only practical way for cost/beneflt
evaluation remains the use of experimental data obtained in the utilization of OSSs.

1.4.12. Summary of Task 4.5.2; "Determine to what extent and by which methods
should the OSS be evaluated before final implementation to demonstrate

their quality and also how to effectively evaluate them after
implementation"

1. Summary

This report is based on the discussion between representatives from the Czech
Republic, Russian (Consyst) and Norway. The main items are definition of scope,
identification of material and structure of reporting.

2 Introduction
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The task is suggested to cover two main items:

Human factors system evaluation
Technical system evaluation of HW/SW.

The items are both considered important to ensure a good product, and they are
partly overlapping. (Speed of system to respond on operator request must satisfy
certain requirements to be acceptable). On human factors evaluation, important
aspects are:

(1) during which phases of system development and use should evaluation take
place, and

(2) which methods are applicable in which phases.

3. Contributed material provided by CRP

Two main contributions are identical:

Operator models (Mitsubishi)
Evaluations at the Halden Project.

Other national reports may take the item up, this will be checked in more detail.
Relevant information from other sources will also be identified.

4. Analysis, results, methodologies

On human factors evaluation, main topics will be:

(1) When should evaluation take place?

Evaluation should be introduced early in system development to avoid costly
modification to be made on the final system. These evaluations can be made with
paper and pencil at a low cost. Overall system evaluation, addressing all aspects of
system quality, must be made on the completed system coupled to a simulator or after
final installation.

(2) Which methods for evaluation are available?

At an early stage, checking of man-machine interface against existing guidelines may
identify design weaknesses. Also, the use of task analytical methods may detect system
weaknesses, and also come up with suggestions for better solutions. At later
development stages, operators may be used as test subjects in walk throughs/talk
throughs or full scale dynamic experiments. Questionnaires and interviews may be
used at several stages.

After installation, evaluation of the system on the real process will depend on the
type of system. Systems in daily use (basically for optimization of normal operation)
may give important feedback through interviews of the operator. The operator may
also be asked to fill out a questionnaire on his experience with the system. (We are
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considering including an example of a questionnaire in the final report).

The potential of simulated human models as a tool for system evaluation will be
further investigated.

On the second item, technical evaluation of performance of HW/SW, several issues
may be relevant. The starting point is that for complex OSSs, weakness in the
SW/HW solution may reduce the usefulness of the system considerably. Typical
problems include:

Slow processing may lead to unacceptable delays in information presentation

The operator may avoid using the system if it is unreliable or slow.

Methods and tools for assessing the performance of HW/SW related to user needs
should be looked into, main issues being to address performance of communication
systems and memory requirements. In this way, bottlenecks may be identified and
later removed.

References

[1] Yushi Fujita et al, "Human Reliability Analysis Using Simulated Human Model"
presented at 5-8 October 1993, Budapest Meeting.

[2] K. Haugset, National Report from Norway, 5-8 October 2993, Budapest Meeting.

1.4.13. Summary of Task 4.5.3 - Determine what requirements should be established
for verification and validation of OSS software, and which techniques are
available to improve V&V

This task is scheduled for completion by the end of the third year of this
Co-ordinated Research Programme. However, there are already many activities
underway which will contribute to this activity. In the United States, methodologies
are being developed for the V&V of expert systems and high integrity software. A
V&V handbook is being put together to help users with all types of software. In
Norway a large number of activities are underway to improve the reliability of safety
critical software. Included in these activities are the study and testing of formal
methods, the safety assessment of proprietary software tools, the evaluation of
commercial-grade software, and the V&V of knowledge-based systems. In Italy work
is being done on the V&V of expert systems. Work is also being performed with
others in the European Community on the status and future requirements of standards
and on the development of metrics for software V&V. In Finland work is being done
on the V&V of operator support systems. All of these countries are developing
classifications of software and are relating these classifications to the level of V&V
required to ensure reliable software.
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I. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN ARGENTINA

In Argentina there are two nuclear power plants of the
pressurized heavy water reactor type, owned and operated by
CNEA, the national atomic energy commission. Atucha I station,
CNA I (340 MWe) of the pressure vessel reactor type, was
designed and built by Siemens AG and came into operation in
1974; Embalse station, CNE(648 MWe) of the pressure tube CANDU
600 type, built by Atomic Energy of Canada and Italimpianti,
entered commercial operation in 19B4. CNEA has been in charge
of the operation of both stations since the beginning, and
their performance has been satisfactory : Embalse has reached
an availability factor of 85.8 7. during ist life (1993 until
Aug 98.8 */.) ; figures for Atucha I, despite a long repair
outage during 1988-1989, are 73.6 '/. and 73.2 '/., respectively.

A third station, Atucha II, is under onstruction nearby
Atucha I s site; it is a pressure-vessel PHWR reactor type
with a 730 MWe capacity, designed by Siemens; CNEA will
participate in the commissioning phase and will also operate
this unit.

Nuclear operations activities in Argentina, including the
fuel cycle supplies and the associated research and
development work, are managed almost exclusively by CNEA or
its partner companies. Hence, advances in the operation
management and techniques, particularly in operator support
systems (OSS), are also conducted by CNEA.

II. OPERATION AND CONTROL-ROOM MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS

As said, both operating plants are being managed by the
same organization and besides, part of the operation,
maintenance and engineering staffs have had experience in both
stations. However the differences in time of design, designer,
hardware and software implementation, besides operation and
maintenance experience, are significant, and they do have
importance while considering the updating of the man-machine
interface and, in our case, the introduction and future use of
computer—based operator support systems. To help the
understanding of what this implies to the Coordinated Research
Program work, a brief description of the operation scenery in
each plant follows.

CNE (EMBALSE NPP)

Control and instrumentation hardware is conventional for
command, protection and safety logics (electric relays) and
for measuring and controlling loops (analog electronic
transmitters and controllers) However, there are important
•features involving computer action: control loops of main
parameters of reactor systems, primary system cooling,
secondary side heat sink, etc, and command logic for fuel
element replacement are controlled by software programs



resident in one Df two on-line station computers ( Varian V
73, one in operation end another in active standby; a third
one is used for software off-line tests and development)

The station has a Main Control Room (MCR) and a Secondary
Control Room (SCR); in the MCR all the information supplied by
the computers and conventional instrumentation is available
for a safe operation and a safe rundown of plant up to a cold
condition, even in case of failure of both control computers.
In case the MCR is unaccesible, the SCR is supplied with all
the information and control devices to assure reactor
shutdown, residual heat removal and confinement of radiation
material through control of containment closure and pressure
buildup.

In the MCR the operator gets the information from 1) the
computer system (alarm and messages generation and emission,
trends and bar graphs, etc, through monitors, printers and
video stations) managing about 1800 analog inputs and more
than 2000 contact inputs. 2)
hardwired instrumentation including: annunciation windows
giving safety systems warnings and alarms from main station
parameters, recorders, monitors and printers.

Since the beginning of the commercial operation some
improvements have been made in the information relevant to the
operators. The most significant are summarized here : a)
greater number of component or system status, trends and bar
graphs (computer memory was increased) b) computer
calculations of derived parameters, formerly done by hand
(v.g.subcooling margin, inventories, loss rates) c) new alarm
windows for safety-related parameters. Some other improvements
to MMI in current systems are on the way (e.g in the failed
fuel identification system). Also upgrading of computer
peripherals, mainly printers, is planned.

CNAI (ATUCHA I NPP)

Control and instrumentation hardware is of the
traditional, mainly electronic, type. All the safety,
interlock and alarm annunciation logic is hardwired. The main
control loops are equipped with classic analog controllers.
The station computer, a Siemens 305, serves as a process
supervisor, data logger and auxiliary computing machine.

The control room is equipped with separate control boards
sections for the nuclear island and secondary system, the
electrical equipment and the fuelling machine, from which the
most frequent command operations are done, and supervised
through indicating instruments and alarm/ ar.nur.clõllor,
windows. Large vertical panels hold, besides command modules
and indicators for some systems, about 100 recorders, large
indicators, TV monitor, for overall supervision.

For direct, normal operation supervision, the station
computer contributes, according to the original design,
giving: a) cyclic logging (in monitor display) of sets of
analog values, b) messages of operation commands, interlock
signals or alarm events (through line printer) c) printed
"post-mortem" protocols, d) calculations of component or
system status parameters. Signal handling is about 600 analog



and 3000 binary values.
In the last years the computer system has been upgraded,

new memory devices and peripherals have been incorporated : an
IBM PS computer replaces the control room monitor in the
station computer series link, and new computing programs are
available.

Monitoring of the performance of reactor internals by
neutron noise technics has been progressing

One of the main improvements which is planned for both
plants is the configuration of a control room data
transmission network. In the proposal for CNE the system will
link the station computer, through special interface boards,
to industrial type PC's, which will themselves be bound to a
double way net. Other PC's commanding new peripherals, as well
as operators support systems under development, which are
described later, will serve as nodes of the control room net.

III. THE COORDINATED RESEARCH PROGRAM

Our commitment in the CRP program included the survey of
current operator support systems (OSS) and the experience with
them, the survey of the anticipated functional requirements of
OSS and the evaluation of functions and the identification of
where the OSS can advantageously support them.

REVIEW OF CURRENT OSS

For the revision of the existing OSS's, whether
implemented or under development, a questionnaire was
developped, following the outlines suggested by previous
documents [1]. It included:
1. General information of the nuclear plant.
2. Short description of instrumentation and control systems
(this revision, made by the CRP members to update the
information and remark the above-mentioned differences
between both plants, involved some exchange of impressions
with operation people; paragraph II is a summary of this
task )
3. Description of existing OSS.

While this description was in course, the questionnaire
sent by IAEA was received and adopted; the form for the
SAO and DISPLAYER systems will be filled by CNA I
personnel, while those of other systems, all of them under
development, were discussed and completed by CRP staff,
together with the people involved in the design. The survey
of the functional requirements of OSS started with the
discussion of these systems'characteristics. We remark that
the new forrr, does not include some specific questions about
the development process (like the application of task analysis
technics or the influence of operation procedures) or the
approach (v.g. event or sympton oriented) in the
definition of the OSS characteristics. In our development
much work had to be done in the field of data acquisition,
as part cf the improvement of information for operators,
which may not be properly reflected in the questionnaire.



Finally, questions related to cosL and Dene+it
considerations could not of course be thouroughly answered
for systems which sre still being developped.

A summary of the OSS's characteristics, which were
forwarded in a previous communication [2] and taken from the
questionnaires'results Are given in figs 3 to 6.

OSS CHARACTERISTICS AND SELECTION

To start the discussion of the OSS's characteristics and
possible applications with operation staffs, at the beginning
it was decided to make a detailed task and knowledge analysis
of their activities related to the main systems of the plant
during normal plant states and the transition process
between them. A tentative, detailed questionnaire was
developped, to be filled in interviews with operators and
supervisors in each station (papers by Johannsen and others
were particularly taken in consideration [3]). It asks about:

1) reviewing and classifying the main, different states,
processes and tasks involved in the operation of the plant.
2) tasks involved in each state, their order and timing.
3) for each task: main characteristics, activities, personnel,
tools, information (instructions, specific training,
measurements available, etc
4) operator's attitudes: use of written information, self-
developpeJ aids, recalling, measurement checking, self-
checking, communication of results.
5) task accomplishment: normally found difficulties, common
causes of failure (ommissions, delayed, premature or
incomplete activity), spurious or collateral results
(unexpected actions or consequences of task's activities,
their communication and record)

6) operator's evaluation: difficulty or criticity range of the
task, mental (and/or physical) load and consequences
(tireness, tension, boredom), ideas about task improvement
(mainly information tools needs).

At the same time an evaluation was made of the possibility
of planning a systematic man-machine allocation approach. A
full-scope type analysis [4] was judged impractical, at least
for a large, already-built, plant. Later we knew of the IAEA I
& С working group's analysis [5] and it was concluded that the
decision between assigning a task to man or to machine should
be in a second place to the decision that an OSS system is
necessary for a particular task.

The plan for interviewing the operators and supervisors
was discussed within the Cr?P group. It was concluded that such
an exhaustive, time-consuming questionnaire program would not
be a fruitful, first-time approach: operators were not well
aware enough of the program scope, the detailed task analysis
involved, in each plant, all the operation crew individuals
whose personal activities and experience are widely different
and, besides, the review should have also involved other
people's work, e.g.procedure-writing, training, etc.

A new approach was then designed, after having discussions
with the chiefs of operation staffs and some exploratory
meetings in the control rooms with some chief supervisors, and



making a balance of the interaction with potential users with
the help of the designers of the ÜSS's under development.
Every operation shift has received a preliminary form, in
which the chief supervisors are asked to point out, in the
frame of different operation status [ 1) normal operation
2) start up or rundown processes. 3) alarm or incident event]
which tasks or activities they think can be helped by the
introduction of an DSS. Answers are being received and
analyzed, and when completed, a detailed, particular task &
knowledge analysis will be carried out for each proposal,
together with the operation crews.

GENERAL REMARKS

At this time some general provisory remarks about the
characteristics and applications of OSS can be forwarded; they
reflect the current experience and take into account different
opinions from both plants'personnel and design people; some
features are already present in the OSS under development .

The computerized display of operating procedures is one of
the first improvements proposed. The main features and
potential advantages foreseen are :

Better control of
simultaneous tasks in different areas (primary system, BOP,
auxiliary systems) specially when some tasks are delayed,
avoiding back- and forward "browsing" through procedure pages.
Large, one-sheet operation diagrams could be handled more
easily.

With online data the OSS
could check interlocking conditions and execution times, and
suggest shortcuts in case there is a stop in the normal
procedure.

It has been remarked that in the case of a startup run,
delays always mean an economic penalty.

It is generally asked that the Surveillance information
available during normal operation should be enlarged. Examples
of typical requirements are :

More variables should be included
in general trend graphs, giving a quick, first sight
impression of plant's status.

Measured or calculated data that
show the active margin to the triggering of protection actions
(like a reactor setback) or of a safety system, should be
displayed permanently.

Signals or parameter values
indicating the availability or the capacity of systems which
must become operative in case of incident (e.g. emergency
water inventory) should be available.

Alarm display and handling is another matter of great
interest. When an alarm annunciation appears, the operator
wishes to be able to do a quick diagnosis of the incident,
trying to isolate the fault. Usually screen and/or printer are
crowded by successive annunciations that make first-sight



diagnosis difficult: later, new annunciations shift the
display and the operator loses the time-sequence feeling.

The expected characteristics of an OSS in this field are,
somewhat ordered by complexity :

1) screen display of alarm
related data (limit values, components/systems and supplies
involved, possible initial events) automatically or on
operator's request.

2) classification or
hiérarchisation, with different display priority, between main
and secondary alarms (according to the relevance of the system
or the urgency with which protective actions should be taken)
or between fundamental and derived alarms (that is, omitting
or shifting the display of tsuOqlarms which are known to be
fired once the fundamental ones appear)

3) periodic review of
hiérarchisation (dynamic filtering), perhaps automatic or on
operator's request.

In any case the operator must
have the faculty of reviewing all the alarms, refreshing past
displays and blocking filtering.

A special remark should be addressed, related to the Man-
Machine Interface and the user's involvement in the design of
displays and other dialogue characteristics. It is felt that
plant operators are willing to accept changes imposed by the
MMI only if they are minor, and/or if they have seen them
operative in other plants or simulators. We are bound tD think
that they fear unproven changes may bring additional mental
workload leading to failures. In some cases even the
management of displays through keyboards should in principle
reproduce their common practices with traditional control
boards. Every user should be specially considered while
designing the interface details to enhance initial acceptance.
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EMERGENCY DIESEL
START-UP MONITOR

• PLANT С N A I

• Développée! by : CNEA

• Status : Under development
Implementation in 1994

• Description: Monitors the startup flow diagram
indicates stops, missing signals,
displays circuits, stores runs.

• Aim : Availability / Reduced workload

Used by
in
in

Maintenance / Operators
Diesel Room / Control Room

Repetitive tests / Incidents

Functions :
- On-Line Monitoring oi Start-up
- Failure Detection and Isolation
- Alarm annunciation in Control Room
- Help In Failure Identification
- Help In Procedure Selection
- Information Storage
- Post-Mortem Analysis

Safety-Relevant System

37-



SHUTDOWN SYSTEM'S MONITOR

• PLANT : С N E (SDS1 and SDS2)

• Developped by : CNEA

• Status : Under development
Implementation 1993-1994

• Description: Monitors the SDS signals, checks
and displays the values, sends
alarm messages to station computer
generates files automatically, or
on operator's request.

• Aim: Availability / Reduced workload

Use by
in
in

Operator
Main Control Room
Normal Operation / Incidents

Functions :

- Monitoring
- Failure detection
- Post-trip analysis
- Data storage

Safety-relevant system



ABNORMAL EVENTS PROCEDURE
SUPPORT SYSTEM

• PLANT: С N E

• Developped by : CNEA

* Status : Under development

* Description : During abnormal events It makes
diagnosis through alarm check,
displays the procedure and monitor
the critical parameters.

* Aim: Safety / Availability / Reduced workload

• Use by : Operator
in : Main Control Room
in : Incidents / Accidents

Functions :
- Failure Detection
- Diagnosis
- Help in Procedure Selection

- Critical Parameters Monitoring

Safety-relevant system
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DISPLAYER

• PLANT: С N A I

• Developped by : С N E A

Status Implemented

• Description Displays and stores analog signals
logged by the station computer,
generates diííerents graphs and
mimics of plant.

• Aim: Reliability/ Reduced workload

• Use by : Operator
in : Main Control Room
in : Normal Operation/Incidents/Accidents

• Functions :
- Monitoring
- History analysis



OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR POWER UNIT CONTROL IN
ABNORMAL MODES OF OPERATION

J.KURKA
EGU Praha, a.s.
Prague, Czech Republic

l. INTRODUCTION

In Czech republic, the nuclear energy is produced by four identical units

(first connected to the grid in 1985) with WER-440 MW reactors, type 213, which

are in operation in nuclear power plant Dukovany in south Moravia. Other two

units with WER-1000 MW reactors are under construction in Temelin (south

Bohemia).

I & С system technology, partly Soviet and partly Czechoslovakia!!, used on

the NPP Dukovany units represents the control technology standard of late

70-ties and it becomes the weak part of the whole system. The modernization of

the system, therefore, is necessary and it is already in preparation. The

specification of both the scope and the depth of upgrading/replacement is being

carried out within the framework of the PHARE program. The second phase of the

program aimed at the final specifications of requirements on new I & С system is

in progress. The output will serve as detailed specification for bid invitation for

control system supplier. Parallely, the preparation of specification for WER-440

full-scope plant simulator for operator training is in progress as well. There is no

training simulator in CR at present, the operator training is carried out in

Slovakia.

In the case of two units with WER-1000 MW reactors, the completion of

construction of which was even threaten for a certain period of time, essential

changes have taken place in the design of both the I & С system and the reactor



core. The Westinghouse company, the bid winner, will be the supplier of both

systems. Simultaneously with the completion of construction of both units, the

full-scope plant simulator for training will be built.

2. CURRENT STATUS m DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF OSS.

In the Dukovany NPP, the support system for reactor shutdown has

recently been implemented. The computerized system which has been developed

in Nuclear Research Institute (NRI) Rez is based on a software the information

content of which bild up on operating instructions and limiting conditions related

to the reactor shutdown process. The system makes possible real-time process data

acquisition, displaying of measured or calculated values of selected parameters

and shutdown process evaluation. On the basis of the evaluation, it offers the

operator advices and in the case of faulty intervention or inception of dangerous

situation during shutdown produces warning. The system is at the operator's

disposal in the control room . A group of people from the Dukovany NPP was

involved in both the development and the implementation of the system.

The implementation of OSS in the Dukovany nuclear power plant is the

matter of the NPP management only. At present, the NPP management's main

tasks are the preparation and realisation of the I&C system modernization and

the construction of the plant simulator for the operator training. Management's

interest in the development of support systems consists now in observation of the

state-of-the-art in the field and in consideration and formulation of intentions and

plans for the future. After all, the implementation of computerized support

systems under current status of the NPP I&C system clashes against certain

limitations as, e.g., relatively bad access to plant real-time process data. Therefore,

the objective of all interested institutions is that the I&C system modernisation

sets up conditions for implementation of OSS.

H *•



Further development of OSS has continued in NRI Rez where two eystems

are under development.

The support system SAM (System for Accident Management) is based on

critical safety functions monitoring. On the basis of the safety-related parameters

and functions and their continuous evaluation, it provides the user with the

information about changes of CSFs, technological systems and components faulty

conditions and contingent impacts on both the nuclear power plant environment

and the NPP itself. It, further, provides also the information of organizational

character designed for rescue operations management aimed at the limitation of

the scope of losses and health consequences concerning the plant personnel and

the population. The system is modular. The information on technological process

status is presented in the graphic form on several screens. The system is realised

as the distributed data based information system for implementation on networks

enabling the use of workstations under UNIX and PC series 486 under MS-DOS.

The system was tested by simulated hypothetic LOCA accident attended with the

reactor core emergency cooling system failure. It is designed to support the

personnel in the NPPs' emergency centers. The system has not yet been

implemented.

The expert System RECON v. 2.11 is a diagnostic device efficient to acquire

process data in real-time and to recognise on the basis of their values, changes

and trends the process status and to inform the user on important, particularly

failure conditions of monitored technology. The system operates in on-line mode.

RECON is rule-oriented expert system with the three-state logic (qualitative

processing of uncertainty by means of the third logical variable).The system is

under development. /Ref.1,2/



3. ACTIVITIES IN EGU PRAHA UNDER THE CRP CONTRACT.

"The operator support system for power unit control in abnormal modes of

operation" which is being developed in EGU under the contract No 7101/RB is a

model-based system. In Fig.l there is a simplified structural block diagram for

simulation model application for malfunction identification in, e.g., specified parts

of the power unit control system.

Real-time process data received from plant data processor are processed and

sorted in block "DATA". A portion of data enters the block " SIMULATION

CONTROL". This block ensures

(i) identification of unit transient occurrence and subsequent triggering of the

transient real-time simulation and

(ii) the monitoring of measured values of parameters characterising the unit

steady-state and control of the model steady-state tuning to those parameters'

values, if necessary.

The transient real-time simulation is triggered and runs until a new steady-

state is reached. Outputs from measurements and from simulation are

continuously monitored and compared in the block "MONITORING". Differences

between signals are evaluated in the block "DIAGNOSTIC CONCLUSIONS".

Results are continuously displayed in numerical and/or graphic form. Malfunction

detection is signalled.

During the past period we have paid the most of our attention especially to

the real-time simulation. We have continued in our effort to upgrade unit

mathematical model, explicitly the ID reactor core nodal model, and the

simulation environment MODYSEN.

The model together with the simulation environment which are to be

applied in the support system are being derived from an older versions used for

engineering off-line analyses. However, especially the simulation environment

MODYSEN the standard of which was dependent on the available computer



performance has revealed not to be sufficient for the new application. The older

version of MODYSEN did not make possible, e.g., direct graphical output to the

screen in the course of simulation, direct interactive inputs into the simulation

from the screen, creation of technological diagrams, etc. That is why we have

decided to solve these problems first.

ID reactor core nodal model upgrading

The former reactor core model was ID nodal model for calculation of short-

term and medium-term reactor core dynamics in which the fuel element

temperature field was substituted by two-capacity system with lumped

parameters. To obtain more accurate knowledge about heat production in the

reactor core, temperature distribution and dynamic processes influence on reactor

core safety-related parameters the former ID nodal model was completed by the

fuel channel temperature field calculation and reactor hot channel simulation. The

reactor core is divided into к nodes. Coolant temperatures, fuel cladding surface

inner and outer temperatures, fuel surface temperature, average fuel temperature

and hot channel fuel maximum temperature and DNB ratio are calculated in each

node. /Ref.3/

Simulation environment MODYSEN upgrading

MODYSEN is a set of tools MOTET, MOGRE and MODEX for creation,

debugging and execution of simulation models written in simulation language

MODYS.

MODYS is block-oriented language for creation of models for computer

simulation of static and controlled/uncontrolled dynamic systems. It makes it

possible to transcribe, in user friendly manner, the system mathematical model

and, further, enables the user to break down mathematical mode! of large system



into a number of smaller modules describing different relatively independent

functional subsystems (e.g. functional groups, technological groups, controllers,

etc.). Modules are constructed from structural blocks and can be debugged

separately. The scope of individual modules and internal links between them are

specified by the user.

MODYS basic elements are prefabricated blocks of specific functions by

means of which the system model notation is performed. The following types of

blocks are available:

Structural blocks

These blocks define the structure of the system mathematical model

described by differential or algebraic equations, inequalities, tabular

dependencies, etc.

Information blocks.

These blocks make possible the output of data either on the screen, or on

the disk, or to the printer. The output information can be in the form of

numeric values or graphs.

Control and organization blocks.

These blocks make it possible to input basic data necessary to carry out

simulation.

Modules calling blocks

These blocks set up the simulation model structure .

The current version of MODYS comprises 99 types of structural blocks and 90

types of control and organization blocks.



МОТЕТ (MOdys Text Editor & Tools) is an integrated environment which

comprises text editor for task editing, interaction help, dialogue windows for

setting basic simulation parameters, calculator and tools for off-line processing of

output data from stored simulation runs.

MOGRE (MOdys GRaphic Editor) is an integrated environment used for

model creation at the level of static diagram composed from individual MODYS

blocks. In fact, it is a preprocessor which converts the diagram into the text form

required by the executive as input data. /Fig.2/

MODEX (MODvs Executive) is a code for execution the simulation model

written in MODYS. It consists of two basic parts:

(i) Compiler which converts input data into internal code used for execution

and

(ii) Executive which performs calculations, on-line displaying of specified

parameters behaviour or their numerical values and the simulation data

storage on disk for off-line analysis.

Newly implemented on-line graphics enables:

Displaying of specified parameters behaviour in graphical windows. From

one up to four windows can be displayed simultaneously with maximum

three variables in each window. /Fig.3/

Displaying of technological diagrams and numerical values of specified

parameters. The diagram can be placed into one graphical window so that

both parameters behaviour and technological diagram can be displayed

simultaneously. /Fig.4,5/

Control of specified technological components (e.g. valves) directly from the

h 7



screen. The control is performed by means of mouse through buttons placed

in the diagram. /Fig.6/

Simultaneous displaying of measured and simulated parameters. /Fig.7/

MODYSEN is installed on PC series 486/66 MHz under MS-DOS 5.0 or

higher. The executive MODEX can be installed also on workstation of type SUN

SPAKCClasic under OS Solaris 4.1.

During the development of the OSS actual needs of the NPP operator are

reflected. At present, the task of the Dukovany NPP operation in frequency control

is solved. This mode of operation, however, leads to fluctuations of main

technological parameters, particularly main steam pressure. Considering that

these technological parameters' values may change inside a narrow range only, it

is, therefore, very important that the operator can recognize whether a deviation

is caused by the frequency change or by an abnormal event. Therefore, the

implementation of an appropriate function into the OSS that would provide the

operator with necessary information on actual unit status is under preparation.
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- Draft -

PRELIMINARY REPORT

on Tasks 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of CEP on Operator Support Systems in NPPs.
Report prepared for the 2nd CRP meeting, 5-8 October 1993, Budapest, Hungary

Task 4.3.1 Investigate how training should be planned to ensure efficient
utilization of OSS

The operator support system is a part of the plant information system. It provides

the operator with high level information enabling him/her to make more high-level

decisions. Efficient and adequate use of the support system output information in

the decision making can be achieved through a training and retraining on an

appropriate training simulator. Two ways of training are, in principle, employed:

on part task /functional/ simulators and on full scope plant simulators.

(i) functional simulator - this type can be used for complete training in the

case of relatively autonomous and simple support systems. In the case of

more complex and/or multifunctional support systems it can be used for the

operator's familiarization with the system and for initial training before

higher (and more costly) form of training on full scope plant simulator or for

retraining. It can be installed on site or in training centre. The simplest

form of this type is a duplicate of the original system provided with the

possibility of inputting recorded training scenarios.

(ii) full scope tlant simulator - the support system incorporation into the

replica-type Soil scope plant simulator seems to be the best solution. The



operator's working environment is the same or almost the same as in real

control room and the simulator enables the instructor to manipulate the

plant, select and activate a wide range of process malfunctions. Plant

simulator is equipped in such a way that detailed operator's performance

can be recorded, monitored and efficiently checked and evaluated.

This type of simulator is also usually used for the support system

verification and validation.

Planing of the length of training/retraining and intervals between retraining

as well as planing and preparation of training scenarios depend on complexity of

individual support system.

Task 4.3.2 Evaluate how the introduction of OSS influences

requirements to the basic education of the operator.

The college and university education completed with basic education and

training for professional qualification provides the operator with profound

knowledge of physical principles underlying the power generation process in NPP,

in-depth familiarization with all plant systems, design characteristics and

operating and emergency procedures and adequate experience necessary to

supervise and control the plant under normal , abnormal and emergency

conditions. This knowledge is, further, completed and regularly refreshed during

operator's professional career.

Introduction of the operator support system is a certain stepwise conceptual



change which interferes with operator's way of thinking and behaviour. By

pushing forward/higher the level of provided information the OSS enables operator

to make more high level decisions. However, to be able to make such decisions, the

operator has to accept the information and, in some cases, to learn how to use the

new quality information. Therefore, in this direction, his/her training should be

focused.

The introduction of OSS may necessitate, at least, to complete the operator's

education and training with specific information, knowledge and skills related to

the system such as:

general knowledge and skills necessary for work in computerized

environment (only relevant to operators not familiar to work with this

technology)

familiarization with the system's interface and ways of communication, if

necessary (e.g. in the case of dialogue-oriented systems)

detailed information on system's function(s) completed, if necessary, with

theoretical background

information on techniques applied in the system (data processing,

evaluation, inferring of output information)

detailed information on system's boundaries (limitations)

demonstrations how to make use of the system output information
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Diagnostic orientation in control of disturbance situations

K. HUKKI
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Automation Engineering. Olakaari 7B, 02150 Espoo. Finland
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process information: Qualitative methods: Process control: Nuclear power plant.

The object of the study is diagnostic judgement in the control of dynamic
processes. The starting point was the known difficulty process operators have in
utilizing knowledge of process dynamics in disturbance situations that require both
diagnostic and prognostic actions. A model of the diagnostic judgement process
as a construction of coherent interpretation of the situation is outlined, and
comprehensive data from simulated disturbance handling by 6 crews of a PWR
type nuclear power plant, was analysed. The phases of analysis included evaluation
of the adequacy of task performance, utilization of available process information,
and evaluation of the interpretation of disturbance situations. The results suggest
that a functional orientation towards task performance allows a more coherent and
comprehensive interpretation of the situation and more adequate task performance.
Coherence of interpretation seems to be reflected in a higher subjective certainty
compared with crews with an incoherent interpretation.

1. Introduction
Work processes become more and more conceptually mediated through technological
development. This comprises two intertwined tendencies. One is the objectivization of
mental functions in technology, automation, which causes a physical distancing from
the objects of work. This also changes the role of immediate experience as the basis
of competence. Another, often neglected, tendency is that the creation of possibilities
for a more profound and extended knowledge of the objects (Zuboff 1988). Realization
of the knowledge increasing/character of technology requires what have been called
'intellective' skills. The function of these skills is to give meaning to the mediated
information that automation produces. The more complex and indeterminate a system
is, the more difficult it is to give meaning to process information in a particular
situation. This is a challenge to the operators who control the processes. At least two
approaches in cognitive human factors research have been utilized to analyse this need.
One is the human error approach (Reason 1990) and the other the diagnostic problem
solving approach (Dowie and Elstein 1988, Rasmussen 1986). The study reported here
has roots in both of them.

In an e;uiier study nuclear power plant operators* performance- in two different
simulated disturbance situations was studied (Norros and Sammatti 1986). The results,
that were based on analysis of operators' errors, indicated that while having an
adequate knowledge base on (he system the operators still had difficulties in utilization
of this knowledge. Crews' difficulties did not seem to concentrate on the diagnostic
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function; but inadequacies in controlling important process parameters could al.so
indicate lack of understanding of the situation as a whole. In the more straightforward
disturbance (one-to-one relationship between localization and operations), diagnostic

•accuracy was closely related to operating accuracy. In the more complicated
disturbance (not a one-to-one relationship between localization and operations), the
relationship between diagnosis and operations was also more complex. The collected
data were, however, insufficient for evaluating the crews' conceptions of the situation
because only the operations and their adequacy, but not the information that was
utilized nor the verbalizations of operators, were recorded and analysed.

When trying to understand the operators' difficulties, the problem of making
knowledge operational seemed to be central. This problem has been pointed out in the
psychological literature on dynamic processes control. One aspect of it is reflected in
the conclusion that diagnosis and operating actions are mutually integrated tasks
in process control activity. Models and descriptions of the cognitive procedures in
diagnostic, prognostic, and operative tasks have been reported in the literature. Also
typologies of the cognitive representations necessary for control have been elaborated
(see, e.g., Hacker 1978, Rasmussen 1986, Bainbridge 1992). It seems, however, that
it is not enough to state that the tasks are integrated, if the problem in practice is
that they are not integrated. The question is, why they are not integrated?

In this question the philosophical reflections of Ewald Iljenkov (1977) about the
nature of intelligent judgement activity seemed helpful. In his conception there are two
major aspects in judgement First, judgement is not an act of using knowledge
but, instead, an active (re)construction of knowledge is taking place in making a
judgemenL Second, judgement involves comprehending a concrete particular situation
in general terms. In his thinking 'general* means something that summarizes the
essential dynamic laws of the object, comprehension of which in the concrete context
enables one to decide on actions even in a novel situation. Thus, the problem of
operationalization of knowledge, and integrating diagnostic, prognostic, and operative
activities, could stem from difficulties in the construction of meaning in a particular
situation and from deficiencies in conceiving the concrete situation in dynamic and
functional terms. These questions were brought up in the present study and they guided
the formulation of the model that was used in the study.

2. The model
The model is depicted in figure 1. As indicated in the model task performance is
supposed to consist of intertwined diagnostic and operating activities. Carrying out
these activities requires an interpretation of the meaning of the whole situation both
from the diagnostic and prognostic point of view. The interpretation is thought to be
based on utilization of dynamic process information and of operating instructions.
These interactions (indicated by the horizontal arrows in figure I) reflect different
levels of functionality and reflectivity of orientation and they are thought to contribute
to the interpretation of the meaning of the situation.

Orientation is the process that defines the actor's subjective relationship to
a situation or problem that requires activity (Galperin 1979). Orientation can be
conceived as serving a control function in the contextually situated construction of
diagnostic and prognostic interpretations.

The existence of qualitatively different orientations as determinants of the nature
of expert activities has been proposed by Engestrõm (1992) and also identified by
Lawrence (1988). While the possible relationship between orientation and cognitive
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Figure 1. Model of the interpretation of the disturbance situation.

operations, e.g., those in diagnostic and prognostic interpretations, was suggested by
the former author, the relationship is examined deliberately in the present study.
Orientation is developed through the knowledge and concepts the actor has available
for comprehending the process. Concepts also mediate the communications which
serve the function of distributing awareness in the functionally constituted social group
of actors (Hutchins 1988). Likewise they mediate reflection They are essential
in contextualizing activity, and they enable one to redefine orientation and die
development of concepts. Moreover, there is an important interaction between
cooperation and reflection. Dialogue as a means of considering the other's view is both
the histoncal origin of, and an actual tool for, reflection and it increases the power of
judgements under uncertainty (Abercrombie 1989, Wertsch 1991). Thus, to conclude,
in our model, the notion of contextually situated activity should not be interpreted
as reaction to the environment, but instead as active use of feedback in organizing
and developing activity in the situation. Orientation serves as a mediator in this
constructive process.

3. Material and methods
Our material has been collected by an international research project, the OECO Halden
Reactor Project. The aim of the project was to test the validity of an operator aid, the
Critical Functions Monitoring System for nuclear power plants (Hollnagel et at. 1983).
Validation experiments were carried out by using a full-scale simulator of a PWR
type nuclear power plant. The experiments were used for evaluating the operators'
operative performance. We have used pan of the same data for psychological
evaluation of the crews' diagnostic orientation. The data chosen for this studv consist
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of protocols from 6 crews carrying oui a task without use of the CI:M system
(the base-line task)|whieh-i;t-s-upposcd to rcHect (lie crews' orientatieo-in-disturbance i_i
«iuutliofls. The protocols include recording of operators' verbalizations and
operative activities, plant alarms, and other indicators of the state of the nuclear
production process.

Each of the 6 crews (G, H, I, J, К and L) consisted of 3 operators: a shift leader,
a reactor operator and a turbine operator. An exception was crew H whose turbine
operator was absent. The operators were experienced with process control and
the training .simulator (average experience at least 4 years). Average subject's age was
36 years.

The test transient was very difficult because in addition to the main disturbance, a
loss of coolant accident (LOCA), there were several simultaneous minor malfunctions.
Therefore it was supposed to represent a genuinely new, unexperienced disturbance
situation. Because of the short duration of the transient (about 35-40 min) some effects
of the disturbances had to be exaggerated a bit The main malfunction was a fairly large
leak from the primary loops of the primary circuit. There existed, due to an simulation
error, an extra malfunction (decrease in the level of one of the 6 steam generators)
during the test of crews H, I and L. This malfunction at the beginning of the run was
a minor one and has been taken into account when evaluating the results.

The material of the study can be considered exceptionally comprehensive and
valuable for the analysis of operators' activity in a realistic disturbance handling
situation. Due to the original aim of the experiments to test a particular decision aid,
the focus in data collection was on available process information and on crews'
operating actions. Consequently, operators' verbalizations were recorded from an
operative point of view but not from a communicative point of view. Due to these
limitations in the data we were not able to analyse cooperative aspects of diagnostic
judgement in detail. Also an analysis of the utilization of instructions had to be
excluded.

4. Phases of analysis

4.1. Evaluation of the adequacy of task performance
Adequacy of the operators' activities was evaluated by using reference tables which
have been developed for this research in collaboration with a nuclear power plant
expert. These tables contain inferential knowledge about diagnosis of the disturbance
on the basis of available process information, and stabilization of normal functioning
of the process on the basis of the critical symptoms. With these references we have
evaluated the adequacy of the operative actions and diagnostic hypotheses of the
crews. By hypotheses we mean any explicitly or implicitly expressed suggestions
concerning possible reasons for the disturbedness of the process. We have been able
to consider the hypotheses only as the collective hypotheses of the crews due to
limitations set by the nature of our data.

4.1.1. Results: AH 6 crews succeeded in stabilizing the process within half an hour
without severe operative mistakes. There were, however, some major and minor
deficiencies and delays in operative performances. The major deficiencies were of
three types: stopping one or both of the emergency make-up system pumps in use
(crews H, I and L: the pumps were started later on by the operators or in one case
by plant protection), neglecting starring at least one primary coolant pump (crews К
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Table I. Time of (he identification «if lhe leak. Numbers = elapsed time in minutes and
seconds from ihc beginning of the run.

Crew

G
H
1
J
К
L

Recognition
oi' ihc leak

7 1 7
7-00-9-20

6-30
S-35

10-51
6-47

Adequate localisation of ihe leak

Identification
of lite circuit

8 2 2
2305
34-20

S-35
13-36
908

Litcali/^ition
inside the

circuit

I34S
2УО4

34-2(1
835

13 36
908

Adequate
estimation ol

ihc size of
the leak

1047
19-20
2057

X-50
13-36
17-47

and L), and closing of the discharging line of the accumulators in the emergency (core)
cooling system (crew L; the line was opened later on).

Efficiency in identification of the disturbance varied considerably between crews
(see table 1).

The crews' hypotheses concerning recognition and localization of the leak are
demonstrated in figure 2. Localization of the leak was clearly more difficult for 2 crews
(H and I) than for the other 4 crews (G, J, К and L). When compared to the fact that
all crews were able to stabilize the disturbed situation satisfactorily it is obvious that
there was disjunction between localization of the leak and operative activity in the
performance of these 2 crews. In the next phase of the study we carried out an analysis
to find out if there were any differences in the crews' utilization of available process
information which could explain this kind of incoherence.

4.2. Utilization of available information
As indicated in the model (figure 1) operators could utilize process information
and operative instructions (e.g., emergency procedures) as reference for diagnosing.
Due to incompleteness of our data we were not able to analyse the utilization of
emergency procedures.

To evaluate the utilization of process information we analysed the protocols to find
the moments when different kinds of relevant information about the process states
were noticed and which of them were used, and when, as criteria for the operators'
prognostic activities and diagnostic inferences. For diagnosing, this was not an
easy task because, inspite of instructions to think aloud as much as possible, the
operators' verbalizations were rather infrequent and often fragmentary. It was,
however, possible to iind out most of the unverbalized criteria of their diagnostic
activities by inference on the basis of their other verbalizations and, in some cases, of
their operating activities.

To begin we considered how coherently same process information was used on the
one hand for prognostic purposes and, on the other, for recognition and localization of
the leak. For example, the prognostic decision to change the main operating goal from
productivity to safety of die plant, which manifested itself as aiming for plant
shutdown, was frequently made as reaction to primary circuit pressure (low),
secondary circuit pressure (high) and level of pressurizer (low or lost). Two of these,
the secondary circuit pressure and the emptiness of the pressurizer can also be used
diugnosiically in localization of the leak. The crews used it in different ways: G, J, К
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Figure 2. The crews' successive diagnostic hypotheses in the localization of the leak. * = the
location of lhe leak: two small arrows = time span within which all symptoms of the leak
had appeared, f

and L for both purposes, but H and I only prognostícaliy. After this phase we continued
the analysis by examining in more detail the diagnostic use of process information.

4.2.1. Utilization of diagnostic infornuitiveness of process information: Our aim was
to clarify the extent to which the crews utilized process information for comprehending
ths dynamic state of the whole process. For this purpose the informativeness of process
information was classified according to the following principles. Process information
is functional if it can be used as evidence of the functional state cf the process on a
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global level. By that we mean information on the basis of which it is possible to infer
directly something about the functional state of the whole process (e.g , boiling margin
is an indicator of heat transfer through the whole system) or of a functionally essential
pan of it (e.g., primary pressure is a physical parameter of the primary circuit, one
of the main functional parts of the system). Process information is locationally
informative if it makes it possible to infer the location of the source ol the disturbance.
An example of locationally informative process information is ihc normality of
parameters in the pressurizer bubbler which indicates that the safely valve of the
pressurizer has not been left open by accident, but gives no direct information of
functionally essential process parameters.

According to our view, diagnosis should be conceived of as a conceptual
interpretation of the disturbance situation as a whole, and that is why estimation of the
size of the leak is as important as recognition and localization. Therefore the crews'
concepts about the size of the leak have been included in our considerations.

For every hypothesis concerning recognition or localization of the leak the type
of diagnostic informât!veness of the utilized evidence was allocated into 3 classes:
(I) locational; (2) functional; and (3) both locational and functional. Hypotheses
concerning the size estimation of the leak can be made either directly by inference on
the basis of functionally informative process information or, but only to some extent,
also indirectly, on grounds of the location of the leak.

4.2.1.1. Results: In the recognition and localization of the leak 4 crews (G, J, К
and L) were able to utilize functional informativeness of the process information and
2 crews (H and I) utilized locationally informative process information. It is worth
noticing that none of the crews seem to have used diagnostically the functionally most
informative process information, boiling of the primary circuit coolant. Table 2
presents two example analyses of utilization of diagnostic informativeness in
recognition and localization of the leak. These examples have been chosen to
demonstrate two clearly different ways of utilization. Crew J utilized functional
informativeness of the available process information at a very early phase of the run
whereas crew I used a locational way of utilization and did not locate the leak
adequately until the end of the run.

Verbalizations concerning estimates of the size of the leak were relatively rare,
especially those concerning the criteria for estimations. Crews G, J and К expressed
explicitly their comprehension of the size of the leak quite early (J at 8.50 and G at
10.47), and crew К a little later (at 13.36). The explicitly expressed criteria of crews
J and К were functionally informative. The criteria of crew G are unknown. The other
crews (H, I and L) underestimated the leak size at first These underestimations
have been infered mainly on the basis of their operating actions, due to missing
verbalizations. The estimations were corrected afterwards (L at 17.47, H at 19.20 and
I at 20.57). On the basis of these findings it is obvious that crews G. J and К utilized
the functional informative process information for size estimation more adequately
than the other groups (H, I and L).

In conclusion the following inferences can be made. Crews G. J, and К were
able adequately to utilize the functionally informative process information both in
localization and size estimation of the leak. Crew L utilized it in leak recognition and
localization but not adequately in size estimation. Crews H and I did not utilize
functional informaiiveness for either of these purposes.
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Table 2. Utilization of (lie diagnostic inlbrmaiivcncss in recognition and localization of
the leak. У
CrcwJ

Time

X.35

Time

6.30

6.40

12.58

14.24

26.35

27.16

31.54

34.20

34.20

Diagnostic
hypothesis-

leak in primary circuit
from primary Joops
(Hyp. 1)

Diagnostic
hypothesis

in secondary circuit
safety valve of one
steam generator left
open
(Hyp. 1)
in secondary circuit
steam pipe rupture of
one steam generator
(leak into
containment)
(Hyp. 2)

leak from secondary
circuit
(Hyp. 3)

in secondary circuit
steam collector break
(Hyp. 4)
in primary circuit tube
rupture of steam
generator
(Hyp. 5)
cannot be steam
generator tube
rupture
leak into containment
(Hyp. 6)
leak cannot be in
secondary circuit

leak in primary circuit
from primary loops
(Hyp. 7)

Utilized process information

Locationally
informative

Crew 1

Functionally and
locationally
informative

prcssurizcr empty
AND/OR
secondary circuit
pressure high

Functionally
informative

primary circuit
pressure decreased
AND
pressurizcr level
decreased

Utilized process information

Locationally
informative

level of one steam
generator decreases

level of one steam
generator decreased
AND
safety valve of that
steam generator is
closed
AND
overpressure in
containment
no radioactivity
alarms from primary
circuit
(information not
simulated)

no radioactivity

Functionally and
locationally
informative

alarms from secondary
circuit
overpressure in
containment
no isolation of steam
generators due to auto-
matic plant protection

-

Functionally
informative
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Concerning the Uiitcr two crews we continued the analysis of their diagnostic
activity by evaluating their ability to use available process information as feedback. In
the case of the other crews tha'diagno.sing phase was too short for such an analysis.

4.2.2. Utilization of process information us feedback: According to our definition the
ability of reshape diagnostic inferences by utilizing available reference information
reflects contextual situativity of diagnostic activity. In our analysis we evaluated how
the crews used process information as counter evidence to their iocational-hypotheses.
The size estimations could not be analysed due to lack of explicit expressions.

4.2.2.1. Results: As indicated earlier (see table 1), crews H and I were not able
to identify the circuit (primary or secondary) until the last third of the run, at 23.05
(crew H) and 34.20 (crew 1). Both these crews supposed at first that one of the steam
generators was leaking in the secondary circuit which was not unlikely because of
the simulation error. A detailed analysis of the operators" diagnostic inferences and
operating actions indicates that, in spite of other hypotheses expressed later on, they
were at least partly fixated on this hypothesis for a long time (crew H until 23.05 and
I until 34.20) and did not utilize the available process information as counter evidence.
This means that their diagnostic activity in localization did not manifest situativity
in terms of utilization of process information as feedback about their own.inferences.
It seemed that their knowledge of process dynamics was not operationalized during
task performance. * "*

4.3. Diagnostic interpretation of the disturbance situation
In the last phase we made ал evaluation about the crews' interpretation of the
disturbance situation. This evaluation, which sums up the results of the previous
analyses, was made by comparing the utilization of functionally informative process
information in different aspects of the diagnostic and prognostic task performance.

Crews G, J, and К utilized functionally informative process information
adequately both prognosticaily and diagnostically and, in diagnosis, both for
recognition, localization and size estimation of the leak. They seem to have interpreted
the available process information coherently, i.e., functionally informative process
information was used to comprehend the disturbedness of the whole process. Crew L
utilized functionally informative process information prognostically whereas
diagnostically only for recognition and localization, but not adequately for size
estimation. This crew seems to have interpreted the process information fragmentarily.

Crews H and I utilized functional informativeness only prognostically but not
diagnostically, neither for recognition and localization nor for size estimation.
Their interpretation of process information was not coherent because functionally
informative information was utilized only for prognostic and operating purposes.

On the basis of these evaluations we concluded that crews G, J, and К oriented
functionally, crews H and I clearly less functionally, and crew L partly functionally
towards the task performance.

Crews' H and 1 diagnostic activity in localization did not manifest situaliviiy in the
sense of utilization of feedback. This suggests that the crews" orientation towards their
own activity was not reflective. The difficulty of comprehending the whole nature of
(he disturbance situation manifested itself also as increased subjective uncertainty and
emotionality as compared to other crews
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As noted above, ihcrc were some clear operating deficiencies in ihc crews' task
performance. One of the main reasons for deficiencies common (o crew И, 1, and L was
an underestimation of the size of the leak. Thus it seems dial non-opiimal operations
were connected to incoherent interpretation of process information.

The occurrence of the simulation error in the test situation of 3 crews (H, I. and L)
lias probably increased the difficulty of «he diagnosis to some extent However, this
docs not decrease the importance of the results concerning differences in functionality
of their orientation towards the disturbance situation. In the case of crew H an extra
source of difficulties must be taken into account: the crew was incomplete because of
the absence of the turbini.st. It is impossible to evaluate how much this fact has affected
the operators' orientation in the task performance. The position of the shift leader is
the most important because he is the one who decides. The work routines of the crew
were, however, undoubtedly disturbed.

5. Conclusions
The results suggest thai the model we have used is a feasible tool for the analysis of
diagnostic judgement in a disturbance situation.

The orientation point of view seems to be a promising approach for analysing
activity. It makes it possible to consider activity as a constructive, conceptually
and reflectively controlled process. Activity can thus be seen as a contextual,
multidimensional construction directed by the characteristics of orientation.

In the case of a disturbance situation the crews were normally supposed to
concentrate primarily on stabilization of the process and only secondarily on
localization of the leak. This kind of fragmentation of activity into temporal subtasks
can, however, make comprehension of the whole situation more difficult unless the
crews are able to utilize functionally informative process information. The task can be
carried out with less functional diagnostic orientation but then the operators may have
to make a prognosis and operate without,knowing the reasons which have led to the
situation. In that case the operators lack a common conceptual reference for diagnostic
and prognostic activity, which can manifest itself as increased subjective uncertainty.

Reflection on one's own activity increases utilization of contextual feedback.
It makes it easier to notice deficiencies of one's own activity and. at the same time, it
contributes to comprehension of the nature of the disturbance situation by making
relationships between separate elements of the situation more visible.

We were not able to analyse the co-operational aspect in orientation because of the
incompleteness of our data. However, this important aspect will be included in our
future work.

Recently introduced operator aids based on the critical functions approach
and increased use of symptom-based emergency procedures require and promote
functional orientation in disturbance handling. When these new tools are adopted it is
necessary that a conceptual basis for functional orientation/be developed by training
and maintained by everyday routine.
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ABSTRACT

The programmable systems deviate by their properties and behavior from the conventional non-
programmable systems in such extent, that their verification and validation for safety critical
applications requires new methods and practices. The safety assessment can not be based on
conventional probabilistic methods due to the difficulties in the quantification of the reliability of
the software and hardware. The reliability estimate of the system must be based on qualitative
arguments linked to a conservative claim limit. Due to the uncertainty of the quantitative reliability
estimate other means must be used to get more assurance about the system safety. Methods and
practices based on research done by VTT for STUK, are discussed in the paper as well as the
methods applicable in the reliability analysis of software based safety functions. The most essential
concepts and models of quantitative reliability analysis are described. The application of software
models in probabilistic safety analysis (PSA) is evaluated.

1 INTRODUCTION

Within nuclear industry programmable digital technology will likely be used for safety-related and
safety automation systems. For existing nuclear power plants this technology may be proposed to
replace parts of the control and protection systems. Experience on programmable systems is
available from conventional power and process plants.

It has widely been recognized that the programmable systems deviate by their properties and
behaviour from the conventional non-programmable systems in such extent that their verification
and validation (V&V) for safety critical applications requires new methods and practices /1/. The
safety assessment can not be based on traditional probabilistic methods due to the difficulties in the
quantification of the reliability of software based systems. The reliability estimate of the system
must be based on qualitative arguments linked to a conservative claim limit /7/. Qualitative
arguments are based on sound engineering judgement and represent deterministic rather than
probabilistic criteria.

Due to the uncertainty of the quantitative reliability estimate other means must be used to get more
assurance about the system safety. There are no single means to prove that a programmable system
is safe. The confidence on system safety is based on the multitude and diversity of the methods
which are used to elusidate the different aspects of the system. It seems to be possible that one can
systematically define technical, quality assurance and project management issues that, if properly
applied, can produce a safe system.

Chapters 2 and 3 of (his paper are based on the work /1,2/ carried out by the Technical Research
Centre of Finland (VTT) for Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK) in order to
give the technical basis to develop and update the regulatory guidance in Finland. The current



regulatory position /3/ is discussed briefly in chapter 4 and a recent licensing case is presented in
chapter 5.

We appreciate the experiences from other countries like UK, Canada, USA, Japan, Germany and
France where software based systems are applied also in safety-related systems. Especially the
experiences of licensing the programmable reactor protection systems at Darlington, Zion and
Sizewell S are most interesting /11/.

2 DIVERSITY AND TESTING AS SAFETY ISSUES FOR THE PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMA-
TION SYSTEMS

Practices used to reduce the uncertainty about the system safety can be divided into two main
classes:

excellence of the production of the system during the whole design and development process-
and

confidence building measures through independent analysis and testing of the completed
system.

Production excellence requires that

the algorithms used are correct (system correctness),
the system is a correct implementation of the algorithms (implementation correctness) and
the hardware is sufficiently reliable.

The first point relates to the requirement and functional specification of the system, which as such
is a very demanding task, but is not directly depending on the technology used. The methods for
the third point are known of the old and the change to programmable technology does not require
any principally new solutions.

The reliability and confidence problems specially connected to the use of programmable technology
are related to the implementation phase. For this the best methods, tools and practices /10/ must be
applied throughout the total design and development process

to minimize the probability of introducing errors (error avoidance)
to maximize the probability of detecting and correcting errors (error detection) and
to maximize the ability of the system to tolerate the remaining errors (error tolerance).

Problems in producing and validating a programmable safety critical system stem from

the complexity and
discontinuous behavior of the system and
from the systematic nature of program faults.

In a programmable system much more complex functions can be realized than would be possible
in non-programmable systems. Although in safety critical applications the system should be kept
as simple as possible, different self-diagnostics, switchover and recovery functions etc. make the
system more complicated than an analog system realizing the same basic functions would be. The
superiority of programmable systems, on the other hand, is largely based on the above mentioned
features including fault-tolerance. Different parts of a programmable system also are more tightly
connected and the system can not as readily be decomposed in small parts for testing and evalu-
ation purposes than an analog system would be



The behaviour of the software is discontinuous and minor changes in inputs may cause enormous
changes in the behaviour of the whole system. This together with complexity makes the testing
difficult and tedious because it is not possible to generalize a test result by some physical laws of
continuity to cover a larger part of the input space. In principle a complete testing requires the
execution of all input parameter combinations and sequences. This is except some most simple,
unpractical cases, impossible due to the large amount of test cases and testing time required.

Software faults are more systematic by nature as opposed to random hardware component failures,
which are caused by ageing and wear. Therefore all identical program versions fail simultaneously
and redundancy can not protect against common mode failures caused by program faults. It is
impossible to produce and prove a program to be totally free from errors so a safety critical
programmable application must have some error tolerance. The most critical functions must
therefore be realized with diverse redundant systems.

Use of diversity and testing can from the above conclude to be central issues in producing safe
programmable system and in proving them to be safe enough.

A safety critical programmable system shall include divers; redundant parts so that no residual
program fault can not cause the failure of the intended function of the system. Diversity can be
realized on functional level by introducing two or more different part functions for the same safety
function. On the other hand, different subsystems can be realized ffor she same function either by
diverse programs or hardware. When diverse program versions are used one should assure that the
versions really are different enough; two programs produced by two independent programming
teams from the same specifications do not necessarily fulfil this requirement

VTT has concluded in /1/, that by combining functional and programming diversity in a suitable
way one can produce a system that is safe enough without having a non-programmable back-up
system, although in some cases this kind of back-up still are used (eg. Sizewell B; opposite
examples are eg. Darlington and French N4-plants).

Applying diversity is an important concept in confidence building measures for the implemented
system. Independent analysis and testing of the system should use different methods and tools from
those used in the production and validation process by the system vendor.

Although the complete testing of a programmable system is impossible, different tests anyhow have
a central role in the production and validation process of the system. Tests for the total system and
its parts can be divided into two main groups. Tests done during the development process are
intended to detect all possible faults and correct them. Tests done in validation phase should not
reveal any more faults, but they are used for getting assurance on the high quality and reliability
of the system. If errors are found at this stage this would jeopardize the whole acceptance of the
system. Mere correction of errors is not enough at this stage, but one should return to the
development phase and find out why faults are introduced and why they are not revealed, and
corresponding repairs shall be done in the development, testing and quality assurance procedures.

Tests by the system vendor are done in two phases. First the programmers test and debug their own
programs. After that the product is moved to an independent qualification unit of the vendor for
validation testing and analysis. For system with limited reliability requirements this often can be
considered to be enough, and the licensing authority checks that tests and documentation are carried
out properly. For safety critical applications a thorough validation testing by a competent third
party totally independent from the vendor and user organizations is necessary. The safety authority
of course can do this by himself, but usually his resources do not allow this and an independent
consultant is needed.

The purpose of the validation testing is to make during a restricted time span as many tests as
possible to improve the confidence on correct operation of the system. Usually it is not possible nor
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suitable to use the test results for the statistical evaluation of the system reliability; test amount
necessary for this purpose would exceed all time and other resource limits.

During normal operation the system shall be tested continually or at fixed time intervals mainly in
order to detect and correct random hardware failures. One important advantage of programmable
system is their ability to perform continuous self diagnostics so the failures are detected and can
be corrected instantaneously. The systems can even correct some type of errors by themselves (eg.
bit errors in data transfer).

COMMENTS ON METHODS FOR THE RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF SAFETY FUNCTIONS
BASED ON PROGRAMMABLE SYSTEMS

The reliability analysis of any system includes both qualitative and quantitative considerations. The
objective of qualitative analyses is to identify and reduce the failure possibilities of the system. The
quantitative analyses are applied' to give a numerical estimate of the systems reliability. The
reliability is expressed with probabilistic concepts: the interesting characteritics of the system are
its failure probability or the probability of successful operation at demand situation.

The probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) of a nuclear power plant includes the identification of
the initiating events and the fault and event tree models describing the failure sequences originating
from the initiating events to the accidental release of radioactive material from the reactor. The
failure models are based on the systems structure and careful analyses of the component failure
modes. Finally, the frequency of the accident sequences is evaluated numerically on the basis of the
reliability data concerning the various failure modes. As results form PSA also the relative impor-
tance of the systems and components with respect to the total safety are obtained. This information
may be used to direct the design effort to the most critical systems and to guide the possible design
changes of the plant under analysis.

The reliability analysis of protection systems and safety functions is thus an essential part of PSA.
If the safety functions are based on conventional technology, there are no methodological problems
to include the reliability models of automation systems in the PSA model. In practice, the level of
details of reliability analyses of automation systems is varying from one PSA to another. In the
case of safety systems based programmable automation the situation is more problematic. First, the
usual qualitative reliability analysis methods may not be used directly and without modifications
to identify the errors and their effects of the software. Secondly, the quantitative failure probability
estimates of software are not easily obtained.

As already stated earlier, the most common qualitative reliability engineering methods are not
directly applicable to the analysis of programmable systems. However, there are lot of modifica-
tions of these methods to be applied for this purpose. The usual phases and methods of software
safety analyses are /13,14,15/.

- preliminary hazard analysis (PHA)
- software requirement hazard analysis (SRHA)
- subsystem hazard analysis (SSHA)
- system hazard analysis (SHA)
- operating and support hazard analysis (O&SHA)
- failure mode and effects analysts (FMEA)
- sneak circuit analysis (SCA).

The preliminary hazard analysis is a coarse level analysis method applied in the early design phase.
It is based on simple think- and walkthrough analyses and checklists. In nuclear power applications
this may be unuseful if a preliminary PSA of the plant exists. SRHA is based on the preliminary
safety or hazard analyses, and it is used to identify the factors weakening the safety due to errors



in the software specification. The results of SRHA and PHA may be collected to safety matrices
indicating both a coarse estimate of the failure probability and its consequences. SSHA is the
continuation of PHA to the subsystems of the whole protection systems /13/.

The software FMEA is rather similar to that of hardware components. First, the most critical aspect
are identified from the specification of software, and secondly the relationship of the possible
weaknesses is evaluated. The results of analyses are collected to specific FMEA-forms. The FMEA
is further developed for the analysis of software /14/. SCA is used to identify the latent failure
sequences by analysing the outputs of the software leading possibly to the wrong control signals.
The causes of the wrong outputs are then evaluated and, in some cases, modelled with fault trees
/15/.

The software may also be analysed by a software fault tree. It is a graphical model of the failure
possibilities of the software. Software fault tree is based on fault tree templates for each control
structure of the coding language. The failures of each critical function are first identified and then
explained with the fault tree templates. Finally the causes of failures of the functions are either
identified or proven to be impossible. The software fault tree may thus be used as a tool for
reachability analysis. The software fault tree is usually rather easy to understand by reliability
engineers and it does not require very much resources. However, the applications of software fault
tree in the nuclear applications are limited /16/.

The conventional software reliability models are used to estimate the probability distribution of the
number of errors in the code or the software failure rate /17/. In PSA, the probability that the
system does not operate when demanded is required. The models existing do not produce this
estimate. Usually the parameters software reliability models are estimated using the information
obtained from the tests. In order to demonstrate very low error probabilities the tests should very
extensive and still the estimates are sensitive to die prior assumptions on the structure and the
parameters of the model.

The estimates needed in PSA may be, however, generated by applying qualitative or engineering
judgements. These judgements may involve information on the results of software reliability
analyses, correlation between the software metrics and the error density in software and information
on the methods appb'ed in the quality assurance of the software development and the software
development methods. By constructing a judgement aggregation method one can produce subjective
estimates needed in PSA in a consistent way. In the present status, this kind of methods are still
under development /18/. These estimates can be updated with information obtained from tests and
operational experience. If these estimates are used in PSA the importance of the safety functions
may be evaluated. If the estimates are conservative, then the quantitative safety criteria may be
evaluated in a credible way. It should be noticed, that even as best this approach may be only one
part of the acceptance routines.

Some methods for the reliability analysis of safety functions based on programmable automation
are available. The qualitative methods should without doubt be applied in the validation of the
systems in safety critical applications. The FMEA and other qualitative methods may reveal
important weaknesses also due to the interface between the software and the process.

The methods like the quantitative reliability estimates to be used in PSA cannot be based totally on
objective information and therefore expert judgements must be made. This does not decrease the
usefulness of PSA, which is a method giving the overall view on the plant safety. Further, the
proper PSA model helps to identify the most important failure modes and thus it can be used in
generating input samples for testing of the software.

REGULATORY CONCERNS
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The nuclear safety requirements can be divided into three categories /3/. It has to be noted that no
technical requirements are contained in the Nuclear Act nor in the Nuclear Energy Degree, but
those legislative documents provide the administrative framework for nuclear plant licensing and
regulation.

The mandatory requirements (first category) are given in the "Decision of the Council of State on
the general regulations for the safety of nuclear power plants (395/91), /4/.

The next level of requirements (second category) consists of the YVL Guides issued by the
regulatory body (STUK). Those requirements are not mandatory. Alternative solutions can be
accepted if supported by firm evidence which demonstrates achievement of equal level of safety.
The requirements contained in the YVL Guides and the formal decisions by STUK expressed in the
letters to the utilities.

The requirements which are not explicitly written in official documents but represent the current
position taken by the regulatory staff and are communicated to the utility and vendor representa-
tives in discussions on future plants form the third category.

The third category requirements for the control and protection systems are listed below:

It is evident that the future plants will have digital control and protection systems. The dif-
ferent vendors offer systems with different development histories and operating experience.
Therefore, the requirements to be set for demonstration of adequate reliability have to be
adopted individually to each licensing case.

One possible approach is a well documented system development which has used formal
methods for avoiding programming errors and for facilitating error detection. Also, it is
important that the systems have been developed to tolerate errors.

Systems developed over a long time with less formal methods can be licensed based on
quantitative evaluation of hardware reliability and qualitative evaluation of system and
application software reliability and on carefully documented extensive experience from
industrial applications.

Two independent programs (in programmable systems) are not considered to provide
adequate diversity, and programmable systems alone are not approved in protection system
/12/.

In the future main control rooms most monitoring and control will take place with CRT's or
equivalent monitors. However, it is required that an overview picture of the state of the main
systems be permanently provided in a large display.

5 A SAFETY CASE: LICENSING OF LOVIISA CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION (CSF)
MONITORING SYSTEM

In the Decision of the Council of State on the general regulations for the safety of nuclear power
plants (395/91), /4/ it is stated concerning the monitoring and control of a nuclear power plant that
the control room shall contain equipment which provide information about the plant's operational
state and any deviations from normal operation as well as systems which monitor the state of the
plant's safety systems during operation and their functioning during operational transients and
accidents (Section 22).

Also the Guide YVL 1.0. "Safety criteria for design of nuclear power plants" /5/, issued by STUK
requires that the control room shall be equipped with devices that at all times give enough



information about the operational state and function of the plant. Furthermore, the control room
shall be equipped with alarm equipment which indicate deviations from the normal operating
condition, and with appropriate, properly assured data collecting, processing and display equipment
assisting the operators during operational occurrences and under accident conditions.

When updating the Guide YVL 5.5, "Supervision of electrical and instrumentation systems and
components at nuclear facilities" /8/, it is the staff opinion to include in the guide also requirements
for the main control room with human-system interfaces (HSI). Also the supervision phases will
be described in Guide YVL 5.5 as is done also in the present guide. The updating process of the
Guide YVL 5.5 has been started during December, 1992.

The supervision of the Critical Safety Function (CSF) monitoring system /9/ has followed the
licensing of a class 3 system though it is not safety-classified. The safety classes are 1, 2, 3 and
EYT (=NNS). /6/.

The CSF monitoring system was tested based on the initiative of STUK in May and June in 1990
at the Loviisa training simulator. The utility company Imatran Voima Oy (IVO) had performed an
extensive test program before the "licensing tests" defined by STUK. The test program designed by
IVO included testing of all input signals by using the "off-test"-facility of the training simulator.
The second test phase was the dynamic testing of the computer algorithms in about twentyfive
different transient situations with the simulator. During these tests the operators made over twenty
discrepancy reports. The corrections were retested. As a third phase the algorithms were tested in
real plant environment at the plant computer. The performance of the algorithms were followed
during the plant shut down and start up phases. The fourth test phase included the tuning and
acceptance of the degrees of severity during the test transients. All the test results were
documented. Finally IVO included in the test program over twenty validation transients. The total
number of all test runs was over one hundred.

The purpose of the STUK's initiative was to demonstrate the behavior of the CSF algorithms
during different accident situations without "real" operators. Further the purpose of the tests was to
analyse the effect of the new CSF monitoring system to the behavior of a control room crew.
STUK defined beforehand five different accident sequences which were run without operators and
three special sequences with a crew operating the simulator. The three sequences which were run
with operators were quite complicated and included multiple transients and component failures, and
this provided a good overview of the support of the CSF monitoring system for the operators.
Based on the documentation prepared by IVO for STUK and the results of the test runs, STUK
made some remarks concerning the CSF system implementation itself. Also some additional reports
eg. the reliability and quality of the software was required.

The utility IVO International Ltd has the experience of the approach based on the validation of the
ABB Combustion Engineering Inc.'s CFMS concept at the Loviisa training simulator. The
validation project was coordinated by OECD Halden Reactor Project (HRP) together with VTT.
The results of the validation have been widely published by HRP, VTT and IVO.

STUK has required that the CSF monitoring system has to be in confonnance with the main
symptom-based emergency'operating procedures (EOP). When the main EOP and CSF monitoring
system are used in parallel, the control room staff has to have a clear operational model to use the
main EOP and the CSF monitoring system.
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INTRODUCTION

Computer based operator support system (COSS) have been and are being developed
in the last 15 years in Hungary. Several of the developed systems are being applied by
the operating personnel of the power stations and other nuclear facilities; some others,
however, did not grow over the piloting stage. The first attempts to develop computer
based systems to support the NPP operators were made some years before the commis-
sioning of the first unit of NPP in Hungary. Although, these systems do not comply with
the characteristics which are expected for a state-of-the-art operator support system,
they can be regarded as the roots of the systems developed later for real, on-line app-
lications. The first system which was built for real application in a NPP control room
was the VERONA core monitoring system. Other typical systems are the PDR (Paks
Diagnostic S3'stem), the EMERIS surveillance and disturbance analysis system for the
MR reactor of the IAE Kurchatov, Moscow, and the KAZMER automatized diagnostic
system for the VVER-1000 reactor of the Kalinin NPP, Russia. For some years already,
efforts are being made to develop elements of some AI-based operator support systems,
X-window based M/M interface for OSS systems, database structures for supporting
decision making, development of pilot systems on different platforms, such as the G2
real-time shell, the MS-Windows/C+-t- environment etc.

Structure of the report

According to the SUMMARY REPORT of the Co-ordinated Research Meeting on "Ope-
rator Support Systems in Nuclear Power Plants", 13 - 16 October 1992, the national
reports shall cover the following topics:

- General summary of the national activity
- Description of the results in the framework of the CRP

- Overview of the OSS related recent national activity

Accordingly, in the first section we give an overview of the operator support systems
developed in Hungary. The second section summarizes the data collected in order to



comply with the Tasks 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of the CRP. In the third section we summarize
the most recent works pertaining to the development and application of OSS at nuclear
power plants.

1. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEMS OF OSS CATEGORY DEVELOPED IN
HUNGARY

In what follows short descriptions of the systems developed in Hungary are given. The
list is an extended an updated version of the survey prepared for the previous meeting
of the CRP (Vienna, 13 - 16 October, 1992)

The most important items in this overview (first of all those still in operation will
be referred to also in the next section as part of the material to be prepared in the
framework of Task 4.1.2. The publications related to the systems are numbered according
to the list again in Section 2.

It is to be mentioned that most of the detailed documentations of the systems and prog-
rams developed in this field were not documented in English, since they were intended
to be used inside Hungary.

1.1 Alarm Analysis System for the VVR-SM Research Reactor

A pilot system having been operating in connection with the computerized control
system of the WR-SM reactor. The system is based on predefined 'alarm libraries'
which were evaluated after having been triggered by some signals.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- Publication [1].

1.2 RMR Reactor Data Collection System

A data collection and monitoring system developed during the period of the WR-SM
research reactor upgrading. It collects processes and displays all the important analog
and discrete measured data, prepares inventories and data records. The most impor-
tant operational parameters are continuously monitored and limit-checked. Schematic
diagrams can be displayed for the larger technological components which contain the
available measured values in a continuously updated form.

The operation of the system is menu driven and self explanatory. The actual as well as
the recorded data can be disp^ed in functional (trend) or tabular form.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- No publication.

1.3 RPM Reactor Parameter Monitoring System

An on-line data acquisition system with several built-in evaluation functions, such as
reactivity calculation, reactivity coefficient estimation, integration, filtering etc. The



system was developed primarily to support the physical startup experiments on the
VVER-type reactors. Prior to the application of the system in the startup experiments of
the units of the Paks Nuclear Power Station, a group of Hungarian experts exploited the
RPM system in the startup experiments of the Unit 2 of the Bohunice (Slovakia) NPP
and in the startup experiments of the Unit 3 of the Kozloduy (Bulgaria) NPP. By the
time of the startup of the first Unit of the Paks NPP the modifications initiated by the
experiences collected during the first two applications of the system were incorporated
in the system.

The hardware of the system consisted of a CAMAC crate supplied with an Intel-SOSO
based CPU along with the necessary modules for analogue to digital conversion and col-
lection of binary signals. The system also contained special analogue modules for signal
amplification and conditioning. The maximum scanning frequency of the 32 analogue
input signals was 5Hz (0.2 sec resolution) and 32 discrete status signals were connected
to the system in change sensitive manner. The system is still operable and have been
routinely applied during the startup experiments and some other on-power physical
experiments, such as 'small perturbation reactivity coefficient measurements'.

- Documentation in Hungarian.
- No publication.

1.4 PANDA - a Program System for Post-Mortem Disturbance Analysis

A LISP based system for off-line fault-tree analysis giving possibility to define fault-
trees, to describe the structure and the models of the technology and to evaluate the
fault trees using real technological measurements recorded during a transient.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication: [3].

1.5 The DAS System for Automated Failure Analysis in Paks N P P

A pilot version of an automatic fault-tree analysis system was designed and developed
to operate together with the power control system of the Unit 1 of the Paks NPP. The
system has never been tested under real conditions because of the safety sj'stem category
of the power control subsystem.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication: [4].

1.6 The VERONA Core Monitoring System and its Versions

The system is meant for the detailed analysis of the data coming from the well instu-
mented reactor core of the WER-440/213 type power reactors, specifically for the Units
of the Paks NPP. It presents detailed information for the operator about the ir.f '•ва!
conditions in the reactor core. The detailed evaluation includes the reconstruction of
the two and three dimensional power and temperature distributions within the core,



the heat-balance calculation of the primary cooling loops and in the secondary circuit,
long-term integration for burnup assessment and SPND calibration. Several approaches
were developed and tested during the last decade to fulfill the task of power distribution
reconstruction.

Basically, three versions of the system exist: the origjnal version first installed in 19S4,
and is still operating on Units 1; the VERONA-plus version operating on Units 3 and
4; and the VERONA-u version which has just been installed at Unit 2.

In the VERONA-plus release, special functions help the operator in preparing and
controlling a planned change of the energy production.

In the latest, VERONA-u version the system is developed on an appropriate HW
configuration, which includes a redundant, VME-based data acquisition system, two
MicroVAX-3100 computers for the detailed elaboration and four DECstations as ope-
rator's workstations. The development was performed in the Applied Reactor Physics
Department of the Atomic Energy Research Institute, Budapest, in this project state-of-
the-art software tools were also applied, such as the X-window compatible DECwindows
software for M/M interface, object-oriented database handling. This latter was speci-
fically developed for the sake of this project, utilizing the experiences of the EMERIS
development (see below). The main feature of the database handling is that the experts
of the utility cai tailor the system during its life time, according to the new experiences,
new requirement, or technological changes, without turning to the developer staff.

The application of the X-window compatible DECwindows software gave the developer
a very effective way of developing the flexible, easy-to handle though a rather complex
man/machine interface. The modular structure of the MMI is also designed to fulfil the
needs of the users of different categories.

The VERONA-u release has several new features compared to the previous releases.
The most important ones are the following:

о hot-spot monitoring on fuel pin level, taking into account the reconstructed, actual
3D nodal distribution and the precalculated distribution within the assemblies;

о on-line determination of DNBR distribution and comparison to the technological
limits;

о long-term archivation of all data, available for a complex later analysis (over 1
month time-span on disk);

о well developed tools for a great variety of possible queries in the on-line database
are at the experts' disposal;

о duplication for redundancy both at the level of data acquisition and the level of
elaboration to ensure a long-term continuous operation.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publications: [5, 6, 24-26, 37]



1.7 The EMERIS Process Monitoring and Disturbance Analysis System for
the MR Reactor of IAE Kurchatov, Moscow

Though the system is installed outside Hungary, it is worth mentioning in the present
compilation since it has been developed in the Atomic Energy Research Institute Bu-
dapest, and therefore considerably contributed to the experience of the members of the
staff taking part in the development work. Specifically, it represents an important mi-
lestone in the Hungarian OSS development work since it is the first operational on-line
application of the artificial intelligence approach to a COSS for a nuclear system, de-
veloped in Hungary. The system was developed for the MR materials testing reactor of
the Kurchatov Institute, Moscow. Though the technology, where the system is applied
is not a power station, it is so complex that an AI-based operator support system may
he of great importance. The main features of the system is that by a shell-like data-
base definition tool, the system can be adopted to the frequent changes of the complex
technology to monitor. The Disturbance Analysis subsystem works according to the
graphically definable logic graphs and the conditions at the nodes of the graphs can be
given in a simple meta-language.

- Documentation in English
- Publications: [16, 22]

1.8 PDR, Noise and Vibration Monitoring and Analysis System

Systems are installed at all units of the Paks NPP for monitoring neutron- and techno-
logical noise data and vibration spectra from the main rotatmg machines. The systems
were developed in cooperation of the Atomic Energy Research Institute (AEKI) and
the Institute for Electric Power Research (VEIKI), both from Budapest. The system is
proved to be beneficial in discovering and locating a control assembly deformation and
abnormal vibration. The analysis of the noise signals is not fully automatized, but a
number of software tools are available to support the experts' work.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publications [2, 7, 8]

1.9 "KAZMER" a Complex Noise Diagnostic System for VVER-1000 type
Reactors

A complex noise analysis system was developed in Hungary for the Kalinin Power
Station Russia. The system includes a semi-automated in-core noise anafysis subsys-
tem (KARD), an automated vibration monitoring S3rstem (ARGUS) and an automated
medium-size-leakage monitoring system (ALMOS). The system can be converted to
collect and process data from WER-440 type reactors.

The incore noise analysis subsystem has been adapted to the Paks VVER-440 units and
is in an experimental operation at Units 3. and 4.

- Documentation in Russian.



- Publication [20, 29-33]

1.10 DIR/KAR, the Dosimetric Control System for Paks NPP

A new dosimetric control system has recently been installed at the PAKS NPP,
which includes several sophisticated processing options. In addition to the in-plant do-
simetry monitoring the system incorporates the monitoring of the wider environment of
the plant, including the meterological conditions. The system has been developed by the
AKRIBIA Ltd. software engineering firm and the Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Budapest. The new system substitutes the obsolate previous dosimetric system and also
integrates the former environment monitoring system.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- No known publication

1.11 Full Scope Training Simulator of the Paks NPP

The Paks NPP is provided with a full scope replica training simulator reflecting
all the characteristics and functions of a WER-440 reactor unit. The simulator has
been developed in cooperation with the Finnish firm NOKIA and is in full operation
for initial training and retraining of the power plant personnel.

The control room is a full scale replica of that of the NPP. The simulator software runs
with a one second cycle time and is able to cover every normal and anomalous events
up to a small break LOCA. Upgrading of the simulator to include severe accident sis in
progress (cf. Section 3).

- Documentation in English
- Publications [18, 19, 23, 34]

1.12 Basic Principle and Compact Training Simulators

One of the traditional research and development activity of the Atomic Energy
Research Institute is related to the nuclear training simulators. Besides the full scope
simulator mentioned above various basic principle and compact (quasi full scope with
limited control room devices) simulators have been developed. They are operational at
the Paks NPP, Kola NPP and Rovno NPP, all with WER-440 type reactors.

- Documentation in Hungarian and in Russian
- Publication [9, 12-13, 19, 21, 27]

1.13 Emergency Control Room Simulator of the Paks N P P

The emergency control room simulator represents an image of the real emergency
control room simulator through computerized displays. The simulator is connected to
the full scope training simulator and offers the same interacting possibilities as the real
devices. The simulator is the result of the development work performed in the NPP
Simulator Centre.

- Documentation in Hungarian



- No publication

1.14 COPAS - Computerized Operator Assessment System

The system is used during the full scope training simulator sessions to assess and
evaluate the performance of the trainees. The system is based on the Emergency Ope-
ration Procedure of the plant and is fed by data from the simulator. It compares and
displays the actions and reactions of the operators as opposed to the required or opti-
mum sequences. The system has been developed by the NPP Simulator Centre experts.

- Documentation in Hungarian
- Publication [23, 36]

2. HUNGARIAN CONTRIBUTION TO THE CRP TASKS

According to the matrix entitled "Participants responsibilities and activités" set up by
the Co-ordinated Research Meeting in 1992 the Hungarian participants were expected
to contribute to Tasks No. 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 in the first yeax of the CRP and to start to
work in Tasks 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Below we summarize the material collected for inclusion
into the Surveys of the Tasks above. They are partially overlapping with the summaries
of the previous and next Sections, nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we quote
the full text of the Hungarian contribution.

2.1 Hungarian input to Task 4.1.1
Survey of existing documentation, relevant to this programme's goal

The survey contains the main data on every available publication and documentation
related to the topics. According to the task leader's request, the relevant information
consists of

- Title and authors
- Publication date and place
- Language and number of pages
- Classification
- Abstract

Classification is performed according to nine groups of features. The groups actually
effected by our survey axe:

3. Plant specific applications
4. Operator training, drills, simulators
5. Experience with OSS
6. Human - Machine Interface, human factors
7. Computerization, automatization, expert systems
9. Miscellaneous

[1] L. Burger and E. Zobor, "On-line Alarm Analysis in the Hierarchical Control System
of the VVR-SM Research Reactor"



- IAEA/NPPCI Specialist's Mtng. Vienna (1978)
- In English,
- Classification: 7, 3

[2] E. Hollo et al., "Automated Vibration Monitoring System for WER-440 NPP Di-
agnostics and Surveillance"

- Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol.9, p. 595 (1982)
- In English
- Classification: 7, 3

Development and early experiences with an automated vibration diagnostics system
aimed at the Paks NPP are summarized.

[3] L. Burger and Zs. Szegi, "PANDA - Program System for Post- Mortem Disturbance
Analysis"

- Proc. IAEA Spec. Mtng. Aiding Nuclear Power Plant Operators During Normal
and Abnormal Conditions, Balatonaliga, Hungary (1983)

- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

A program system for analysis of the causes of plant disturbances after their occuren-
ces, developed for the Hungarian NPP is described. A fault tree is generated from the
component failure models and is evaluated taking into account the states and parameter
values measured during the disturbance.

(4] E Hollo et al., "Fault Modelling and Verification Methods Used for Automated Failure
Analysis in Paks NPP"

- Proc. IAEA Spec. Mtng. Aiding Nuclear Power Plant Operators During Normal
and Abnormal Conditions, Balatonaliga, Hungary (1983)

- In English, 13 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

During the initial operation of the Paks NPP Unit No.l the failure and disturbance
modelling of the technological components was of considerable importance. The main
characteristics of the related works are described with special attention to failure mode
and effect analysis. Verification of failure models was performed by dynamical simula-
tion.

[5] F. Adorján et al., "Experiences with the VERONA Core Monitoring System Recently
Installed at Paks NPP"

- Proc. IAEA/NPPCI Spec. Mtng. New Instrumentation of Water Cooled Reactors,
Dresden, GDR (1985), also KFKI-1985-96 Report, Central Research Institute for
Physics, Budapest, Hungary .(19S5)

- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 5, 7



The services and the most important algorithms of the VERONA core monitoring sys-
tem are reviewed. Some of the most relevant experiences concerning the power distri-
bution reconstruction, the axial interpolation and the behaviour of the SPND detectors
are discussed.

[6] F. Adorjan et. al., "VERONA-PLUS: Extended Core-Monitoring System for VVER-
440 Type NPPs"

- Proc. IAEA/NPPCI Spec. Mtng. The Human Factor Information Feedback in Nuc-
lear Power, Roskilde, Denmark (1987), also KFKI-1987-28/M Report, Central Re-
search Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary (1985)

- In English, 10 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

The new, extended version of the VERONA Core Monitoring System, put into operation
in Unit 3 of the Paks NPP is discussed.

[7] J. Valkó et al., "Experiences with Noise Analysis at Paks NPP"
- Proc SMORN-IV, Dijon, France, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol. 15, p. 403 (19S5)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7, 5

Experiences with the noise analysis system installed at Unit No. 1 of the Paks NPP are
summarized.

[8] O. Glockler et al., "Localization of an Excessively Vibrating Control Road Using
Neutron Noise Analysis at a Pressurized Water Reactor"

- Proc. ANS Topical Mtng. Adv. Reactor Physics and Safety, Saratoga Springs, New
York (1986)

- In English
- Classification: 5, 7

With the aid of the PDR Noise Diagnostics System a vibrating control rod has been
discovered and localized in the Paks NPP.

[9] A. Gács et al., "Instructor Support and Malfunction Handling in the VVER-440
Basic Principle Simulator"

- KFKI-19S8-44/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1988)

- In English, 16 pages
- Classification: 4, 7, 6

The screen-driven instructor system of a WER-440 basic principle simulator is treated
•with main emphasis on the malfunction handling method.

[10] L. Keviczky et al., "An Expert System Approach to the Development of Noise
Diagnostic Systems in NPP Paks"

- Proc. SMORN V, Munich, FRG, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol 21, p. 223. (19SS)



- In English, 5 pages
- Classification: 7

The approach applied in the development of a knowledge based reactor noise surveillance
and diagnostics system is described.

[11] I. Nagy et al., "Experiences of Reactor Noise Diagnostics Applying Parametric
Spectral Analysis Methods"

- Proc. SMORN V, Munich, FRG, Progress in Nuclear Energy, Vol 21, p. 725. (1988)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

The signal processing technology applying parametric spectral analysis as available in
the reactor noise surveillance system of the Paks NPP is reviewed.

[12] J.S. Jánosy, "Modelling Approaches for Basic Principles Simulator for VVER-440
(PWR) NPPs"

- KFKI-19S8-46/G Report, Central Research Institute for Phj'sics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1988)

- In English, 18 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

The general aspects and the most important features of the dynamic models used in
the WER-440 NPP compact simulator development are discussed.

[13] Zs. Szegi and A. Gács, "A Fast and Accurate Calculation of the Properties of Water
and Steam for Simulation"

- KFKI-19S9-69/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1989)

- In English, 43 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

A method of calculating the water and steam properties for simulator use is given.

[14] G. Рог et al., "A Computerized Monitoring and Anomaly Detection System for
NPP Diagnostics Using Process Noise"

- Proc 7th Int. Symp. Technical Diagnostics, Helsinki, Finland (1990)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7

Description of the KARD reactor noise measuring and analysis system is given. The
system is a component of the integrated noise analysis system KAZMER.

[15] O. Glõckler and G. Por, "Process Monitoring and Diagnostics in NPPs by Using
Process Noise Signals"

- Proc. OECD Spec. Mtng. Incore Instrumentation and Core Assessment, Pittsburgh,
Pennsilvania (1991)



- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

Some features of the noise measuring systems and noise analysis methods are discussed.
The reactor noise diagnostics system installed at four units of the Paks WER-440 and
at a unit of the Kalinin VVER-1000 type PWR NPPs utilizes the inherent fluctuating
components of the process signals measured by the standard reactor core and primary
loop instrumentation. The reactor noise monitoring systems process these signals and
provide diagnoses and estimates of operation-related parameters.

[16] F. Adorján et al., "Advanced Operator Support System EMERIS, Including Auto-
matic Disturbance Analysis for a Materials Testing Reactor"

- Proc. OECD Spec. Mtng. Incore Instrumentation and Core Assessment, Pittsburgh,
Pennsilvania (1991)

- In English, 11 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The EMERIS information and operator support system has been installed at the Mate-
rials Testing Reactor and Experimental Loops of the Kurchatov Institute, Moscow. Its
primary function is to provide the reactor and test loop operators with comprehensive
measured and calculated information. An on-line disturbance analysis expert system is
included, which detects abnormal events in the technology.

[17] E. Hollo et al., "On-Line Diagnostic Method for Vibrational Surveillance of Paks
NPP Primary Circuit Equipments"

- Proc. SMORN-VI, Gatlinburg, Tennessee (1991)
- In English, 10 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The condition surveillance of the main equipments under operation was extended by
frequency-selective processing of the measured signals. Condition qualification is based
on the rotating frequency monitoring of the main circulating pumps and on the supervi-
sion of the spectral parameters related to the eigenfrequencies of passive equipments, like
pressure vessel, steam generator and pipelines. The results of full-scope forced vibration
tests performed at the Paks NPP during refuelling periods are summarized.

[IS] "Description of the Paks NPP Simulator"
- Publ. Nuclear Power Plant Paks, Ed. S. Borbély (1991)
- In English, 7 pages
- Classification: 4, 3, 9

The scope and functioning of the Paks WER-440 full-scope training simulator is desc-
ribed. Details on training programs and further model development are also given.

[19] "AEKI Nuclear Power Plant Simulators11

- Publ. Central Res. Inst. Phys, Atomic Energy Res. Inst. (1991)
- In English, 4 pages



- Classification: 4, 9

The main characteristics of the nuclear training simulators partly or fully developed by
the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute are described.

[20] G. Pór and L.A. Sokolov, "KAZMER - a Complex Noise Diagnostic System for
1000 MWe PWRWER Type Nuclear Power Units"

- IAEA Techri. Com. Mtng. Utilization of Condition Monitoring and Degradation
Diagnostic Systems to Improve Nuclear Safety, Vienna (1991)

- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

A complex diagnostic system has been developed for 1000 MWe PWR W E R type re-
actors. The sj'stem inscludes three subsystems viz.: reactor noise diagnostics, vibration
monitoring of rotational machinery, acoustic leakage monitoring. The main characteris-
tics of the system are presented.

[21] E. Végh et al., "Compact Simulators for VVER-440 Type NNPs"
- KFKI-1991-25/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-

gary (1991)
- In English, 11 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

A compact simulator for VVER-440 Type NPPs is described. The simulation of the
processes covers the entire operating range from cold shutdown state to nominal power
level. The simulator can be used to train normal and abnormal operating situations,
and a large number of emergency scenarios is also available for training.

[22] F. Adorján et ál., "EMERIS: an Advanced Information System for a Materials
Testing Reactor"

- Proc. Balancing Automation and Human Actions in NPPs, IAEA, Vienna (1991)
- In English, 12 pages
- Classification: 7, 3

The main functions and the structure of the information system are described. The
main activities are: collection of measured data, periodic calculations reflecting the ope-
rational conditions, storing data and events, automatic disturbance analysis, dispaying
information.

[23) "Development and Usage of a Computer Based Assessment Technique for Simulator
Training"

- Prepared for the WANO Good Practice Programme, (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 4, 6

The COPAS system is meant to evaluate and assess the activity of operators during
various emergency situations in full scope simulator training sessions. An automated.



computerized monitoring and evaluating system serves this purpose. The development
was based on the Emergency Operating Procedure of the NPP.

[24] J. Végh et al., "Upgrading of the VERONA Core Monitoring System at Unit 2. of
the Hungarian Paks NPP"

- Proc. NEA/IAEA Int. Symp. NPP I&C, Tokyo, Japan (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 6

The successfully working VERONA core monitoring system of the Paks NPP is to be
replaced by new generation hw and sw components, due to aging of the original data
collector hw. The capabilities and improved features of the upgraded VERONA version
are presented.

[25] J. Végh et al., "Development of an X Window Based Operator's Interface for a
Core Monitoring System"

- KFKM992-26/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1992)

- In English, 23 pages
- Classification: 6, 7

The components, functioning and programming concepts of the man-machine interface,
applied in a core monitoring system for WER-440 type PWRs are presented. The
application of the X Window standard Graphical User Interface facilitated a modular
interface design and made the program development easier and faster.

[26] F. Adorján et al., "Core Monitoring at the Hungarian Paks NPP"
- Proc. 8th Power Plant Dynamics, Control & Testing S3'mp., Knoxwille, Tennessee

(1992)
- In English, 12 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The history, functioning and components of the Hungarian NPP Core Monitoring Sys-
tem VERONA are given.

[27] J.S. Jánosy et al., "Distributed Pipe Network Simulation for NPP Compact Simu-
lators"

- Proc. Conf. Modelling and Simulation, York, UK, p. 661 (1992)
- In English, 5 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

The method of the simulation of a NPP pipe network is described as it is implemented
in a W E R compact simulator.

[28] E. Végh et al., "Extension of the Paks Full-Scale Simulator to Severe Accidents"
- KFKM992-33/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-

gary (1992)



- In English, 16 pages
- Classification: 4, 7

Upgrading of the full-scale simulator in order to account for accidental situations such as
core dryout, reflooding, fuel rupture, ATES events and control rode ejection is described.

[29] G. Рог, "CARD - Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics for Experts"
- Proc. Int. Symp. NPP I&C, Tokyo, Japan (1992)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 5, 7

The philosophy and the description of a reactor diagnostic system is presented. The
system was developed for a 1000 M We PWR VVER type reactor but is sutitable for
application in other types as well. The system is meant for experts in reactor noise
diagnostics and consists of two parts: an automated and a manual part. The automated
part carries out data sampling, evaluation and displaying of well known phenomena.
The manual part serves for the analysis of events found in the automated mode. The
main characteristics of the system and the first experiences with it are presented.

[30] S. Bende-Farkas and G. Pór, "CARD - a New Expert System for Reactor Noise
Diagnostics"

- Automation Symposium '92, Budapest, Hungary (1992)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 7

A short description of the previous automated nuclear reactor noise systems developed
in the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute is presented. General requirements both
from developers and users point of view are given as to the design of a new, object
oriented Computer Aided Reactor Diagnostics expert S3rstem.

[31] Bessehyei et al., "Experience with the ARGUS Vibration Diagnostics System at
VVER 440 and 1000 MW type NPPs"

- Proc. Regional Mtng. Nucl. Energy in Central Europe, Portoroz, Slovenia, (1993)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 3, 5, 7

The ARGUS vibration diagnostics system is introduced, and results related to MCP
and turbine-generator diagnostics are presented.

[32] Z. Bessenyei, "Vibration Monitoring and Diagnostic System Developments in the
VEIKI for the Electric Power Industry"

- Proc. Hungarian-Korean TCC Seminar, Balatonfured, Hungary, (1993)
- In English, 8 pages
- Classification: 3, 7

The members of the ARGUS vibration monitoring and diagnostics program family are
in continuous operation at the Hungarian Paks NPP and the Russian Kalinin NPP and
are occasionally used at fossil power plants in Hungary.



[33] Z. Bessenyei and T. Tomcsányi: "An Expert System for Turbogenerator Diagnos-
tics"

- Proc. Third Conf. on Artificial Intelligence, Budapest, Hungary (1993)
- In English, 9 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 5

The expert system ESTJD, for turbogenerator diagnostics has been operating at Pales
NPP since 1989. The ESTJD is operated by the operators of the vibration diagnostics
laboratory, and serves the purposes of the maintenance personnel of the NPP. The
knowledge base has been filled up via human expert interviews. The system is able to
identify 13 different faults of the parts of the turbogenerator.

[34] J.S. Jánosy et al., "Upgrading the Paks Full-Scale Simulator"
- SIMULATORS X, Simulations Series, Vol 25, Na. 4, p.59 (1993)
- In English, 6 pages
- Classification: 4, 3, 7

The Paks full-scope replica simulator has been used for training since 19S8. It is able to
cover the initial phase of a LOCA transient. In the upgraded version the entire primary
circuit and reactor models are replaced in order to expand the validity of the simulation
up to the beginning of a core melting process.

[35] Gy. G3'enes et al., "Severe Accident Simulator for the Paks NPP"
- IAEA Spec. Mtng. Operator Support Systems in NPPs, Moscow, Russia, (1993)
- In English, 15 pages
- Classification: 3, 4

A Severe Accident Simulator under development for the Paks NPP is described. The
simulator will be used to study core melting process and its radiological consequences.
HW and sw structure of the simulator as well as the main characteristics of the modelling
are presented.

[36] A. Bareith and I. Kiss, "Full Scale Simulator Experiments on Nuclear Power Plant
Operating Crew Performance at Paks NPP"

- Proc. SCS Simulation Multiconference, Arlington, VA (1993)
- In English, б pages
- Classification: 4, 6

As an integral part of the PSA of the Paks NPP operator reliability experiments were
carried out at the plant training simulator to evaluate the impact of human performance
on the safety of the plant. The status of the project is described and specific features of
the data collection methodology are discussed.

[37] F. Adorjan et al., ''Upgrading the VERONA Core Monitoring System"
- IAEA Spec. Mtng. Operator Support Systems in NPPs, Moscow, Russia, (1993)
- In English, 18 pages
- Classification: 3, 7, 6



The core monitoring system VERONA of the Hungarian Paks VVER-440 reactor has
been upgraded in both the data acquisition hardware and data processing software
components. The outlines of the upgraded systems are given with main emphasis on the
services provided by the new core monitoring software system and the operator interface.
It is concluded that the upgraded VERONA-u system is unique in its capabilities and
services among the VVER core monitoring and data acquisition systems.

[38] A. Riez et al., "Logic Based Feature Detection on Incore Neutron Spectra"
- Annals of Nuclear Energy, Vol. 20, p. 265 (1993)
- In English, 14 pages
- Classification: 7

A general framework for detecting features of incore neutron spectra with rule-based
methodology is presented. As an example the meaningful peaks of an autpowerspaect-
rum is determined with the method.

[39] A. Racz and S. Kiss, "Systematic Classification and Identification of Noise Spectra
Using Perceptrcn-Based Neural Networks"

- KFKI-1993-17/G Report, Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hun-
gary (1993)

- In English, 26 pages
- Classification: 7

A method of the detection of gradually developping changes in a noisy system is presen-
ted. The procedure is based on a new learning algorithm developed for neural networks
with dynamically changing architecture. The method has been tested with an extre-
mely large number of noise spectra recorded in nuclear reactors, with л-arious detectors
at various locations.

2.2 Hungarian input to Task 4.1.2
Survey of existing operator support systems and the experience with them

This survey summarizes the most important functioning operator support systems, more
details about which are given in the pervious Section. The data items of the survey
include

- Name of the application
- Application area
- Status
- Technical basis
- Software used
- References

The references are identified with the publication numbers as given above.

I. RMR Reactor Data Collection System
- collection, processing and displaying of measured analog and discrete data of a

VVR-SM research reactor



- in operation at the AERI Research Reactor (Budapest)
- Micro VAX II compatible computer, IBM compatible PCs with colour graphic mo-

nitors, printers
- VAX/VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, high level programming languages,

specific application programs
- documentation in Hungarian, no publication

II. PDR Noise and Vibration Diagnostics System
- collection, processing and interpretation of fluctuating componenis of reactor- and

rotating machinery measurements
- in operation at all four units of the Paks NPP
- special signal conditioning and transfering units, IBM compatible PCs with colour

graphic monitors
- MS-DOS operating system, high level programming languages, specific application

programs
- documentation in Hungarian, publications: [2, 7, 8]

III. VERONA Core Monitoring System
- collection, processing, interpretation and displaying measurements from the reactor,

primary, and secondary circuits
- in operation at Units 1., 3. and 4. of the Paks NPP
- TPA (PDP compatible) computers, special colour monitors
- RSX operating system, FORTRAN and assembler level programming language,

specific application programs
- documentation in Hungarian, publications: (5, 6, 26]

IV. VERONA-u Core Monitoring System
- upgraded and extended version of the VERONA system
- in operation at Unit No. 2 of the Paks NPP, newer versions under development
- new VME based data acquisition modules with Motorola processors, fully dupli-

cated Micro VAX host computers, DECpc operator workstations with large screen
SVGA monitors, colour and laser printers, all in an Ethernet LAN.

- 0S9, VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, high level programming languages, X
Windows, DECnet and TCP/IP network protocols, specific application programs

- documentation in Hungarian, publications: [24-26, 37]

V. KAZMER Complex Noise Diagnostics System
- consists of three parts: KARD reactor noise diagnostics system, ARGUS rotatio-

nal machinery vibration diagnostics system and ALMOS acoustic emission based
leakage monitoring system

- fully operational at Unit No.l of the Kalinin NPP (Russia). The ARGUS and
ALMOS subsystems are operational at the Paks NPP, the KARD subsystem is
under testing at Units 3. and 4. of the Paks NPP.

- IBM compatible PCs, colour graphic monitors



- MS-DOS operational system, high level programming languages, specific applica-
tion programs

- documentation in Russian and in Hungarian, publications: [29-33]

VI. DIR/KAR Dosimetrical Control System
- in-plant and environmental dosimetric monitoring, surveillance and data acquisition

system of the Paks NPP
- in operation
- special data collecting and transmitting equipments, MicroVAX computer and IBM

compatible PCs with colour graphic monitor, printers in Ethernet LAN
- VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, MS-Windows, DECnet, high level program-

ming languages, specific application programs
- Documentation in Hungarian, no publication

VII. Full scope training simulator
- regular training of the operational personnel of the Paks NPP
- in continuous operation in two shifts, under upgrading to cover the scenario up to

the beginning of core melting
- full replica control room, CAMAC-based I/O system, two twin-processor VAX 780

computers with shared memory, TPA (PDA compatible) plant computer, IBM
compatible PC for LOCA calculations, a great number of peripherials

- VMS, RSX and MS-DOS operational systems, high level and assembly level pro-
gramming languages, specific application programs, COPAS operator performance
assessment system

- documentation in English, publications: [IS, 19, 23, 34]

VIII. Basic principle and compact simulators
- partial and basic training of operational personnel
- operational at the Paks, Rovno (Ukraine) and Kola (Russia) NPPs
- TPA (PDP compatible) or MicroVAX computers, reduced scope control panels,

colour monitors
- RSX or VMS operating system, high level programming languages, specific appli-

cation programs
- documentation in Hungarian and in Russian, publications: [9,12-13, Í9, 21, 27]

IX. EMERIS Process Monitoring System
- data acquisition, processing and displaying system with automatic disturbance

analysis prepared for the Kurchatov Institute (Moscow, Russia) MR materials tes-
ting reactor

- occasionally operated
- primary data acquisition and signal conditioning units, five data concentrator TPA

(PDA compatible) and three VAX 780 fully redundant data processing computers,
12 IBM compatible PC workstations in Ethernet LAN

- RSX, VMS and MS-DOS operating systems, DECnet, high level programming lan-
guages, specific application programs



- documentation in English, publications: [16, 22]

2.3 Terminology proposals for Task 4.2.1

In the following, some of the key words frequently used in the documentations and
related reports released from Hungary are given with explanations or definitions.

accumulation: long term integration of data from the on-line database to yield quan-
tities such as burnup distribution
archivation (periodic / change-sensitive): service of a COSS system where some
of the data from the on-line database are stored in structured disk files to be available
for a later analysis. The storing can be periodic or change-sensitive.
control room interface: MMI of a COSS system designed for use by the control room
operator.
core monitoring system: a computer based system for on-line evaluation of in-core
measurements along with some other measurements of parameters characterizing the
operational state of the reactor. The evaluation includes the —»power distribution re-
construction algorithm.
disturbance analysis: usually an AI based system utilizing a predefined knowledge
base with the aim either to locate the primary cause of the detected instability or to
give hints or advises for the operator to retain stability.
event log: a way of presenting the pertinent changes in the on-line database of a COSS
system for the operator. It can be done on a screen or on a printer.
expert interface: MMI of a COSS system suitable to match the needs of an expert to
perform a detailed analysis (i.e. —>post incident analysis).

in-core measurements: measurements situated within or very close to the active core,
such as SPNDs or assembly outlet thermocouples.
maintenance interface: MMI of a COSS designed for the personnel who is responsible
for the maintenance of the COSS system itself.
noise diagnostic system: a COSS system designed to analyse either the fluctuating
part of the stationary measurements of the plant or specific detectors to give signals of
fluctuating character. The aim of the system is usually to give early warning in case of
the degradation of the monitored componenets. The systems sometimes apply rather
sophisticated evaluation techniques (e.g. autoregression).

post-incident analysis: analysis of the data, usually from the archives of a COSS
system, by an expert to determine the detailed scenario of an incident or accident.
power distribution reconstruction: determination of 2 or 3 dimensional distributi-
ons by an algorithm combining the available measured information and the results of
the appropriate theoretical calculation



3. SUMMARY OF THE RECENT NATIONAL ACTIVITES

The OSS related activities going on in Hungary or just terminated can be divided into
two groups. Those in the first group concern development or upgrading of operator
support systems directly applicable to the Hungarian NPP. Such activités are

- further development of the VERONA-u system
- completion of the DIR/KAR system
- extension of the full scope simulator

The second group of the research and development activities involve projects financed
by governmental bodies (like the National Committee for Technological Development -
OMFB), or initiated by firms and institutions because of their possible future applica-
bility. Such projects were

- development of an integrated failure monitoring system
- development of a G2 based expert system for plant subsystem monitoring and signal

analysis
- development of a severe accident simulator
- operator performance experiments with the full-scope simulators

3.1 Further Developments in the VERONA-u System

The first version of the upgraded VERONA core monitoring system underwent a thoro-
ugh testing period in parallel with the previous data collector and VERONA systems.
The successful passing of the factory and long term on-site tests resulted in its accep-
tance as the exclusive operational system at Unit 2 of the Paks NPP.

As a next step certain services of the VERONA-u system have been refined and develo-
ped. Such services are the on-line database handling and the processing and displaying
of the contents of the data archives. Implemetation of the system at further units of the
Paks NPP is expected in the next two years.

3.2 Completion of the DIR/KAR system

The dosimetrical control system ahs been completed and installed in the Plant. A tho-
rough testing period proved its ability and reliability and the system has recently been
accepted as operational.

3.3 Extension of the full scope simulator

The Paks NPP full scope simulator has been extended to include events just prior to
the core melting, i.e. the consequences of a large scale LOCA. For that purpose the
reactor- and thermohydraulical models have been replaced by new ones and á separate
code (running in a separate computer) has been added to account for the LOCA events.
Besides the complexity of the simulated processes, the extension posed a number of
difficult problems concerning database handling and software technology as well. The
new version has just passed the site-acceptance tests.



Related facts have been published in the communications [28] and [34].

3.4 Integrated failure monitoring system

In the framework of the R&D activities sponsored by the National Comminttee for
Technological Development (OMFB) an extensive project has been performed in the
field of COSS. The primary goal of this project is the increase of safety and reliability of
human actions in nuclear reactors, with main emphasis on methods and tools directly
related to the supervision and control of the reactor.

The project involves the development of an integrated failure monitoring system based
on processing data measured in the NPP. The system includes various methods and
models of early failure detection like Kalman filter techniques, ARMA models, stochastic
decision analysis as well as well established fluctuation diagnostics and analysis methods.

As another offspring of the project various new techniques have been implemented and
tested for nuclear use. Such applications were e.g that of neural networks for classifica-
tion of noise spectra, or experiments with fuzzy controlling of nuclear components. The
results are preliminary but promising [38, 39].

3.5 Development of G2 based expert system

Similarly to the failure detection system mentioned in the previous subsection, research
and development based on the G2 expert shell has also been financed by OMFB. As a
result of this activity a mock-up version of a large portion of a G2 based plant-computer
system has been established and tested experimentally. The experiments were carried
out in real-time environment with data provided by the compact simulator of a VVER-
440 plant.

The system has been used to demonstrate the ability of the G2 based expert system
to collect, process and display on-line, real-time data from a VVER-440 reactor and
its main technological components. Furthermore, it has been applied to build up the
model of logics and interlocking systems of selected technological components in order
to establish an intelligent alarm filtering system.

3.6 Severe Accident Simulator

This OMFB sponsored project aims at the development of an independent simulator
to play the possible scenarios of a severe accident, usually preceeded by a large break
LOCA. The system is based on the existing compact simulator software architecture and
includes separate core melting, radioactivity, and radiological consequences estimating
models.

The simulator is under development, preliminary results have been published in [35].



3.7 Operator Performance Experiments

Operating personnel of the Paies NPP take part in regular retraining sessions at the full
scope training simulator. During these sessions a systematic series of experiments have
been conducted in the course of which every crew has been tested in four abnormal
situations.

The evaluation of the human performance was performed with thé aid of the COPAS
system (cf. Subsection 1.14), the results are described in Ref. [36]. The work was spon-
sored by the OMFB.
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INTRODUCTION

Simulated human models have increasingly been recognized as a
useful vehicle in cognitive systems engineering (Roth and Mumaw,
1993). They allow us to look into context-driven interactions
between human and situations which are believed to be a major
determinant of human performance (Fujita, 1992; Hollnagel, 1993).
They also provide us with practical merits including the
repeatability and the ability to allow parametric studies which
are not necessarily easy to obtain in empirical approaches.

A task analysis tool called CAMEO Task Analysis Tool (CAMEO/TAT)
incorporates such a simulated human model called CAMEO (i.e.
Cognitive and Action Modeling of Erring Operator) which simulates
behaviors of a supervisory operator working in process control
environments (Fujita et al., 1993a). CAMEO/ТАТ is designed to be
used for evaluating task design (e.g. design of operating
procedures or other work rules) in its early stages. It allows
task designers to ensure that operators can carry oui tasks as
they expected. This evaluation is important because there could
be factors which designers are not always able to fully take into
account when they design tasks. Such factors which might impair
the basis of task design, thereby potentially giving negative
influences on operator performance, include task load, task
complexity, time pressure, opportunistic change of task order.
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multiple task environments, negative feedback from previously
made decisions or actions, operator's policies and traits, etc.

When task design, together with relevant plant data (e.g. data on
plant configuration, specifications of individual components),
are input in the form of operational knowledge or rules which
designers assume that operators will possess, CAMEO simulates
operator behaviors by dynamically interacting with a given
situation (e.g. accident) and provides information on "erroneous
tendency." Here, erroneous tendency refers to an internal state
in which "resources" (Norman and Bobrow, 1975; Gopher and
Oonchin, 1986) allocated to a certain task are less than
necessary. When an erroneous tendency occurs, it manifests itself
as an erroneous behavior or an error depending on external
performance criteria. Designers can iteratively modify and
evaluate task design until no erroneous tendencies are found with
CAMEO/TAT.

The purposes of the present paper are to detail CAMEO and to
claim that simulated human models such as CAMEO can improve human
reliability analysis (HRA).

COGNITIVE AND ACTION MODELING OF ERRING OPERATOR (CAMEO)

Framework

CAMEO takes a view "... it may often be useful to describe
cognition as if it is information processing, there is no need to
assume that it really is that." (Hollnagel, 1993, p.152). Based
on a widely accepted model of human information processing
(Wickens, 1984), CAMEO is composed of six functional modules
(Figure-1); perception & recognition (P&R), decision-making (DM),
action (ACT), working memory (WM), long-term memory (LTM), and
attention resource controller (ARC). P&R has two task modules;
auditory (P&R-A) and visual (P&R-V). P&R-A and P&R-V receives
intruding auditory signals (e.g. alerting sounds) and visual
signals (e.g. flushing alarm lights), respectively. In addition,
PR&-V collects visual signals necessary for reasoning by DM. DM
has four task modules; vigilance (DM-V), diagnosis (DM-D),
response selection (DM-RS), and confirmatory evaluation (DM-CE).
DM-V serves three functions; the acknowledgment of cued
information (e.g. flushing alarm lights), routine vigilance, and
the evaluation of feedback of control actions. DM-D identifies a
failure mode. DM-RS selects responses to be implemented by ACT.
DM-CE evaluates the conclusion of DM-D or DM-RS. ACT selects a
set of actions corresponding to a response selected by DM-RS and
implements the actions as specified. WM is a kind of pad shared
by other modules (except LTM) for recording or communicating
information. LTM stores sets of knowledge used by DM and ACT. It
is this knowledge which task designers evaluate with CAMEO/TAT.
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ARC supplies resources to P6R, DM, and ACT.

Reasoning Processes

In every "cognitive unit cycle," ARC supplies resources to P&R,
DM, and ACT (Figure-2). The amount of resources supplied to each
module is determined on demand. All the modules may receive
sufficient resources when the total amount of resources is larger
than the sum of resources demanded. When the total amount of
resources is not enough, there will be a module or modules which
cannot receive sufficient resources. Resources are supplied in
the order specified by "resource allocation priorities rules."
Hence, less prioritized modules will receive resources which are
less than demanded. The total amount of resources may be
influenced by stress. It is reduced when no meaningful conclusion
is obtained by DM for a considerable period of time. In the
following several paragraphs, how each module behaves is
explained.

When a cue signal appears, P&R-A or P&R-V receives and stores it
in a buffer. At the same time, a cue is sent to DM which carries
information on a relevant task and subjects together with their
scores. Here, scores refer to the importance of the relevant task
and subjects. Since more than one cue signal may be received by
P&R-A and P&R-V, DM may receive many cues in a cognitive unit
cycle.

When a decision is made in a previous cognitive unit cycle, DM
selects the next task to be attended. Two task switching
mechanisms control the selection; opportunistic task switching
mechanism and temporary task switching mechanism. An assumption
that underlies these task switching mechanisms is that actual
task sequences are dynamically determined through interactions
between functional requirements/constraints and operator's
characteristics (e.g. job knowledge, policies, traits), rather
than by formally described task structure alone. The process is
assumed to be inherently interactive and opportunistic.

The initial selection is made by the opportunistic task switching
mechanism. It calculates a "transition priority score" for each
task and selects one with the highest score as "primary task."
Transition priority scores are calculated in terms of (1) scores
from P&R-A or P&R-V, (2) scores from a decision made in DM itself
in a previous cognitive unit cycle, and (3) scores reflecting
operator's policies. Depending on situations, the first two
scores may change dynamically. On the other hand the last one is
assumed to be a fixed value. When a primary task is selected, the
temporary task switching mechanism may be activated randomly.
When it is activated, the primary task is replaced with one
having the second highest score (i.e. "temporary task"). How
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frequent this activation may happen depends on the assumption
about operator's traits.

The next step is the selection of a "subject" which refers to a
specific concept or task to be evaluated (e.g. LOCA, Confirm
Start-up of Pump X). A subject having the highest score in the
primary or temporary task is selected as one which is of current
interest.

The final step is the evaluation of subject which starts with the
selection of a knowledge-strategy file specifying a knowledge set
and a strategy. Two types of strategies are available; pattern
matching and good-bad mapping (Rasmussen, 1986). It is assumed
that the latter requires more resources. The initial selection is
done by default. If no conclusion was reached in previous
cognitive unit cycles with the default selection, a different
file may be selected. Usually, one associated with a more
elaborate knowledge set or strategy is selected. A selected
knowledge set is evaluated under the control of the associated
strategy. Information necessary for the evaluation is collected
through P&R-V. When a conclusion is reached, a cue is generated
which will be evaluated in a subsequent cognitive unit cycle in
the calculation of the transition priority score. Note, if no
conclusion is reached by the temporary task, the primary task
will automatically resume as a primary task in the next cognitive
unit cycle.

When ACT receives a cue from DM-RS, it begins to search for the
relevant action file in which a ser.ies of specific action steps
to be implemented are specified. When the relevant action file is
found and action steps implemented, ACT sends a cue to DM so that
the feedback of control actions will be confirmed.

Error-inducing Mechanisms

When resources supplied by ARC are less than necessary, erroneous
tendencies begin to appear. Each module shows specific forms of
erroneous tendencies. (Note that errors may of course occur if
operational knowledge or rules are incorrect even when sufficient
resources are supplied. Also note that the task switching
mechanisms may give considerable influences on the behaviors of
CAMEO. Depending on situations, however, they may work favorably
or unfavorably.)

When resources are in short, less salient auditory or visual
signals begin to receive less attention from P&R-A or P&R-V. This
results in the decrease in the number of signals received by P6R-
A or P&R-V (Figure-3). This may cause important cue signals to be
overlooked. It also happens to P&R-V that it cannot collect
visual signals requested by DM. This results in the failure of

to



updating corresponding information stored in WM, leading DM to
rely on old pieces of information which could be incorrect.

When a primary or temporary task being attended in DM cannot
receives sufficient resources, it begins to search for a
functionally similar knowledge-strategy file which it can afford
with available resources. This may results in the utilization of
a potentially inappropriate knowledge set, leading DM to make an
incorrect judgment.

When ACT is not supplied with sufficient resources, it begins to
search for a functionally similar action file which it can
afford. This may results in the utilization of a potentially
inappropriate knowledge set, leading ACT to implement incorrect
action steps. ACT may omit conditional action steps which need to
be implemented prior to goal-relevant aG-tion steps. This may
happen when a similar action file cannot be found.

The mechanism that leads DM and ACT to search for an "affordable"
solution overlaps with ideas that Reason (1990) calls "similarity
matching" and "frequency gambling." It also accounts for a
commonly observable tendency to adopt incomplete but functionally
sufficient solutions as a "quick cure" when overloaded. The
omission or violation of conditional steps is also a tendency
that can be seen everywhere. It should be noted that operators
are not free from these ubiquitous tendencies (Fujita et al.,
1993b).

Simulations

Using a simple hypothetical water supply plant (Figure-4), how
CAMEO interacts with simulated accidents were studied. It was
confirmed that a variety of erroneous tendencies may appear as
designed when resources supplied are less than demanded. The
following is an example:

"Because of leakage taking place at its outlet. Pump #1 must
be isolated. Procedures specify that Tank #1 should continue
to be used. This means to start Pump #2 after opening Valves
#4 and #5. Though DM-RS successfully selected the correct
response, ACT selected a wrong action file which lead ACT to
open Valves #3 and #4. These actions are used in 'Pump
Rotation' operation which is periodically done during normal
operations."

This example demonstrates a possibility that rarely used
unfamiliar actions may be replaced with frequently used familiar
actions when resources are not enough. Depending on situations,
however, erroneous tendencies may or may not manifest themselves
as errors. For instance, the actions taken in this example.



though deviated from procedures, does not lead the plant to a
critical state, because the primary system continues to be cooled
by water from Tank #2, Therefore, they are erroneous behaviors,
but not errors. It was also interesting to find that policies
(i.e. resource allocation priorities rules, task selection
policy) make considerable differences in the performance even
when the amount of resources supplied are the same.

HRA USING SIMULATED HUMAN MODEL

CAMEO takes a position where it claims i:hat the essence of human
performance lies in the interactions between human and
environments or situations in which he or she is embedded, 't
argues that human and situations cannot be treated in isolation.
Persons may behave quite differently in the same situation even
when they are assigned to the same tasks. The idea that humans
are a mere component which executes assigned tasks only in a way
specified must be abandoned: Humans are driven by concept or
knowledge which is supposed to have personalized structures or
characteristics: Humans have their own strategies which are
normally tuned to experiences or in accordance with some criteria
which often involve their policies: Humans have their own traits.

The interactions between human and situations are be .ieved to be
inherently contextual, especially in environments such as process
control environments. Therefore, it is necessary to look into
"context" so that erroneous behaviors can be understood. Human
models such as CAMEO feature the ability to simulate these
dynamic context-driven interactions. Human behaviors are
determined in an opportunistic manner through interactions among
situations, knowledge, strategies, policies, and traits under the
constraints of resource capacity. This approach allows us to
explain why operators behaved that way, or predict dominant
forms of erroneous tendencies which are likely to occur in given
situations. No doubt, this is an invaluable source of information
with which meaningful countermeasures can be developed.

Given that the ultimate purpose of HRA in general is to identify
meaningful countermeasures against human factors deficiencies,
in-depth understanding of erroneous behaviors is a prerequisite.
It is, however, often criticized that the present HRA fails to
meet this crucial requirement. Hollnagel (1993) argues that the
present HRA is not satisfactory because they are based on an
"atomistic approach," and claims the need for the "whole
approach." A conclusion that can naturally be drawn from this
line of arguments and discussions made above is that simulated
human models such as CAMEO can improve HRA.

However, there is a fundamental question. As Hollnagel (1990)
argues that human may not be quantifiable. Though it is



technically possible to extend CAMEO so that it can calculate
frequencies with which particular forms of erroneous tendencies
may occur. This extended CAMEO may be useful for HRA as a part of
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) in a sense that it provides
"numbers" that can be mathematically handled. However, are they
really probabilities?

CONCLUSIONS

CAMEO/TAT is a tool designed to be used by task designers for
qualitatively evaluating cognitive difficulties associated with
tasks designed by them. It incorporates a simulated human model
called CAMEO. Using a resource metaphor, CAMEO can identify
erroneous tendencies by dynamically simulating context-driven
interactions between human and situations. It is technically
possible to extend CAMEO so that it can calculate frequencies
with which particular forms of erroneous tendencies will occur.
This extended CAMEO may serve as a better tool for HRA. However,
the true merit of using a simulated human model such as CAMEO is
that, regardless of whether it can provide quantitative estimates
of human reliability, or not, it allows us to look into "context."
This.is an indispensable step towards better understanding of
cognitive difficulties that operators are likely to experience.
If this step does not receive proper attention, any meaningful
countermeasures will not be found by HRA, either as a part of PSA
or as an independent evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

This is a preliminary report on Task 4.2.2. of IAEA Coordinated
Research Program on Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power
Plants.

The purposes of Task 4.2.2 are defined as follows:

- evaluate functions assigned to operators, maintenance
personnel, or plant management staff

- identify where operator support systems (OSS) can support
those functions in a productive way.

In this report, discussion is made of (i) a framework for
evaluating functions assigned to operators, maintenance
personnel, or plant management staff, and (ii) where OSS can be
most beneficial to support these functions. In addition,
recommendations for future efforts are made.

CATEGORIZATION SCHEME

It is necessary to develop an appropriate a framework or
categorization scheme which can be used to characterize functions
or relevant tasks. It is assumed that, in addition to functional
characteristics, task characteristics need to be looked at to
conduct a meaningful evaluation of functions. For instance, it is
often convenient to classify functions in terms of areas or
fields in which they are carried out. (See APPENDIX) However,
this functional approach alone is not necessarily useful for
identifying where OSS are most beneficial, since OSS can
basically be beneficial for any functions/tasks.
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Categorization by Functional Importance

One possible categorization is the importance of functions for
which tasks are defined. There are two (2) major classes of
importance which are often used in designing:

- safety or safety-related functions
- non-safety-related functions

Categorization by Task Types

Though an actual job may look completely different, it may be
seen as the combination of the following general task elements:

- information collection
- confirmation
- detection
- diagnosis
- response selection/response generation
- execution of responses

Here, information collection is defined as a task in which the
collection of information is required but any judgment is not
required as to the information collected. Confirmation is defined
as a task in which information collection is followed by a
judgment which intends to certify some expectations. Detection on
the other hand is defined as a task in which information
collection is followed by a judgment which intends to find any
deviations from normal status. Diagnosis is defined as a task in
which a cause or causes of anomalous symptoms are identified.
Response selection is defined as a task in which one or more
responses are selected from possible response patterns (e.g.
written procedures). Functionally, the purpose of response
generation (e.g. scheduling) is the same as that of response
selection, but the nature of associated information processing is
different as discussed subsequently. Execution of responses is
defined as a task which implements a response either selected or
generated. It is normally associated with a simple confirmation
task which is done to ensure that the action was correctly
implemented (i.e. feedback confirmation).

С Workload

Workload is believed to be a very important factor that may be
used to characterize tasks. However, it is a hypothetical
construct which is often difficult to specify. Workload is
believed to be higher under the following conditions:

- the load of tasks is higher (Note if it is too high, tasks



may be abandoned and the associated workload lowered. Also
note that this includes the concept of time pressure.)

- the type of information processing or associated search
strategies are more complex

- associated motor control actions are more complex
- more than one task need to be attended (i.e. multiple task
environment}

Discussion

Three categories introduced above are discussed here to develop a
categorization scheme with which we can identify where OSS are
applied most usefully.

Categorization by the importance of functions is often combined
with the cost-benefit evaluation. There is however a question "Is
it possible to make meaningful cost-benefit comparisons of
these?" It is probably better to assume that they are treated
separately, and the cost-benefit evaluation is done or the level
of importance is considered in each class. This means that we do
not ask which class of functions are more important than the
others. They can be equally important to users, as ones useful in
everyday jobs or ones useful in rare occasions (e.g. accidents).

Like OSS can be beneficial in any areas or fields, OSS may also
be beneficial in supporting any general task elements described
above. However, the task elements are considered to be associated
with different levels of workload because of the differences in
their types of information processing. This could make
significant differences in the usefulness of OSS.

Though there are a number of ways to categorize types of
information processing, it is often useful to consider the
following two types:

- problem-solving
- planning

Problem-solving is a type of information processing in which one
or more solutions are selected from a fixed set of possible
solutions. In planning, on the other hand, solution(s) may be
arbitrary depending on possible trade-offs made of the goal of
the information processing. Though both types of information
processing have a variety of strategies associated with different
levels of workload, it is generally possible to assume that
planning is associated with higher level of workload than
problem-solving. Response generation falls into the category of
planning, while other into problem-solving.

A general conclusion therefore is that OSS can be more beneficial



for response generation (e.g. scheduling) because users tend to
experience higher workload. For others, OSS can be more
beneficial for those which are associated with more costly
strategies (e.g. simple table-based mapping, more complex rule-
based strategies, even more costly pattern-matching associated
with fuzzy judgment, and very costly topographic search).
However, it should be noted that actual strategies to be adopted
depend on situation and user characteristics (e.g. experience)
such as follows:

- user resources are diminishing
- user is less competent (more resources are needed)
- when user policy works unfavorably (e.g. divergent vs.
convergent)

In fact, actual workload level depends strongly on the level of
interactions'between task characteristics and user
characteristics. However, it may be reasonable to assume that
workload can be higher when tasks are characterized with the
following conditions:

- task load is higher
- associated information processing types or search
strategies are more complex

- associated motor control actions are more complex
- more than one task need to be attended

FACTORS THAT COULD INFLUENCE THE USEFULNESS OF OSS

In addition to task characteristics discussed abcve, there seem
to be several other factors that could influence the usefulness
of OSS. The following are such factors, though they may be
dependent :

- technical completeness
- the form of interactions between OSS and users
- relationships with work rules
- psychological factors

Technical Completeness

Though recent development of information processing technologies
provide us with a variety of techniques, they do not guarantee
technical completeness which is certainly very important for both
designers and users. OSS may be incomplete, for instance, when
knowledge that is available for specifying rules for a rule-based
AI system is incomplete. Technical completeness is desirable, but
it is often difficult to obtain. Therefore, OSS must assume some
level of incompleteness and can tolerate it: Or as a minimum
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requirement, limitations must be clearly known to both designers
and users. Otherwise, OSS will not be found useful by users.

Form of Interaction

For some types of OSS, it is possible to conceive different forms
of interactions between OSS and users.

For instance, many OSS incorporate the so-called dialogue
function. This off-line function assumes the following:

- dialogue will help user understanding of OSS information
- dialogue enables OSS to use off-line information

However, it tends to increase the workload and may not be usable
in tasks which have to be carried out quickly.

Different types of interactions may appear depending on types of
information provided by OSS. For instance, OSS may provide pieces
of functionally grouped information that will lead to a
conclusion rather than providing the; conclusion itself.
Unfortunately, it is,not know yet what types of information can
best support users. It should be assumed that appropriate forms
of interactions is application-specific and hence they need to be
studied carefully.

Relationships with Work Rules

It often happens that an OSS is developed without considering
specifically how it will be incorporated into existing work
rules. This often causes confusions and overload. OSS and work
rules must be consistent. Otherwise OSS will not be found useful
by users. It should be noted that this does not means that OSS
cannot change existing work rules. Work rules can be changed such
that they incorporate OSS consistently. An important point is how
OSS are used must be clearly stated in work rules. It is also
important to note that a mere addition of OSS can increase
workload even when they provide information which is not
inconsistent with work rules. In that case, users must process
two information sources which are functionally redundant.

Psychological Factors

Even when an OSS is carefully designed in such a way that it
clears potential problems discussed above, there still remains a
possibility that it is not accepted by users because of
psychological reasons. It could happen that a newly designed OSS
requires a too big conceptual jump which not all the users,
especially experienced ones, can accept. It must be assumed that
OSS must fit any users, from young to old, from novices to



experts, from incompetent to competent, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

General conclusions that can be drawn from the above discussions
are as follows:

(1) OSS can be beneficial in any areas/fields. Safety-related
OSS and non-safety-related OSS may not be compared
meaningfully in terms of their usefulness. They can also be
equally useful. The cost-benefit evaluation should be made
in each area/field with different level of functional
importance.

(2) OSS can be more beneficial in higher workload situations
which can be characterized by the following:

- types of information processing and associated search
strategies

- task load (volume/unit time)
- task multiplicity
- complexity of motor control actions

(3) OSS can be more beneficial when the following are met:

- techniques used is complete or error tolerant, or their
limitations are clearly known

- form of interaction is appropriate
- consistent with work rules
- no large conceptual jump required

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORTS

It is obviously difficult to make very specific statements about
where OSS can be most beneficial. It may still be possible to
develop guidelines for design processes or design methods.

APPENDIX: AN EXAMPLE CLASSIFICATION OF FIELD, SUB-FIELD AND MODE

There seem to be three (3) major general fields in which tasks
are carried out. These include operations, maintenance, and
management. Each field has several sub-fields of modes as shown
below:

1. operations 11. normal operations
12. disturbance & accident operations

2. maintenance 21. maintenance during normal operations



22. maintenance during disturbance &
accident operations

23. maintenance during plant outage

3. management 31. management of normal operations
32. management of disturbance & accident

operations
33. management of maintenance during

normal operations
34. management of maintenance during

disturbance & accident operations
35. management of maintenance during

plant outage

Here, it is assumed that the plant goes into "operation" when the
plant heat-up operation is started.

Tasks classified into Categories-11 or 12 are defined as those
which are carried out mostly by the main control room operators,
though field or local control room operators may be involved
under the command of the main control room operators in some- • i "••
cases. Examples of specific tasks classified into.these - •_; "-"••-'
categories are as follows:

Category-11

- system heat-up operation
- nuclear heat-up operation
- turbine heat-up operation
- power operations (steady, load-follow)

Category-12

- all operations required following disturbance or accident
until the plant reaches a prescribed steady shut-down
state

Tasks classified into Categories-21, 22, or 23 are defined as those
which are carried out by maintenance personnel during normal
operations, disturbance & accident operations, or plant outage.
The nature of the maintenance tasks is characterized either by
"repair" or by "planned replacement." Examples of specific tasks
classified into these categories are as follows:

Category-21

- planned replacement of fuels
- planned replacement of components
- planned rotation of components
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Category-22

- replacement of faulty components (e.g. sensors)

Category-23

- planned inspection and repair of components

Tasks classified into Categories-31 through 35 may be carried out
by operators, maintenance personnel, or other dedicated staff
members (e.g. engineers). The nature of management tasks is
characterized by either "mid-term" or "long-term" planning which
underlies relevant operating or maintenance tasks. Examples of
tasks classified into some of these categories are as follows:

Category-31

- monitoring of core burn-up
- monitoring of component aging
- periodic testing of protection system

Category-32

- development of long-term operational strategies

- monitoring of radio-activity released to the environments

Category-33

- scheduling of in-service maintenance

Category-34

- planning of partial-power operation
- planning of re-start operation after a transient

Category-35

- scheduling of maintenance during plant outage
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Introduction

This is a preliminary report summarizing some topics related to the
surveillance activity on anticipated functional requirements of the Operator
Support Systems ( OSS's ) in NPP's.
Additional information are expected will be available by analyzing the
questionaire.
Functionalities examinated are those referring to system functions, user's
needs, technology trend, standard status.

For praticai purposes this document is divided in two main sections:

- the first section presents a summary of major OSS requirements and
related problems as derived from the existing literature.

- the second section presents a study of OSS to be used to support the
operator training presently under development in ENEA.

Finally appendix 2 reports a summary of major functions performed by the
OSS's presently in operation or under development in laboratories

Background

After the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 more attention was paid to
human activities in Nuclear Power Station and in particular to the interface
between man and machine.
Important outcome was the realization of the importance of an effective
support for operators as well during normal operation as during accident and
emergency.
In addition, technologies progress during the last decade in computer related
science ( i.e. data communication network, software engineering, etc. ) made
computer applications in Nuclear Power Plants an attractive means to
increase plant efficiency and safety.
The modern conception of the control room calls for extesive use of digital
technologies for monitoring, control and protection.
More advaced applications, presently under study, relates also to operator
support systems for surveillance and diagnostics in conjunction with artificial
intelligence tecniques.

Major areas of application of operator support systems ( OSS ) presented in
literature are:

- Plant/component diagnosis and disturbance analysis
- Component maintenance
- Emergency response (in_site/off_site)



- Surveillance of Plant Operation (operational display, alarm display)
- Training and assessment of operating procedure
- Engineering (collect plant/system data, perform high level calculation )
- Plant management

The purpose of the present report is to summarize major operator support
system requirements and related problems, in order to provide sufficent
background to the tasks of second and third year.

At this regard, sources of information are:

- feedback for operational experience on already operating OSS
- man-machine interface studies
- accident management studies
- operating procedures experience
- control room studies

Section 1 : Summary of functional requirements of OSS

In the followings a summary of major functional requirements is reported. The
following items are discussed:

- Feedback from operating experience
- Technology trends
- Standard status
- Basis for system classification

Feedback from operating experience

Tasks performed by an operator during normal or abnormal situations can be
classified as follows:

- Survey plant status monitoring selected keys parameters
- evaluate and validate data
- detect disturbances and identify the most appropriate response action
- implement actions, verify action results and evaluate if the operational goal
is achieved

Guidance to operators in performing the above tasks is presently provided
essentially by written procedures

During last decade OSS to support operators in almost all of the above tasks
were developed and subjected to test in laboratory; some of them are
presently in operation.



A summary of current applications is reported in appendix 2.

The development of OSS's was accomplished by a series of concerns
regarding
- the acceptance by operators of this type of technology
- the reliability of software to be used in a critical context
- the maturity of a technology subject to rapid changes

In regard of the first point operational experience and laboratory tests
significantly contribute to remove major concerns; areas of possible
application were explored, major OSS functions were identified, models of
operator behaviour investigated to better allocate functions to man and
machine, advanced and effective man machine interfaces were developed
and the effectiveness of the computer based technology in a critical context
was demonstrated.
Major user's needs - summarized in table 1 - call for systems well integrated
in the control room, easy to use and well documented.

REQUIREMENT COMMENT

user friendly - easy to understand and to use
- help function included

- designed and validated together with the final user

OSS should be
integrated in the
enviroment of the
operator

OSS role should be
clearly defined

OSS use should be
supported by
adequate training

- OSS should be integrated with other systems
- OSS should use standardized operator interface

( i.e. uniform display criteria )
- OSS use should be reflected in the procedures

- i.e. specifing operating conditions (normal, abnormal
accident ) in which the system is supposed to

operate.
- allocation of function between man and machine based
upon appropriate models and task analysis

- training should be on periodic base
- training essential for systems of infrequent use

OSS should be
supported by adequate
documentation

Tab. 1 - Summary of user's requirements



In regard to the other points technical solution have been experienced but
some concerns still remain.
(1) Computer related technologies are subject to change in hardware and
software rapidly; this call for flexible systems architectures of multiple
workstations connected by local area networks.
This makes communication a critical point in future OSS implementation
(2) Although significant progress has been made in software engineering,
software reliability still remain one of major concerns.
(3) Sofware costs resulted to be higher than expected, specially when formal
methods are applied.

Technology

The following areas are expected to be an important factors in future OSS
design:
- communications
- expert systems

- software reliability

Communication

Present trend in technology calls for distribute processing workstations
connected by local area networks.
Major advantage connected with this type of architecture is that systems
present an high level of flexibity making easier the maintainance of the
systems and future implementation of new functions.
Problems in this area are essentially connected with
- the security of data
- the availability of the information needed in case of time constraints
- the network qualification in presence of critical applications
Software reliability

As mentioned above software reliability still remain one of major concerns in
the application of computer in NPP's because of:
- exhaustive testing are not feasible for software systems
- although current standards enphasize that software should be auditable and
software quality should be possibly measured, the method generally in use to
assess software quality - the verification and validation (V&V) method - is still
based upon a qualitative process. Formal methods and metrics developed to
make the V&V less qualitative are far to be used on regular basis and
generally few supported by effective tools.
- Current standards provide general principles to assess software quality, but
few practical guidance on how to handle V&V is provided
- Future OSS applications are supposed to support operators in critical



context ( i.e. disturbance; accident ) monitoring key parameters and
providing support to select appropriate strategies. These tasks can include
the implementation of complex calculations by using preexisting software and
logics by using expert systems. No practical guidance is provided in these
cases.

Expert Systems

Expert systems presently developed and under test in laboratories have been
mainly designed to assist the operator in handling the large amount of
informations that are characteristic of a NPP.
Most of the typical applications summarized in appendix 2 refer to AI
techniques to monitors plant key parameters and plant-component status ,
alarms the operator and, finally, supports the operator in the implementation
of needed corrective actions throuhout the presentation of the operating
procedures.
Major advantages of ES are:
- improved reliability in resDect to humans, being, at least present generation
of ES, system principally aeterministics.
- ES are characterized by an elevate level of attention in respect to the
operator.
- ES can lead to faster actions of the operators in detecting a risk; the time
gained may be valuable in avoiding further development of malfunctions.
- ES reduce the apparent complexity of the system by improving the way in
which information is presented (i.e. filtering alarms to mask irrilevant alarms;
prioritization of alarms based upon process state, etc).
- ES enhance the interface between the user and the system, both during
design and operation (e.g. intelligent data retrival and presentation,
graphical representation, hypermedia, etc.).
- ES design is based upon a prototyping process; this can facilitate the
communication between the designer and the end user, and make easier the
acceptance of the system.

Problems related to ES design are essentially in
- the validation of the knowledge base
- the software reliability
- the design process based upon the prototyping aprroach that make difficult
to apply current V&V methodologies to this systems

Recently, expert systems are gradually spreading to systems performing
more complex tasks; in this context ES could be required to handle uncertain
knowledge and, at least to some extent, to handle imprecision and ignorance.
This may lead in future to systems having less deterministic responses.

\l\o



Standards

Appendix 1 reports a list of major standards currently in use for digital
application in nuclear field.

With reference to the above a study was performed in ref. /9/ to compare
standards and to evaluate if they are providing sufficient guidance to
developer, users and regulatory authorities .

The result of the study can be summarized as it follows:

Hardware

Standards addressing hardware design seem to provide sufficient guidance
to the developer.
A list of major standards currenly in use follows:

IEC643
IEEE603
IEC671
IEEE348
IEC780
IEEE344
IEEE323
IEEE325

Software

HW design ( single failure

periodic testing
isolation
qualification
seismic qualification
enviromental qualification
reliability

(1 ) Standards addressing software design enphasize the role of the V&V in
assuring software quality.
(2) Although significant progress are made in the development of formal
methods the V&V process remain essentially a qualitative engineering
practice to assure internal consistency of the design.
(3) Software standards expecially focus on V&V to application programs;
while few or no guidance is provided in standards to V&V of pre-deveioped
software (i.e. commercial operating systems; tools supporting application
software design ).
In case of the OSS most of the applications will use commercial operating
systems and, in some cases the development is assisted by tools. Although
commercial software is generally certificated and supported by valuable
operating experience, guidelines should be developed to give a more
practical assistence to the designer to support testing in those cases.
(4) Most of OSS make use of AI techniques: current standards seems to be
difficult to apply to AI technique because of:
- system development process, based on fast prototyping, poses
considerable problems for validation as a set of rules is only correct until the



next rule is added.
- functional characteristics of AI systems make difficult to apply V&V
- knowledge base need to be validated

A surveillance activity should be initiated on standards to identify needs for
new standards ( if any ) and to identify needs for practical guidance to V&V.

Basis for system classification

OSS can be classified taking into account system role, functions, operating
modes and relevance to safety.

(1 ) in regard to safety digital systems can be classified as:

- not safety related: this include systems systems designed to optimize
operations. Typical examples of systems falling in this category are systems
to support maintenace, Plant performance analyzers, core monitor.

- safety relevant or important to safety: this includes systems important but
not essential to safety. Most of OSS's fall in this category

- safety critical or safety grade

According to the adove system requirements can be derived. As an example
the following table presents possible (not exhaustive) relationship between
safety class and requirement in case of digital systems.

safety class Requirements

not safety related

safety related

safety critical

• flexibility, maintenability, robustness
• V&V ( formal methods recomanded )
• well known accuracy and model limitation
• system use reflected in procedure (?)

• HW qualified according to mission system
fail_safe SW
V&V based on formal methods

• redundancy
• functional diversification
SW diversity could be considered



(2) In regard of system role OSS's could be classified in systems supporting

- Plant operation (i.e. onjine OSS's )
- maintenance
- management
- engineering (i.e. code packages to support analyses )
- training tools

(3) In regard of functions onjine OSS's supporting Plant operation can be
classified taking as reference the classification proposed by Halden Project in
the previous meeting:
- plant states are :normal operation, disturbed, accident, severe accident
- onj ine OSS's functions are: status identification, action planning, action
implementation

The combination of the above defines system typologies of OSS's present in
control room. Finally to each system a safety class is assigned according to
established criteria.

OSS's in Accident managements

Some of the OSS's reported in appendix 2 are supposed to support the
operators during accidents.
In addition accident management studies are in progress inside the
international community to identify means to reduce risk through the effective
use of human and hardware resources.
Important expected outcomes from AM studies are:
- a revision of the instrumentation requirements ( availability , survivability ,

needs for new instrumentation)
- a revision of the operator role during accident and emergency
- a revision of the organization and of the responsabilities.
- a revision of the emergency operating procedure (symptom / function based

procedure)
- an identification of the computational aids necessary to support the operator

( function to be performed, methods, etc.)
- a revision of the operator training needs to guarantee an effective accident

response

All oi the above are expected to have significant impact on OSS's; possible
outcomes will be
- a better identification of the of the OSS's requirements based on the
"process" needs (function to be implemented, time constraints, etc..)
- an identification of the operator needs in terms of supporting tools and
training requirements.
- a revision of the criteria to be adopted to allocate function to man and
machine.



Concern in this area could derive from:
- the expected infrequent use of those systems that call for plannig adequate
training programs for the operators.
- the safety classification of those systems that could deeply impact
qualification requirements ( OSS's in this area are expected to maintain
adeguate operability during the accident progression )
- the reliability and the availability goals

A surveillance on current AM studies progress should be initiated inside the
CRP to better finalize the identification of future OSS's requirements

Training systems

In case of the accident or during an emergency the effectivness of the team
response will depend by several factors:

- a proper understanding of the relevant physical phenomena
- clearly defined roles and responabilities in decision making
- an appropriate application of the procedures
- the appropriate use of the supporting tools
- the capability to understand unknown or unanticipated situations
- the effective coordination of the personel involved.

Significant contributions to the effectiveness of the personnel involved in the
accident management can derive by individual training on simulator to be
carried out regularly and by exercises to improve the ability of various team
members to cooperate.
Simulators have been experienced for long time and their effectiveness in
improving operator responce has been demonstrated.
Simulators could also be used to integrate exercises; in fact, although
exercises have the advantage to be realistic, they are costly and not always
it is possible to explore a wide range of situations.
Computer based training to simulate of the emergency could allow to explore
at lower cost a wide range of situations.
An example of such a system is reported in section 2.



Conclusions

Preliminary conclusions are summarized in the followings:

(1) Final user should be involved in the definition of the functional
requirements of the system in the early phase of the system design. This
allows the user to better specify its needs and make easier the acceptance of
the system. Major topics subject to user involvement are the specification of
the functions of the system, the definition of the physical and functional
interfaces, the data presentation criteria and the ergonomie criteria.
Prototyping techniques could be used to enhance communication between
end user and designer.

(2) OSS design should be as far as possible integrated in the overall man
machine interface design to:
- avoid unnecessary complexity
- assure consistency with other plant system
- guarantee consistency in operator interfaces (i.e. uniform alarm/display
philosophies, standardized hardware ).

(3) OSS to effectively support operators should be used regurarly. This calls
for standardized interfaces with the operator between systems for normal
(frequently used ) and emergency operation. Furthermore, systems to support
accident management and emergency should be supported by an appropriate
training program to be exercised on periodic basis.

(4) Althouth formal methods to SW specification and appropriate quality
indicators and metrics are recomended to assess software quality, V&V still
remain qualitative. In addition most of future OSS applications (presently
studied in laboratory ) calls for artificial intelligence techniques (i.e expert
systems, neural network, etc): current V&V practices are difficult to be applied
in this case.
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Section 2:Overview of activities in progress in ENEA related to OSS

Because the nuclear program has been cancelled in Italy since 1987,
present activities in ENEA are mainly oriented to develop methodologies and
systems to be applied in a conventional enviroment. The purpose of this
section is to present an overview of the activities presently in progress in
ENEA-Energy Department referring to OSS's.

- ISEM ( Information Technology support for Emergency Management )
project:

- MUSTER ( Multi User System for Training and Evaluating Enviromental
Emergency Response ) project:

ISEM - Information Technology support for Emergency Management

Project Objective

Aim of the program was the development of methodologies, models and tools
to be applied in future development of an emergency management support
system.

Outcomes of the activity were a database structure containing

- an organizational model to describe the emergency organizations, their
extent of authority, and their dynamic involvment versus the change of the
emergency goals

- an information flow model to describe the inter-relationship between the
various organizations, the tasks to be performed, the level of responsability
and the form and the content of the information to be exanged

The project was conducted in the period 1989-1991 in the context of the
ESPRIT II European Program.



MUSTER ( Multi User System for Training and Evaluating Envircmental
Emergency Response )

Project objective

Current analyses and experiences on emergency management enphasized
the importance of the operator training to improve the effectiveness of the

-emergency management.
In particular it was recognized that the efficiency of an emergency
management organization depend crucially on the effective coordination of
the personel involved.

Lack of coordination mainly depend on:

- heterogeneity of the operative structures of the involved partner inside the
emergency organization, with a consequent heterogeneity of the relative
communication channels.
- they are involved quite rarely in joint operations.
- the responsabilities ( extents of authority ) of the emergency organizations
are typically defined by geografical areas, where enviromental emergencies
normally spread from one area to another.

To increase efficiency of the emergency organizations exercises may be
executed on the territory: exercises have the advantage to be realistic but
costs are high and it is not always possible to explore ail possible situations.
Another possibility is to make use of computer based training through the
simulation of the emergency itself: in this case there is a low level of realism
but exercises cost are lower and a wide range of situations may be analyzed.

In the framework of situations having an high enviromental risk, emergencies
are managed by different actors (i.e. plant personal, autorities, etc); every
actor has his own responsabilities and defined procedures to manage the
emergency, but often they have no or little preparation in the mutual
coordination of the respective tasks.

Collective training is aimed to improve the coordination level inside multi-
agents organizations and to evaluate the emergencies procedures and the
effectiveness of tools and devices used to suppoit the emergency.

The major purpose of the MUSTER ( Multi User System for Training and
Evaluating Enviromenta! Emergency Response ) project is to improve the
efficiency of a multi user structure such as those involved in managing
emergencies through the development of a tool designed to support the
training of emergency management operators.

The final outcome of the project will be an illustrative prototype SW running
on a commonly available HW platform.



Because Nuclear Power Plants are not presently in operation in Italy since
1987, the system is developed considering two conventional domain
application (namely an Oil Port domain and a railways node domain ).

The system is developed by under the CEC contract "Enviroment": main
contractor are ENEA for the oil port and RISO for the rail road domain.

The project is coordinated by RISO.

System description

The system will make use of AI techniques to develop

- an interactive model of the emergency domain able to support human
beings during their cooperative training.

- a cooperative model of the emergency managers representing the
interrelations of the different operators partecipeting to the emergency
management.

- an evaluation model of tools and end user performances.

These models will be the basis for the construction of a computerized training
system for the emergency managers.

A typical conceptual architecture of a training multi user system presents four
major functional blocks containing:
- An instructor model containing a scenario generator and the evaluation
model

- an application domain model that formalises and structures the domain
dependent knowledge

- the above mentioned cooperative model

- the end user model

To implement the above models the system will make reference to the
technologies developed inside the ISEM ( Information Technologies for
Emergency Management ) Consortium in the context of the ESPRIT II
European Program / 1 /

Current design status

The activity started at the beginning of the year and the major effort in the
current year is dedicated to collect data to define and to structure the
application domain and the cooperative working model.

The program is organized in the following taskes:



Domain Model Analysis

Purpose of the task is to model the domain application and to formalise and
to structure the domain dependent knowledge; this will involve a functional
analysis of all the structures, devices and resources that must be taken into
account in relation to the emergency management.

Present activities in this task are:

(1) Domain data acquisition

The acquisition of informations regarding the normal operabiiity of the domain
as well as the emergency procedures, resources and plans to be applied in
the most typical emergency scenarios. Typical data to be collected include:
Plant planimetric maps, Operabiiity analysis, Incidental sequence diagrams,
Safety check list, Weather conditions, Dangerous areas classification,
Consequences analisys of possible accidents, Emergency plans, Emergency
Control, Monitoring System directions,etc.

(2) Model the domain knowledge

The principal effort at this regard is related to:
- the identification of different "layers" usefull to construct a most effective
domain model for emergency management;
- the decomposition of every layers into subsystems having different
goals and functionalities from the emergency managers point of view;
- the identification of the most important/critical components inside every
subsystem.

Cooperative model

Purpose of the task is to model the actions ( including procedures and
strategies for comunication and decision making ) that the emergency
organization must take in critical situation.

Expected outcome of the cooperative model will be a characterisation of

- how operative tasks can be decomposed and distribuited among the agents
to improve the globai efficiency of an emergency situation
- how different resources can be allocated
- how possible conflicts among the agents are solved or coped with
- which factors tend to improve cooperation and coordination of response

Present activity is oriented
- to evaluate the possibility to adopt the basic organizational structure of the
emergency management developed inside the ISEM program to formalize
the on site/off site information flow;

- to develop adeguate cooperative rules to improve the cooperation



Evaluation Model

Purpose of the task is to formalise methods to evaluate
- the multi user training
- the tools commonly used to support the emergency management (i.e. com-
munication, decision support, databases etc.)
- the procedures
- the availability of emergency equipment and resources

End user performance model

Main purpose of the task is to formalise knowledge needed to establish
models of end user and end users' coordination of the response.

Conclusions

As mentioned before major expected outcomes of the activity will be the
development of models to describe the cooperative working during
emergencies where different actors and organizations are involved. A
demonstrative prototype will be developed to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the methodology.
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Appendix 1 - List of software standards & guidelines

AECB draft - Proposed standard for sofware for computers in the Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power stations (based on IEC 880 ) - Draft 91

AECL/OH draft - Standards for Software Engineering of Safety Critical
Software - Draft 91

ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 - Application Criteria for Programmable Digital
Control Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating
Stations - Draft 92

ANSI/IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2 - Application Criteria for Programmable Digital
Control Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating
Stations-1982

ASME-NQA-2a-1990 Part 2.7 - Quality Assurance Requirements of Computer
Software for Nuclear Facility Applications

CAN-CSA Q3961.1-89 - Quality Assurance Program for Development of
Critical Software

POD 2167 A - Military Standards Defence Systems Software Development

IAEA - TRS - 282 - Manual on Quality Assurance for Computer Software
related to the Safety of Nuclear Power Plants

I EC 643 - Application of Digital Computers to Nuclear Reactors
Instrumentation

IEC 880 - Software for Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Stations

I EC 987 - Programmed Digital Computers Important to Safety for Nuclear
Power Stations

IEEE 730 - Standard Software Quality Assurance Plans

IEEE 830 - Guide for Software Requirements Specifications

ANSI - IEEE 828 - Standard for Software Configuration Management Plans

IEEE 1008 - Standard Software Unit Testing

IEEE 1012 - Standard Software Verification and Validation Plans

IEEE 1042 - Guide to Software Configuration Management
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JEAG-4609-1989 - Application Guidelines for Programmable Digital
Computer Systems in Safety Protection Systems of Nuclear Power
Plants

MoD-Std-0055 - The procurement of safety critical software in defence
equipment - (part 1 : Requirements; Part 2: Guidance) -1992

MoD-Std-0056 - Hazard analysis and safety classification of the computer
and programmable electronic system elements of defence equipment -
1991

US NRC RG1.152 - Criteria for programmable digital computer system
software in safety related systems of NPP's -1985

NUREG/CR-4640 - Handbook of software quality assurance techniques
applicable to Nuclear Industry -1987

IEC-SC45A-122 - Software for Computers In the Application of Industrial
Safety Related Systems

ESA-PSS-05-0 - ESA Software Enginnering Standard

EWICS-TC7-1981 - Development of safety related software

EWICS - TC7-1983 - Guidelines for verification and validation of safety
related software

EWICS-TC7-1984 - Guidelines for documentation of safety related computer
systems

EWICS - TC7-1985 - Techniques for verification and validation of safety
related software

EWICS - TC7-1985 - System requirements specification for safety related
systems

ISO 9000 - Quality Management and quality assurance standards;
Guidelines for selection and use -1987

ISO 9000 - 3 - Quality Management and quality assurance standards - Part
3: Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply
and maintenece of software. -1991

ISO 9126 - Information Technology - Software product evaluation - Quality
Characteristics and guidelines for their use

ISO/I EC JTC1/SC7 WG6 - Developers Guide to the evaluation of Software -
Working Draft, 1992



APPENDIX 1 - SUMMARY OF EXISTING SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Core Monitor

Aim: Core monitor aims to support operators, engineering staff and Plant
management staff during normal operation to improve core performances
efficiency

Functions:
- Monitors reactor key parameters and collects operational data relevant to
evaluate the efficiency of the operations; functions to predict core response
after postulated actions and comparisons between predicted and actual data
may be included to improve effectiveness of planned actions
- 3D core to predict core behaviour
- predict Xenon, citical boron

Plant operating conditions: Normal operating conditions ( startup, shutdown,
power operation, load following..)

Technology: High level computation based on reactor physics and in_core
measurements.
Advanced CRT for data presentation

Relation with safety:Although major aim of the system is to help operating
staff to evaluate and improve core performances, the system could be used to
monitor and evaluate relevant paremeters (i.e. margins to fuel operating
limits, etc. )

Advantages: Improve plant operation (i.e. energy output; fuel burnup, etc.)

Problems: none

Design: V&V required

Operational experience: Systems are operational in many countries.



Computerized support to operating procedure

Aim: Support operator to implement written operating and emergency
procedures

Functions:
- Present operating procedures on display
- Support operator to select and implement operating procedures

Technology:
- Advanced CRT for procedure presentation
- AI techniques could be employed in advanced applications

Relation with safety:
- Safety issue could be relevant in future

Advantages:
- potential benefits are expected in reducing procedure inplementation errors
due to misunderstanding, missing procedures or operator error

Problems:
- extensive tests with simulator are required
- periodic operator trainig required

Operational experience: Several example tested in laboratory



Maintenance support systems

AinrSupport management in planning and axecuting maintenance activities

Functions:
- Monitor equipment to provide maintenance staff information needed on
component status
- diagnostic features included
- connected with early fault detection systems

Technology:
_- AI tecniques to manage information

Relation with safety:
- systems are generally not safety related
- benefits on safety are expected from a more effective maintenance of
equipments

Advantages:
- enhance maintenance planning
- enhance plant availability
- enhance plant safety by early detecting component failures



Intelligent alarm handling systems

Aim:
Support operator to understand information given by alarms

Functions:
- Logical reduction of alarms
- Filter alarms to mask irrilevant one
- Alarm presention based upon process state priorities and upon functional
groups
- Alarm validated by functional check

Technology:
- Advanced CRT for data presentation
- Expert Systems could be used to filter alarms and present them

Relation with safety:
Safety related or safety critical

Advantages:
- reduce operator stress
- suppress invalid alarms
- filter irrilevant alarms

Problems:
- need qualification
- need validation of alarm reduction criteria

Operational experience:
- tested in laboratory for long time
- Some systems are operational

ÎS?



Fault detection, diagnosis and prognosis systems

Aim:
Support operator in identify disturbances

Functions:
- Detect disturbances, identify failed components or malfunctions, predict
process behaviour following a disturbances

based upon a variety of techniques (i.e noise analysis,
Technology:
- Detection
comparisons between process measurements and output from dynamic
process models,... )
- Diagnosis couldbe based upon knowledge based techniques, fault tree
analysis, model simulation, qualitative reasoning
- Prognosis is generally based on models

Relation with safety:
- Presently not safety related.
- Safety issues could be relevant in future if system applied to support
operator in accident conditions

Advantages:
- Increase plant safety
- Enhance preventive maintenance

Problems:
- Systems should be validated with simulator
- Problems related with validation of models and expert system



Safety function monitoring systems

im:
Monitor reactor key parameters helping operator to verify safety status of
plant

Functions:
- Monitor and present to operator status of selected safety parameters

Technology:
- Advanced CRT for data presentation

Relation with safety:
- presently not safety grade.
- In future classification should be rewied
- need to be regulated

Operational experience
- Operational in many countries



NATIONAL REPORT
KEMA, THE NETHERLANDS.

IAEA CRP ON OSS; MEETING 1994

Summary of Kema's OSS-related activities

Task analysis of Dodewaard plant.

This analysis was based on Hierarchical Task Analysis method (HTA)

CORECH Survey: survey of possible problems in advanced control rooms in Europe.

Evaluation of COPMA; phototyping by entering specific procedure of Dutch NPP.
PINC (Program for maintaining level of nuclear competence) SBWR/GE program on
MMI

Replacement of Dodewaard's procès presentation system.
Functions:
++ Reporting, alarm system, procès diagrams, operational info, archiving /analysis
+ Procedural support, overviews (SPDS-like)
+++ Flexibility, extendibility

KEMAé,



- Guidelines for integrating OSS's

Background:
Various OSS's are emerging in Dutch FPP's for e.g. Condenser, Generator, etc. But
also water chemistry analysis, maintenance etc.

Management complaint: too many different systems in plant
<Figure >
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Goal of project
Develop Guidelines for technical and functional Integration of OSS

Method
Sandwich approach: add top down1 to current 'bottom-up1 development
Modelling of plant operations,
Task analysis, position of OSS
Information requirements
Modelling of required functionality
Modelling of communication architecture

KEMAÂ
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Products (possible)
Guidelines for integration:
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1. Summary of Activities and Objectives

The only activity in Norway that is directly relevant for the present CRP is performed by Institutt for
energiteknikk, the Norwegian Energy Research Institute. This institute is responsible for conducting the
OECD Halden Reactor Project. This research project has as one of its main items a programme on "Man-
Machine Systems Research (MMSR)".The main objective with this programme is to improve opera-
tional safety and efficiency of nuclear plants through introduction of new technology in the control room.
This activity is divided into four main chapters;

• Development of computerised operator support systems

• Development of advanced control rooms

• Human factors activities related to introduction of new technology in the control room

• Software verification and validation

All these activities are relevant to the present CRP. A shoit description of each item is therefore given in
the following.

Development of computerised operator support systems (COSSs)

COSS development constitutes a major part of the MMSR research at Halden. Ideas about which sys-
tems to develop come either from the Halden research staff itself, or from the participating organisations
which consist of licensing organisations, vendors, utilities and research laboratories. The systems are
developed up to a prototype level, demonstrated in the HAMMLAB experimental control room which is
coupled up to a large scale training simulator. Often, the prototypes are further developed and taken into
use by utilities in the participating countries.

Development of advanced control rooms

By advanced control room is meant a control room which is fully computerised, and where a large
number of COSSs are integrated. Much emphasis is put on efficient coordination and prioritisation of
information. A first prototype of an advanced control room was completed two years ago. The objective
of the control room studies is to demonstrate concepts for use in realisation of future control rooms, and
not to develop a complete system that can be taken into real use.

Human factors activities related to introduction of new technology in the control room

The main objective of this work is to ensure that systems that are developed fulfil the requirements put to
them in practice. COSSs are therefore evaluated in HAMMLAB, often by use of real operators faced
with complex plant transients. Through experiments performed over more than ten years, generic knowl-
edge is accumulated on selection of efficient evaluation techniques, what are characteristics of good
interfaces etc. Human factors experts also enter into an early phase of system design.

Software verification and validation

The activity on software verification and validation has mainly been addressing methods for improving
reliability of safety critical software. This means that safety and protection systems are studied, while
more complex software as typically found in COSSs has not been addressed in much detail. Studies
have, however, been made of knowledge based systems, and V & V of COSSs will become increasingly
important in the future.

Summary of Activities and Objectives



2. Activities related to the Individual CRP Tasks

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, activities within the Halden Project that are related to the various CRP tasks will be
described. Most emphasis is put on those tasks that are defined to be covered through the first year of the
CRP. In addition, some information on task 4.5.2, where Norway is task leader, is included.

2.2 Contributions on the Specific CRP Tasks

Task 4.1.1 "Survey of existing documentation relevant to this programme's goals "

All open information on Halden Reactor Project activities relevant for the present CRP is included in
what is called "Halden Project External Papers". The documentation can mainly be grouped into four
classes:

1. Development of and experience with operator support systems

2. Development of and experience with advanced control room concepts

3. Human factors evaluations of COSSs and control rooms

4. Software verification and validation

A complete list of "Halden Project External Papers" since 1989 is enclosed in Appendix 1.

Task 4.1.2 "Survey of existing operator support systems and the experience with them "

A number of computerised operator support systems have been developed as a part of the Halden Project
research programme. In the following, short descriptions of nine systems/concepts are given. More
extensive descriptions, including abstracts from the corresponding reports, are given in Appendix 2.
These reports are selected as the most relevant of those discussed under Task 4.1.1, and listed in Appen-
dix 1.

1. "Evaluation of SCORPIO by Comparison to Catawba and Ringhals Data".

SCOPPIO is a core monitoring and predictive system using a 3-dimensional core simulator model to
calculate instantaneous power distribution, and a strategy generator to develop efficient control strat-
egies taking xenon dynamics into account. It has been used at the Ringhals plant in Sweden since
1987, installation projects are in progress in other countries like US and UK.

2. "An Automatics System Analyser Implemented by Expert System Technology".

ASA is intended to explain the behaviour of plant automatics to the operator, an issue becoming
increasingly important as the degree of automation is increased. Expert system technique is used. A
prototype has been developed, evaluation in an experimental control room environment is starting in
1993.

3. "Early Fault Detection and Signal Validation at the Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant".

EFD is a model-based technique to detect process disturbances at an early stage. It may also be used
to perform signal validation. Experience has been gained with the system at the Finnish Loviisa
PWR.

4. "Experiences Gained from Developing and Integrating an Expert System and a Modern Graphic Dis-
play System for a Swedish Nuclear Power Plant Control Room".

Activities related to the Individual CRP Tasks



The SAS-II system is an advisory system for use in disturbances leading to emergency shutdown. It is
developed using the expert system shell G2, and has been validated on a compact ВWR simulator
using operators as test subjects. Implementation of the system at a Swedish BWR is being considered.

5. "Operator Support Systems for Status Identification and Alarm Processing at the OECD Halden
Reactor Project - Experience and Perspective for Future Development".

The paper gives an overview of systems for disturbance detection or diagnosis that have been devel-
oped and/or evaluated at Halden.

6. "The Computerised Procedure Sysfjm СОРМА-П".

The COPMA-II is a shell for implementing procedures into the computer, giving possibilities for
automation of procedure sequences if desired. A prototype has been evaluated experimentally on a
large scale simulator.

7. "The Integrated Surveillance and Control System ISACS - an Advanced Control Room Prototype".

ISACS has been developed to demonstrate how efficient use can be made of a large number of
COSSs in the control room. Extensive evaluation on a large scale simulator has taken place.

8. "Studying the Effects of Operators' Problem Solving Behaviour when using a Diagnostic Expert Sys-
tem Developed for the Nuclear Industry".

The paper discussed how use of expert systems used for diagnosis of plant disturbances affect the
operator's behaviour. Data have been obtained through tests in a large scale simulator.

9. "Computerised Accident Management Support".

CAMS is a system being developed to help the operator in case of accident situations. Emphasis is
put on developing new displays for efficient presentation of plant status. Further, a strategy generator
is being developed to come up with efficient strategies for handling the accident.

Tasks 4.1.3 "Survey of anticipated functional requirements for operator support systems "

and 4.1.4 "Survey of qualification requirements and experience "

For an operator support system to be of use to the operator, some basic requirements must be fulfilled:

• The function of the system must be needed. This need may be reflected in many ways: The operator
may feel that he is not able to cope with the task on his own. Experience may show that the operator
may make mistakes when performing the task on his own. Use of an operator aid may optimise the
performance.

• The support system must fill the specified need. It may happen that an operator support system that
was intended to cover a specific function, in practice does not fill its purpose. This has been seen in
system evaluation, typical problems are: The user interface is poorly designed. The software or hard-
ware (for computerised systems) is unreliable or slow. The operator is not trained in used of the sys-
tem.

• The support system must not create new, complex tasks to be performed by the operator. If the system
is not well designed, it may increase the work load on the operator rather than relieving him of work.
Reasons may be that the system interface is very complex to manipulate or the structure of the system
may make it difficult to use.

In addition to the general, high level requirements, more specific requirements will depend on the main
function of the system. The figure below defines operator tasks in various plant states (normal, distur-
bance, accident) and in various phases of task handling (status identification, action planning, action
implementation).
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NORMAL OPERA-
TION

DISTURBANCE

ACCIDENT

Status Identification

Compare plant state
with operational limits
and optimal state

Interpret alarms and
process status
Localise disturbance,
find cause

Detect, diagnose
accident state
Observe automatics

Action Planning

Define new goal
Plan manoeuvre

Find efficient strategy

Predict conse-
quences
Define Goal
Find strategy

Action
Implementation

Implement action
sequence
Check goal

Implement action or
procedure
Check goal

Implement planned
strategy
Check goal

Figure J. Operator tasks in various situations

In principle, the operator may benefit from support systems in all situations described in the figure.

At the Halden Project experiences have been gained from testing and evaluation of systems covering
most of the functions in the figure. In the near future a project will be started where general conclusions
will be drawn with respect to requirements to be put to various types of systems. Examples of types of
systems are alarm handling systems, diagnostic systems, computerised procedure systems, overview dis-
play. This work that will be completed in 1994, may contribute Co task 4.1.3.

Task 4.2.1 "Development of appropriate terminology for identification and
classification of operator support systems"

Viewpoints on Task 4.2.1 are presented in the following. Sonm information on use of a classification
scheme at the halden Project was also given in the report "Computerised Operator Support Systems for
use in Control rooms of Nuclear Plants" presented at the previous CRP meeting in Vienna, October,
1992.

On» starting point for development of a terminology for identification and classification of OSS is the
definition we want to utilise for Operator Support Systems. This was given in the "Background and
working plan" issued in 1991. Here we find the following definitions:

• Operator Support System

A class of devices which is provided to enhance some aspect of nuclear power plant operation, main-
tenance, engineering or management.

• Operator

Term used to represent all staff who are responsible for the sait and efficient operation of the nuclear
power plant, including operations, maintenance, engineering and management activities.

This means that one way of characterising the OSS is by:

Who is the user of the OSS?

• control room staff
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• maintenance staff
• engineering staff

Possibly a higher resolution would be desirable, such as classification of various types of control room
staff.

Describing the function of the OSS is probably the most important characterisation of the system. At the
Halden Project the main emphasis has been on developing and evaluating computerised OSS for use in
the control room. The terminology and classification described in the following has therefore been devel-
oped for use in connection with control room systems, and is not covering the whole area to be covered
by our studies.

To describe the OSS function, two parameters are used:

• for which type of task is the OSS supporting the operator?

• during which plant conditions is the OSS to be used?

The classification is as follows:

Type of task:

• к întification of plant state
• plai.r>ng of control actions
• implementation of control actions

Systems assisting in plant state identification include alarm systems, diagnostic systems, early fault
detection systems. Planning systems come up with suggestions for efficient control strategies, often
based on fast simulations or knowledge based techniques. Computerised procedures assist in implemen-
tation of control actions.

Classification of plant state:

• normal state
• disturbance
• accident

Normal state is characterised by no alarms present. Disturbance is in Halden defined as a state with
alarms, but where no critical safety parameters are triggered. In accident situations, triggering limits for
at least one critical safety function has been exceeded.

Another important classification of the OSS is its relevance to safety. Regarding use of operator support
systems in general at nuclear plants, we find that a coarse classification is made by grouping systems
with respect to impact on safety.

Safety relevance:

• safety critical OSSs
• safety relevant OSSs
• non-safety relevant OSSs

With respect to COSSs, most of the systems used in the control room have some impact on safety, as
they are influencing the operator's understanding of the process, or his planning of handling the process,
or the way he actually controls the process. The safety relevance of a COSS is obviously closely coupled
to its classification as either being used in normal situations, during disturbances or in accidents.

Activities related to the Individual СВР Tasks



Task 4.5.2 "Determine to what extent and by which methods should the OSS be
evaluated before final implementation to demonstrate their quality and also
how to efficiently evaluate them after implementation ".

At the. Halden Project evaluation of MMI's, operator support systems and complete control room con-
cepts makes up an important part of the research programme. This activity is centred around the Halden
Man-Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB), which consists of an experimental control rom coupled to a
full scope training simulator of a PWR. The PWR model is very close to the Loviisa VVER plant in Fin-
land. The laboratory also includes an experimenters' gallery, and recording equipment includes video,
sound and computerised registration of all operator actions. Operators from the Halden reactor are nor-
mally used as test subjects in the experiments.

While earlier evaluation studies have concentrated on assessment of MMI's and operator support sys-
tems, more emphasis has lately been based on evaluation of the complete control room. The control
room studies address the evaluation of a limited prototype of the Integrated Surveillance and Control
System (ISACS) that was implemented in HAMMLAB in early 1991. In IS ACS, a large number of oper-
ator support systems are integrated into a unified man-machine interface.

Based on the evaluation studies performed at the Halden Project since 1982, some conclusions regarding
evaluation methodologies may be drawn. It should be noted that these "lessons learned" have been based
on the Halden experiments only, and no attempt has been made to combine them with existing literature
in this field.

More details on conclusions from the "lessons learned" report is given in Appendix 3.

3. Overview of National Activities

The structure of this overview will follow the structure of chapter 1, where the activities are split into
four different areas. Main emphasis will be put on that part of the activities through the last years that are
of most relevance to the present CRP. The references used refer to the list of reports given in Appendix
1.

3.1 Development of Computerised Operator Support Systems

Much emphasis has been put on developing systems to detect and handle disturbances at an early stage,
to prevent development into more severe accidents. Detection systems based on alarm filtering and early
fault detection (10, 37) using dynamic process models have been developed and tested in real life. Diag-
nostic systems based on knowledge-based techniques have been developed and evaluated.

A system for use during accidents is presently being developed (60,63). The goal is to make an operator
aid that can more precisely present the plant state to the operator by use of new display techniques. A
strategy generator is also included to suggest efficient strategies for handling the accident.

Regarding systems for optimising operation during normal conditions, a core surveillance system was
developed a number of years ago (11). It has been in operation at the Ringhals nuclear plant in Sweden
and is in the future to be implemented at the Sizewell PWR in the UK and on Duke Power reactors in the
US.

One type of COSS equally relevant during normal operation, in disturbances or accidents, is the compu-
terised procedure system (45). It is well known that a large fraction of operator errors are due to incorrect
implementation of procedures. Computerisation of procedures has been demonstrated to reduce the
human error probability.

Overview of National Activities



3.2 Development of Advanced Control Rooms

Great care must be taken when extensive use of modern technology is made in the control room. A first
prototype of an advanced control room was completed in Halden two years ago (49,52). A large number
of operator support systems are integrated into the fully computerised man-machine interface. Much
emphasis was put on high level integration, prioritisation and presentation of information. A number of
system evaluations have taken place, giving useful feedback on positive features and system weaknesses.
Based on the experiences with the first prototype a new, improved version will be developed.

3.3 Human Factors Activities related to Introduction of new Technology in the Control
Room

The human factors work constitutes a large and important part of the research programme at the Halden
Project. A group of industrial psychologists are involved in test and evaluation of COSSs and advanced
control room concepts, but also cooperate closely with system developers from the early design phase.

Recently, evaluation of diagnostic systems has been of major importance (56). One reason for this is that
a diagnostic system, if not properly designed and used, may reduce the operators' own ability to diag-
nose the fault using his own experience and knowledge. Emphasis is put on understanding the operator's
reasoning around a diagnostic problem, to arrive at general recommendations for how a good diagnostic
system should be designed.

In connection with evaluation of the advanced control room a number of evaluation techniques were
used (62). Through guideline review the user interface was compared with existing guidelines for man-
machine interface design. Using a task analytical method called GOMS, bottlenecks in the structure of
the information presentation system was found. Walk through/talk through with experienced operators
identified weaknesses and promising features of the advanced control room.

Work is being initiated on understanding human errors, with emphasis on cognitive errors. A classifica-
tion method for human errors will be established. It is expected that from an improved understanding of
why operators make errors, useful feedback to system design will be available.

3.4 Software Verification and Validation

As mentioned in chapter 1, the main emphasis of the Halden software V & V work is on simple, safety-
critical software. Experiences from that application area is not directly transferable to analysis of more
complex software typical for COSSs. Some investigations have been made on problems related to relia-
bility of knowledge based systems (59). In the future more emphasis will be put on reliability of complex
software.

Formal mathematical methods are believed to have a potential when high confidence in the software is
requited. In the near future the Halden Project will test the formal method "algebraic specification" on
realistic safety-critical test cases (safety systems). Later, if the results are promising, more complex test
cases will also be defined.

Overview of National Activities
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23 April. 1993

HALDEN PROJECT EXTERNAL PAPERS

Л = Abstract sent to the members of 111*0
P = Copy scut to the members of HPG
К = Copy sent to Kjellcr Library

1. "Ekspertsystemer i prosessovervàking og krisebehandling". 0. Berg. Paper
presented at Solstrand fjordhotel, Bergen, 20th-21st September, 1989.

2. "Kvalitet i programvare-utvikling". Jon Kvalem. Paper presented at NIF-
seminar 27th September, 1989.

3.* "Det avanserte kontrollrom - hva trenger operat0ren og hva tilbyr teknologien?
K. Haugset. Paper presented at the seminar arranged by Norsk
Petroleumsforening, Oslo, 4th-5th October, 1989 entitled: "Prosess-styring og
informasjon i neste generasjonsplattformer".

4. A "SOSAT - A Set of Tools for Software Safety Assessment". G. Dah.ll, Jan Erik
Sj0berg. Paper submitted for the Second European Conference on Software
Quality Assurance, May 30 - June 1,1990.

5. A "Software Diversity - A Way to Enhance Safety? G. Dahll, HP, Mel Barnes,
SRD, Peter Bishop, CERL. Paper submitted for the Second European
Conference on Software Quality Assurance, May 30 - June 1,1990.

6. A P "Improving Safety Through an Integrated Approach for Advanced Control
Room Development". 0. Berg, N.T. F0rdestr0mmen, K. Haugset, J. Kvalem,
W.R. Nelson. Paper presented at the "17th Water Reactor Safety Information
Meeting" in Rockville, Maryland, 23rd - 25th Oct, 19S9.

7. A P "Verification of Discrete-Event Control Systems Using Algebraic
Specification". H. Vãlisuo, T. Sivertsen. Paper presented at Specialists'
Meeting on "Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear Power Plants", 10-12 Oct., 1989,
Helsinki.

8. A P "Early Detection and Diagnosis of Plant Anomalies Using Parallel Simulation
and Knowledge Engineering Techniques". Eyvind Ness, 0ivind Berg, Aimar
Sorenssen. Paper presented at Specialists' Meeting on "Artificial Intelligence
in Nuclear Power Plants", 10-12 Oct., 1989, Helsinki.

9. A P "The Computerised Procedure System COPMA and its User Interface". M.
Krogsaeter, J.S. Larsen, S. Nilsen, F. 0wre. Paper presented at Specialists'
Meeting on "Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear Power Plants", 10-12 Oct., 1989,
Helsinki.

10. A P "Early Fault Detection, Size-Estimation and Prognosis Using On-Line Process
Models and Improved Presentation Techniques". T. Suzudo, 0. Berg. Paper
presented at the International Conference on Supercomputing in Nuclear
Applications (SNA "90), Mito City, Japan, March 12-16, 1990.
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11. Evaluation of SCORPIO by Comparison to Catawba and Ringhals Data". T.
Andersson, M.T. Cash, S. Hval. Paper presented at the American Nuclear
Society 1989 Winter Meeting, San Francisco, Nov. 26 - Dec. 1, 1989.

12. P "Measuring the Effects of a Diagnostic Expert System on Human
Performance". W.R. Nelson. Paper presented at the ANS Topical Meeting on
Advances in Human Factors Research On Man-Computer Interactions:
Nuclear and Beyond, Nashville, Tennessee, USA, June 10-14, 1990.

13. P "SOSAT - A Set of Tools for Software Safety Assessment". G. Dahll, J.E.
Sj0berg. Paper submitted for the Second European Conference, Oslo, May 30 -
June 1,1990.

14. P "Early Fault Detection at the Loviisa Power Plant by Simulation Methods". A.
Stfrenssen. Paper submitted for the 1990 European Simulation
Multiconference 10-13 June, 1990 in Nurenberg, Germany.

15. A P "Software Diversity • A Way to Enhance Safety? Paper to be printed in the
journal "Information and Software Technology", November, 1990.

16. "Beslutningsst0ttesystemer". 0. Berg. Lecture at the NIF-course: "Avanserte
mâlesystemer for industrien", 26.-27. mars 1990, Trondheim.

17. P "Dependable Knowledge-Based Systems Development and Verification: What
we can learn from Software Engineering and what we need". S. Bologna, E.
Ness, T. Sivertsen. Paper presented at the 2nd Internationa] Conference on
Tools for Artificial Intelligence, November 6-9,1990 in Washington DC.

18. P "1SACS-1, The Prototype of an Advanced Control Room". K. Haugset, 0. Berg,
N.T. F0rdestr0mmen, J. Kvalem, W.R Nelson. Paper presented at the IAEA
Conf.: International Symposium on Balancing Automation and Human Action
in Nuclear Power Plants. Munich, Germany, 9-13 July, 1990.

19. P "Integration of a Real Time Expert System and a Modern Graphic Display
System in a Swedish Nuclear Power Plant Control Room". F. 0wre, S. Nilsen.
Article submitted for presentation in the Pergamon Press Journal "Expert
Systems with Applications", December, 1990.

20. P "Early Fault Detection in a Real Nuclear Plant by Simulation Methods". H.
Jokineva, IVO, M. Lilja, IVO, A. Sflrenssen, HP. Paper presented at the ENC
'90 in Lyon, France, 24th-27th September, 1990.

21. P "Experiences Made Using the Expert System Shell G2". S. Nilsen. Paper to be
presented at the IEEE Conference "Tools for Artificial Intelligence 90",
Washington, Nov. 6-9,1990.

22. P "Improving Safety Through An Integrated Approach forAdvanced Control
Room Development". K. Haugset, 0. Berg, S. Bologna, N. F0rdestr0mmen, J.
Kvalem, W.R. Nelson, N. Yamana. Paper printed in Nuclear Engineering and
Design, autumn 1990.

23. "Integrasjon av et sanntidï'-ekspertsystem og et grafisk display system til bruk
i nfidavstengnings-situasjoner ved Forsmark kjernekraftverk". F. 0wre. Paper
presented at IT Industrien 90, Oslo, 25th-28th Sept., 1990.

24. P "Experimental Evaluation of a Diagnostic Rule-Based Expert System for the
Nuclear Industry". С Holmstròm. Paper to be presented at the 34th Annual
meeting of the Human Factors Society, October 8-12, 1990, Orlando, Florida.
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25. P "A Computerized Safety Assessment and Post-Trip Analysis System for the
Forsmark Unit 2 Control Room, Integrating a Real Time Expert System and a
Modern Graphic Display System". F. 0wre, S. Nilsen, E. Stokke. Paper
presented at the 18th Water Reactor Safety Information Meeting,
Washington, D.C., October 22-24, 1990.

26. "Et datamaskinbasert operatfirst0ttesystem til bruk i nfidavstengnings-
situasjoner". F. 0wre. Paper presented at the NIF-conference: "Tálitelighet av
Sikringssystemer", Trondheiro 5th-6th December, 1990.

27. "Alarm og st0ttesystemer for driftsoperat0rer i kontrollrom". F. 0wre, 0. Berg.
Lecture at the NIF-course: "Sanntids datasystmer for industrielle
anvendelser". NTrT91, Trondheim, 3rd-4th January, 1991.

28. К P "Architectural Foundations, Concepts, and Methods behind ISACS - a Real-
Time Intelligent System for Critical Applications". S. Bologna, 0. Berg, K.
Haugset, J. KvaJem. Paper to be presented at the 2nd IFIP Working
Conference on Dependable Computing for Critical Applications, Tucson,
Arizona, USA, 18th-20th February, 1991.

29. К P "Man-Machine Interface Issues for Space Nuclear Power Systems". W.K.
Nelson, K. Haugset. Paper presented at the Eighth Symposium on Space
Nuclear Power Systems, Albuquerque, NM, 7th-10th January, 1991.

30. К Р "Early Fault Detection and On-line Diagnosis in Real-Time Environments". A.
Bye, E. Ness. Paper presented at the IFAC Workshop on "Computer Software
Structures Integrating AI/KBS Systems in Process Control, May 29-30, 1991,
Bergen, Norway.

31. К Р "An Automatics System Analyser Implemented by Expert System Technology".
T. Winsnes. Paper presented at the IFAC Workshop on "Computer Software
Structures Integrating AI/KBS Systems in Process Control, May 29-30, 1991,
Bergen, Norway.

32. К Р "System Description and Experience gained from Developing and Integrating
an Expert System and a Modern Graphic Display System for a Swedish
Nuclear Power Plant Control Room". F. 0wre, S. Nilsen. Paper presented at
the IFAC Workshop on "Computer Software Structures Integrating AI/KBS
Systems in Process Control, May 29-30,1991, Bergen, Norway.

33. К P "ISACS An Integrated Surveillance and Control System". J. Kvalem, R-E
Grini, K. Haugset. Paper presented at the 2nd International Conference on
Database and Expert Systems Applications DEXA '91, August 21-23, 1991,
Berlin, Germany.

34.* К

35.

"St0tteverkt0y for operat0rer i en nodavstengningssituasjon". F. 0wre. Paper
presented at the DND/NIF-conference entitled: "Pálitelighet av sikrings-
systemer", Oslo, lst-4th October, 1991.

К P "Software Safety Checks Using Stored Tested Paths". G. Dahll. An article to
appear in the Proceedings for the symposium SAFECOMP "91, Trondheim,
Norway 30th October - 1st November, 1991.

36. К P "Computerised Severe Accident Management Aids". F. 0wre, J. Porsmyr, E.
Sõderman, J-E Slenmark, A. Kautto. Paper presented at the meeting on
Severe Accident Management Programme Development, Rome, Italy 23rd-
25th September, 1991.
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37. К Р "Early Fault Detection and Signal Validation at the Loviisa Nuclear Power
Plant". 0. Berg, A. Bye, A. Sorenssen, H. Jokineva, IVO, Loviisa. Paper
presented at АГ91 - Frontiers in Innovative Computing for the Nuclear
Industry, Jackson, Wyoming, Sept. 15-18,1991.

38. К P "Experiences gained from Developing and Integrating an Expert System and a
Modern graphic Display System for a Swedish Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room". F. 0wre, S. Nilsen, R. Forsman, J.E. Stenmark, Forsmark. Paper
presented at АГ91 - Frontiers in Innovative Computing for the Nuclear
Industry, Jackson, Wyoming, Sept 15-28,1991.

39. K P "Realisation of the Integrated Control Room Concepts ISACS". K. Haugset.
N. Ftfrdestremmen, R-E Grini, J. Kvalem. Paper presented at АГ91 -
Frontiers in Innovative Computing for the Nuclear Industry, Jackson,
Wyoming, Sept 15-28,1991.

40. К P "Realisation of the Integrated Control Room Concept ISACS". K. Haugset, N.
Ferdestr0mmen, R-E Grini, J. Kvalem. Paper presented at AK'91 - Frontiers
in Innovative Computing for the Nuclear Industry, Jackson, Wyoming, Sept.
15-28,1991.

41.

42.* К

P "Integration of Diagnosis Techniques". R-E Grini, T. Kárstad. Paper
presented at the meeting Expert Systems and Computer Simulation in
Energy Engineering, Erlangen, 17-21 March, 1992.

"Operat0rst0ttesystemer - trender mot ur 2000". F. 0wre. Paper presented at a
seminar arranged by ABB Industri og Offshore A/S, 21st-22nd February,
1992, Hafjell, Lillehammer, Norway.

43. К Р "Picasso: A User Interface Management System for Real-Time Applications".
ICA. Barmsnes, A. Hornaes, 0. Jakobsen, R. Storkás. Paper presented at
workshop on "User Interfaces for Expert Systems", London, March 11-12,
1992.

44. К Р "Operator Support Systems for Status Identification and Alarm Processing at
the OECD Halden Reactor Project - Experience and Perspectives for Future
Development". A. Bye, 0. Berg, F. 0wre. Paper presented at the International
Symposium on Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation and Control, Tokyo,
Japan 18th-22nd May, 1992.

45. К P "The Computerised Procedure System С0РМА-И". J. Teigen, E. Ness. Paper
presented at the IAEA-NPPCI Specialists' Meeting on "Operating Procedures
for Nuclear Power Plants and their Presentation", 31st March - 2nd April,
1992, Vienna, Austria.

46. "Operator Support Systems for Status Identification and Alarm Processing at
the OECD Halden Reactor Project - Experience and Perspectives for Future
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ABSTRACT

The computerized core surveillance system SCORPIO is described. The system
perforas core monitoring functions by logging and presenting measured data
together with results from three-dimensional simulations of the core. In
predictive mode the development during the coming two days may be simulated,
and a strategy generator is available to facilitate transient planning. The
system has been in operation at the Ringhals plant in Sweden since the end of
1987. The paper gives the motivation for installing the system, and describes
the operating experience gained during the nearly two cycles since it was
implemented.

For an eight month period in 1987/88 a stand-alone version of the predictive
part of the system was installed in Duke Power's general offices. Data from
Catawba 2 cycle 1 was used for evaluating the performance of the physics
models in the system, the results of this testing are also reported in this
paper-

Paper presented at the American Nuclear Society 1989 Winter Meeting, San
Francisco, California, Nov. 26 - Dec. 1, 1989.
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Abstract

Several expert systems have been developed at Institua for Energiteknikk, Hal-
den, aiming to support the plant operator in his work. These systems are connected
to the full-scale research process-simulator NORS where their proper operation
can be verified and validated in controlled experiments. The Automatics System An-
alyzer (ASA) is one such an expert system and it is meant to be a diagnostic expert
system for analyzing the state of the plant automatics in the NORS simulator in par-
ticular, but with an overall objective to generalize the results into a more generic
system. Monitoring the automatics is a difficult but important task in the control
rooms. Normally, the operator can not follow the actions of the automatics because
she status is not shown in the basic man-machine interface. This might cause prob-
lems in certain plant operating regimes and the operator may feel that he has not
got full control over the plant. Since the level of automation seems to be increasing,
this problem will probably be reinforced in the future.

The paper contains a description of the idea behind ASA. experiences and results
working with the development of ASA. the communication between ASA and exter-
nal systems, infer encing mechanisms in ASA and the MM I for the process operator.

INTRODUCTION

During the last years one has witnessed an increased level of automation both in the nuclear industry as
well as in other process industries. The automatics supervise tlic allowed operation ranges of single
components, component groups and process pans. In a disturbance situation the automatics may inter-
vene and switch on possible standby components or a standby component group. The automatics take
into account (he switching order conditions, time conditions, process conditions and so on, which has
been programmed in beforehand. The control room operators monitor and control the process via the
automatics.

Monitoring the automatics is a difficult but important task in a control room, and traditionally rather
primitive tools have been available for that purpose. Improving the monitoring of the automatics, will
increase the reliability of the power plant and facilitate the work of the operators by simplifying the
decisioas in a disturbance situation.

When opci.iling the automatics, the opci.uoi ncc<K iiiliniiiation .iltoui ihc pmcess status :iii(i knowi
cd^c about how the automatics arc implemented. 'Ilicrc lus previously Ixxn observed thai many ol ilu-

I'aper presented at the I l'A C-workshop on tComptiter Software STrurtttres Integrating AljKUS Systems in
г Control, fllar I'J-.iO. 1991. Ih-rgai. Norway
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ABSTRACT

The Finnish power company Imatran Voima OY and the OECD Halden Reactor
Project arc undertaking a joint research project on demonstration of early fault detection and
signal validation at Loviisa PWR Unit 1 and Unit 2.

The purpose of the Early Fault Detection system, or EFD for short, is to find errors in
the plant. By looking at groups of variables, rather than at one single variable at a time, errors
can be found earlier than by conventional alarm systems. To be able to squeeze as much infor-
mation as possible out of a group of variables, the EFD system contains a mathematical model
for each process section considered. If the group of variables is inconsistent, this indicates
that something is wrong. This even works in dynamic plant conditions.

The paper describes briefly how EFD is applied to two problem areas: monitoring
internal leakages in high-pressure preheatcrs and validation of flow sensors in the feedwater
system.

INTRODUCTION

Industrial plants like power stations arc always equipped with alarm systems that inform the opera-
tors when a dangerous situation is about to develop. Such alarm systems usually survey pressures, tempér-
atures and similar physical variables and give messages if they get loo high or too low.

This is not without problems, however. To accommodate the normal dynamical variations of the
monitored physical quantity, alarm limits must be rather wide. But this implies that a dangerous situation
may develop quite a bit before it is detected.

A T O I Kiit>NTiKKSiNiNM>v\iiVK«:oMPi/iiN<; Jackson, Wyoming
/ V J. S JL «Ж тик NIJI;I У \к INDUSTRY September 15-18,1991

[21-
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a computerised operator support system called SAS II. It has
been developed under a joint research and development programme between Unit 2 at
the Swedish nuclear plant Forsmark, lhe Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate (SKI), the Swed-
ish Stale Power Board and the OECD Halden Reactor Project in Norway.

The purpose is to develop a function oriented advisory system to assist the shift
supervisor in his observation and evaluation task after plant disturbances leading to
emergency shut-down. To monitor this shut-down process the supervisor today applies
a set of function oriented emergency procedures. When SAS II is installed the idea is
that the system continuously gives information to support the work with the emergency
procedure as well as alarms if, and explains why, critical safety functions are challenged.

The SAS II sysicm consists of two parts. One part is developed and executed un-
der control of the real-time expert system shell G2. A knowledge-base has been con-
structed thai represents non-successful behaviour of the plant automatics and control
systems in terms of the defined plant critical safety functions. The other part of SAS II
consists of a man-machine interface for the shift leader developed and executed under
control of the PICASSO graphic display system.

The paper first gives an overview of the system functions and how the system will
be integrated in the total process control system at Forsmark. The major part of the paper
outlines our experiences and conclusions from building and integrating (he system at the
training simulator at Forsmark.

THE SAS-II SUPPORT SYSTEM

SAS I) is a dedicated sysicm for post-trip management, designed for the Unit 2 at Forsmark nuclear
station. The plant is located 140 km north of Stockholm, Sweden. The system has been developed in a
research project aiming to finally install the sysicm in the main control room at Forsmark-2.

Paper presented at AIVI frontiers in Innovative Computing fur the Nuclear Industry, Jackson. Wvominç
September 15- IS. 1981
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ABSTRACT

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has for several years been working with
computer-based systems for determination of plant status including alarm filtering, early
fault detection, and function-oriented plant surveillance. The methods explored comple-
ment each other in different plant operating regimes and provide diversity in plant moni-
toring systems. The work has been carried out by development of prototypes in the
HAlden Man Machine LABoratory HAMMLAB and installations at nuclear power

\ plants.

The paper describes the characteristics of the various methods explored at the
Project and the experience gained from actual plant installations. A combination of differ-
ent alarm principles into a new integrated alarm system is discussed. The integrated alarm
system consists of three main functional blocks for 1) alarm generation, 2) alarm structur-
ing and 3) alarm presentation. It is proposed to build an alarm system toolbox to facilitate
the implementation of specific alarm systems for different plants.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main tasks for operators in nuclear power plants is to identify the status of the process
when unexpected or unplanned situations occur. The alarm system is the main information source to
detect disturbances in the process, and alarm handling has received much attention after the TMI acci-
dent in 1979.J Here it was realized that conventional alarm systems created cognitive overload for the
operators during heavy transients.

Disturbance detection systems in the form of alarm systems are present in a wide variety today,
and the OECD Halden Reactor Project has been working with different methods in several systems.
Filtering and handling of conventional alarms were treated in the HALO (Handling Alarms using
LOgic) system.2 Model-based alarming was explored through a system which should detect distur-
bances at an earliest possible stage, EFD (Early Fault Detection).3 A function-oriented approach was
first explored through CFMS (Critical Function Monitoring System) and SPMS (Success Path Moni-
toring System), and then through the post trip guidance system SAS-H.4

In addition to alarm handling and monitoring systems also other systems have emerged during
the last ten years to support the operator in his status identification task, as for instance diagnosis and
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ABSTRACT

СОРМЛ (Conipuicrised OPcration MAnuals) is a computerised procedure following sys-
icm developed ;u The OECD Haldcn Reactor Projcci. The first version of the COPMA
system became operational in 1989. Based on lhc experiences made with the first version
we arc now developing a second version; СОРМЛ-П.

The COPMA-II sysicm will consist of three main components as described in this paper:
1) A procedure editor used by the procedure writer for entering and editing procedures
written in a dedicated procedure language. 2) A procedure database containing the proce-
dures generated by use of the procedure editor. 3)Thc COPMA-H On-line system which
is intended to assist process operators in retrieving and executing procedures.

The On-line system may be connected to the process computer so that COPMA may auto-
matically read lhe values of process parameters referred in the procedures. These values
can be used by COPMA to automatically determine the correct flow of control in the pro-
cedure based on the current state of the plant (as specified by the procedure writer).
COPMA may also support continuous monitoring of process conditions and provide the
operator with a notification when some condition monitored becomes fulfilled. By use of
the on-line connection to the process computer, the operator may initiate manipulations of
process components from the On-line system.

COPMA-II will be available on general purpose Unix workstations. Both the procedure
editor and the COPMA-H On-line system are designed as window-oriented applications
based on X-Windows and with man-machine interfaces composed of components adher-
ing to the OSF/Motif standard for look and feel.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the computerised procedure system, COPMA-II. currently under develop-
ment at The OECD Halden Reactor Project. COPMA is an acronym for Computerised OPcration
MAnuals. We also provide some reflections regarding possible future development of the COPMA
sysicm.

The first version of the COPMA system became operational in 1989. It is reported in [1] (see
also [2] and [3]). The system is one among several computerised operator suppon systems installed in
the Halden Man Machine Laboratory (HAMMLAB). This laboratory is built around a full-scope PWR
simulator facility. COPMA may run as a stand-alone system or as a part of an integrated surveillance
and control system prototype caUed ISACS-1 (ref. [4]). In the fall of 1989, COPMA was subject to a
human factors experiment in HAMMLAB with HBWR (Haldcn Boiling Water Reactor) operators as
test subjects (ref. [5]). Based on the experiences made with the first version of the system, we are now
developing a second version; COPMA-II.

The COPMA-II system will consist of three main components:

(a) The Procedure EDitor, PED-II, is a tool used by the procedure writer for entering and editing
procedures. It constitutes the off-line part of the COPMA-II system. An a-version of PED-II
was completed by the end of October 1991 (rcf. [6]).

(b) The procedure database'^ containing lhe procedures generated by use of PED-II. Procedures in
COPMA arc written by use of a dedicated PROccdure LAnguagc, PROLA. This procedure lan-
guage has been developed as a part of the COPMA project (rcf. [6]).

(c) The COPMA-II On-line system is intended to assist process operators in retrieving and execut-
ing procedures. COPMA-II On-line may be classified as a complete and .даг/сcomputerised pro-
cedure following system. Complete, in the sense that COPMA alone is intended to provide the
process operator with all the procedural information he needs. Static in the sense that it works
with a fixed set of predefined procedures, i.e. there is no generation of new procedures during
on-line operation (ref. [7)).

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between PED-tl, (he procedure database, the COPMA-II
On-line system and ihc process computer. We will now take a .somewhat closer look at each of the
main components constituting the С0РМЛ-11 system, sinning with the procedure language.

jn L'IC ciincnl version of COI'MA liic (tacihasc is jusl a scl of |>lain. uscr-rcacJ.iblc ASCII files
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ABSTRACT

The concept of ал Integrated Surveillance And Control
System (ISACS) has been developed into « first prototype,
ISACS-1. which is now in operation at the pressurized
water reactor simulator-based experimental control room
HAMMLAB of the OECD Halden Reactor Project,
Haldcn. Norway. Characteristics of ISACS is that it covers
the whole interface between the process and the operator,
and this interface is fully computerised using tools like
Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) and dynamic keyboards. In
addition, a large number of Computerised Operator
Support Systems (COSSs) are included in ISACS. ISACS-
1 is presently subject to extensive evaluation. The Test and
Evaluation (T&E) programme aims at both providing
design feedback, and to address general human-machine
topics in advanced control rooms. The programme is
separated into three stages, starting with basic human
factors work concerning layout and coding remedies. The
next stage is addressing the qualitative aspects of the
ISACS interface. In the final stage, the evaluation will
address higher level human factors issues, including
experiments to evaluate ISACS's impact on the operator's
overview and understanding of the current status of the
process. The goal is to investigate how modem computer
technology can efficiently be taken into use to improve
operational safety and efficiency of nuclear power plants
and other complex processes.

1, INTRODUCTION

Control room development, through upgrading of
existing control rooms and generation of new control
rooms, is considered an important way of improving
operational safely and efficiency of nuclear plants.
Extensive programmes are therefore conducted in all
major nuclear power nations including Japan, U.S.,
Germany and France. Reactor vendors, as well as
regulatory bodies and utilities play an important role in
this field. But also research organisations like the OECD
Kaldcn Reactor Project make an important contribution
through development and evaluation of new operitor
support systems and control room concepts.

This paper will describe the programme on control
room development within the Halden Reactor Project, and
specifically concentrate on describing the development
and evaluation of a first prototype of an advanced control
room, the "Integrated Surveillance And Control System"
(ISACS). This activity and the rest of the Halden research
programme is defined and performed in close co-opcralion
with the Haldcn Project member organisations, coming
from Japan, U.S. and twelve European countries .

2. THE NEED FOR AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
IN CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

Even if nuclear power generating plants have a very
good safety record, there is a strong motivation in all
countries for further improvements. Control room
improvement is given high priority, and modern computer
technology, used in the correct manner, has the potential
of greatly improving operational safety.

A number of weaknesses in old control rooms have
been identified: Relevant information may be missing due
to limited instrumentation, too much information (alarms)
may make it difficult for the operator to diagnose the
process state, wrong or inconsistent information may
mislead the operator. 1л addition, the operator could
benefit from assistance in both diagnosis of problems, in
active planning and in implemenlion of control actions.

Techniques arc available to improve on all the points
given above: Dynamic process models may supply
relevant process information, alarms may be filtered and
presented more clearly and well structured, consistency
check of process data before prcscmaiion helps identify
wrong measurements. Knowledge-based or model-based
operator support systems may suggest diagnosis and which
procedures arc relevant. Finally, computerised procedures
may prevent the introduction of errors that often arc
experienced.

Efficient operator support in these tasks puts strict
requirements to the integration of the various
computerised operator support systems (COSSs). Adding
new COSSs adds more information in the control room.

Paper presented at the International Conference on Design and Safety of Advanced
Huclear Power Plants. Tokyo, Japan, October 25-29, 1992.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an experiment with the purpose to also illustrate and
discuss some of the methodological problems when empircally studying
problem solving. The experiment which was the second in a series,
conducted at the OECD Halden Reactor Project, aimed to assess the effect
on nuclear power plant operators diagnostic behaviour when using a rule-
based diagnostic expert system. The rule-based expert system used in the
experiment is called DISKET (Diagnosis System Using Knowledge
Engineering Technique) and was originally developed by the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). The experiment was
performed in the Halden man-machine laboratory using a full scope
pressurized water reactor simulator. Existing data collection methods and
experimental design principles includes possibilities but also limitations.
This is discussed and experiences are presented. Operator performance in
terms of quality of diagnosis is improved by the use of DISKET. The use
of the DISKET system also influences operators problem solving
behaviour. The main difference between the two experimental conditions
can be characterised as while the DISKET users during the diagnosis
process are following a strategy which is direct and narrowed, the non-
DISKET users are using a much broader and less focused search when
trying to diagnose a disturbance. *

1. INTRODUCTION

The Diagnosis System Using Knowledge Engineering Technique (DISKET),
originally developed by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), is specifically
designed for on-line fault diagnosis in nuclear power plants. DISKET is a rule-based
expert system, where knowledge is represented as production rules (if-then rules) for
diagnosing malfunctions. The rules are compared on-line to the process state in order to
draw inferences and, if possible, diagnose the cause of the disturbance. This is done by the
inference engine that identifies the cause of a plant disturbance by exercising the stored
knowledge base for the plant primarily using alarms automatically sent to DISKET
through its process interface. The knowledge base contains relations (the rules) between
fault causes (hypotheses) and consequences (process observations) for different
disturbances obtained from analyses of plant operation and transients in the plant. ^

The operator controls the initiation of an inference and the display of the results of the
diagnosis through the man-machine interface of DISKET. The information flow to the
operator is therefore in accordance with his own wishes and curreni workload, in contrast

Í7:.--T ;>re:;enU:d al the "Post ANP92 Conft,-n;nee Seninar on Human Cognitive and
Cooperative Activities in Arfvnncerf Techno]or>cul Systems",

Kyoto, November- U-l, V}o?
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ABSTRACT

The OECD Halden Reactor Project has initiated a new
research programme on computerised accident management
support, the so-called CAMS project. This work will investi-
gate the possibilities for developing systems which provide
more extensive support to the control room staff and techni-
cal support center than the existing SPDS (Safety Parameter
Display System) type of systems. The CAMS project will
utilize available simulator codes and the capabiliües of com-
puterised tools to assist the plant r'aff during the various
accident stages including: identification of the accident state,
assessment of the future development of the accident, and
planning accident mitigation strategies.

This research programme aims at establishing a prototype
system which can be used for experimental testing of the
CAMS concept and serve as a tool for training and education
in accident management. The CAMS prototype should pro-
vide support to the staff when the plant is in a normal state,
in a disturbance state, and in accident state. Even though bet-
ter support in an accident state is the main goal of the
project, it is felt to be important that the staff is familiar with
the use of the system during normal operation, when they
utilise the system during transients.

INTRODUCTION

Background

The OECD Halden Reactor Project carry out research and
development of computer-based systems for nuclear power
plants. The aim is to design, build and evaluate computer-
based systems which can assist and support operators in their
various cognitive tasks and through this improve the total
performance and safety of complex plant operations. The
operator support systems are tested and evaluated through
experiments in the Halden Man-Machine Laboratory. Fur-
ther, feedback is obtained from installations in nuclear
power plants.

One has observed an increased interest for research in the
field of Accident Management Several international pro-
grammes are conducted with the aim to understand the basic
physical and chemical phenomena in accident conditions.
The USNRC has sponsored several programmes for manage-
ment of severe accidents like extending plant operating pro-
cedures into the severe accident regimes and discussion of
accident information needs (Chien et al. 1991; Hanson ei al.
1992).

The Nordic NKS/SIK safety programme comprises a
number of research areas on reactor safety aspects. One area
is computerised accident management support, and Halden
manages this research activity. A feasibility study has been
performed, concluding that it would be possible to design
and develop a system, meeting the expressed support needs
for plant staff in accident situations (0wre et al. 1991).

Motivation

In case of events which may develop into severe accidents, it
is important that several categories of plant personnel have
access to valid plant status information to perform the opti-
mal actions to minimize the accident consequences for the
plant and its environment.

General knowledge on accident progression and accident
mitigation are obtained from studies using comprehensive
simulation codes describing thermo-hydraulic and chemical
conditions in the reactor core and the containment. This is
one basis for making procedures to mitigate accident conse-
quences when the automatic safety systems fail to bring the
plant to a safe condition. This knowledge should be made
available to the operating staff, and computerised support
could help in several areas: computerised procedures, signal
validation, on-line calculation, etc.

On-line simulation is now economically feasible. Simulators
based on first principles can offer new information to opera-
tors as a reference to compare with. The Halden Project has
demonstrated this with an early fault detection system (Berg
cl al. 199I) running mathematical reference models on ilic

Paper presented at trie 1993 SCS Simulation Multiconferencc, Key Bridge Marriot
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METHODOLOGIES FOR MMI HUMAN FACTOR EVALUATION/
VALIDATION

Use of a Broad Spectrum of Test and Evaluation Methods

Several of the experiments have been performed as multi purpose experiments. They have
aimed at comparing experimental groups to assess whether or not new systems improve
operator performance. At the same time, data concerning qualitative aspects of system use,
and the users' opinions and judgments, are collected. The system under test is then evaluated
on the background of these daia sources.

If the evaluation aims to obtain quantifiable data concerning the impact of specific systems
on human performance under realistic conditions, then traditional simulator experiments arc
hard to avoid. The degree of realism in the simulator experiments contributes to generation of
data that, depending on the fidelity in the simulator situation, can be generalized to real world
settings. It is one of the main aims of Halden research to gain new knowledge on human-
machine interaction which can be generalized to other control room settings: This can only be
achieved by performing systematic experiments. The other aspect of empirical research in
HAMMLAB is to demonstrate that theories or findings established in other contexts are valid
within the control room setting. These factors make simulator experiments a vital part of the
man-machine system research program now and in the future.

It can be argued, however, that the experimental setting is not optimal to provide information
about the qualitative aspects of system use and users' judgments. Since the experimental
design has a main aim to bring under control a lot of the variance in the way individual test
subjects interact with the system, information more fruitful for qualitative analysis may be
limited. Qualitative aspects will instead be easier to address when the test subjects arc
allowed, or prompted, to engage in explorations of the system.



In light of our experience with more analytical and limited scope evaluation methods - such
as guidelines evaluations, the GOMS methodology, and informal user tests - it is argued that
several aspects of man machine interaction can be addressed with cheaper and less rigid
methods than full scope experiments. We have experienced that more analytical T&E
methods can be easy to use, require less resources, and provide feedback, in a stage of system
development where it is easy to make system modifications.

In recent years there has been a shift in focus from the ust cf large simulator experiments
alone, towards the use of differentiated evaluation methods. The different methods should be
viewed as complementary rather than competing alternatives, addressing different aspects of
man-machine interaction within the same system evaluation. We have learned that guidelines
evaluations, the GOMS methodology, and informal user tests, are analytical evaluation
methods which have a contribution to make in Halden evaluations.

Guidelines or checklist methods have been adopted in several system evaluations. There
exists a large body of generic design guidelines, and the method requires identification of
those guidelines with relevance for {he system under evaluation. This constraint has lead to a
cautious use of guidelines in the Halden evaluations. However, effort has been made to select
guidelines which provide the user with specific information on the background for each
guideline, and the data in support of it. Based on the data currently available, it can be
concluded that the guidelines method is a cost effective tool to address basic hurnn factors
aspects at all stages of system design,

GOMS analysis is another way of addressing the user interface aspects of computerized
support systems. We have experienced that this method can be adopted successfully at the
stage of system development, where only design specifications of the system exist. The
method has a contribution to make in providing a formal description of tin necessary
interaction between the user and the system, and allowing for identification of bottlenecks
within this interaction.

Some experiments have been negatively influenced by problems in the subject handling an
incomplete and inconsistent system interface. If earlier test and evaluation methodologies
such as guideline evaluations and GOMS had been applied, thus addressing basic human
factors aspect of the system at an earlier stage, some of these experimental problems could
have been avoided.

Informal user tests have proved to be a cost-effective way of addressing interaction aspects of
systems. They involve a limited number of test subjects, and require relatively small
experimental preparations. The method has the advantage of being explorative in nature,
allowing for identification of interaction aspects of the system that might not be foreseen by
the designers. If separate activities to assess the qualitative aspects of system use arc
performed, these activities should naturally precede the experimental studies. This could
contribute to prevention of later experiments being confounded by user problems in
interacting with the system. The combination of informal user test and more traditional
experimentation is a part of the proposed IS ACS evaluation program.

Isolating The Concept Under Test

A crucial point in designing evaluations at Haldcn has been to isolate the concept under test.
This step is important lo identify the relevant performance variables that arc expected 10 be
influenced by the sysicm. Several evaluations have been performed on systems that have
included more than one concept. An example was given in the SPMS experiment where the



SPMS system included the concepts of alarming the critical safety functions, and also
provided suggestions for success paths to deal with the safety threat. This led to the design of
experiments assessing the effects of both these concepts.

Halden research will in the future be directed towards increasingly complex and integrated
systems that, within the same framework, support the operator in a broad scope of functions
and tasks. Examples of such systems are ISACS and the new alarm systems. This
development will increase the importance of identifying and isolating the concept under test.
Although it is valuable to document that complex systems have positive influence on
operator performance, it will still be insufficient to give guidance on what parts of the system
should be revised and what parts of the system should be carried further. The process of
identifying the concept under test will naturally facilitate a closer cooperation between the
human factors staff and the process and designer expertise. This corporation should be
initiated at an early stage of system development, to allow ior an early identification of the
systems main concepts. This will allow for an early identification of the relevant evaluation
methods as the system design proceeds.

Experimental Design

Several of the full scope simulation experiments performed at Halden have adopted a
between groups design. The aim is to demonstrate performance differences between an
experimental group and a control group. One of the main assumptions behind using between
groups design is that the experimental group and the control group are similar in all relevant
aspects, except for the test condition they are exposed to. This has shown to be an assumption
that is usually not true for the Halden test subjects. The COPMA experiment, among others,
clearly demonstrated this. In this experiment, the COPMA group performed worse than the
non COPMA group on several of the dependent variables. However, when the data was
controlled for the results frr;n a pretest, analysis showed that the two groups were very
different in competence and that this difference was the main cause of the negative results.
After controlling for this background variable, the experimental results were reversed,
showing better performance for the COPMA group, although not on a statistically significant
level.

There is a restricted pool of test subjects available at Haldcn, drawn mainly from reactor
operators at Halden's test reactor and supplemented by internal staff. This implies that most
experiments have been performed within the range of 5 through 18 test subjects. The
experiments have consisted of two and sometimes three test conditions, so that the number of
test subjects in each group ranges only from 5 through 30. Comparing groups of 5 test
subjects makes it hard to prove even relatively large differences in performance statistically
significant.

The possibilities of using non experts in the experiments have also been exploited. In the first
HALO experiments, 30 students from the regional college were trained on the process, and
performed in a static simulation experiment. However, whilst it is reasonable to expect that
non experts car. be used to address fundamental research topics such as color perception, use
of novice subjects in the test and evaluation of COSSs seems to be a less feasible solution.
The test of COSSs relies on lest subject expertise, and it is not realistic to train novice
subjeers to a level where they can be viewed as experts. Thus, in the future research on
complex and inicgraicd support systems at Haldcn, the use of novice subjects docs not seem
to be relevant.

Several other solutions to the problem of small group samples have been tried out at Haldcn.
If the number of test subjects cannot be increased, a possible solution is to obtain more data



from each of the test subjects used. This can be done by adopting a within subjects design
rather than the between groups design. The within subject design increases tiie number of
data points by letting all test subjects experience both the test condition and the control
condition. The design also has the advantage of a built in control for potential inter subject
variability in performance, since the test subjects serve as their own control. An example of
an experiment where this design has proved successful is the second DISKET experiment.

Another way of increasing the number of data points, is to use repeated measures, where the
test subjects experience a large number of scenarios. Several experiments have included
repeated measures to increase the pool of data.

With the low number of test subjects and the known variability between test subjects, it is a
lessons learned for Halden's future experiments that a within subjects design should be used
unless there are strong reasons for choosing otherwise.

The Trade Off Between Realism And Control.

As a lessons learned regarding the experimental set up, it can be concluded that
balance is required between experimental control and realism, but that it is difficult to
simultaneously achieve a high level of each.

The main aim of Halden research has been to evaluate the effect of COSS's under realistic
conditions. Following from this, several of the traditional simulator based experiments,
which have failed to produce any clear significant statistical results demonstrating the benefit
of support systems, have been explained by the high degree of realism in the experiments,
and the fact that very high realism is achieved at the expense of systematic experimental
control.

For example, the early experiments on the HALO alarm system were performed with
relatively simple equipment: the claim for realism was reduced, and emphasis put on
systematic experimental control. Some of the key features of the alarm system were
illustrated through the use of snapshots. Under this condition, clear results were found on the
vital of the aspects of the alarm system. It was later decided to investigate the effect of
HALO in a full scope simulation. However, the finding from the first experiment was not
replicated under these conditions. It should be noted that this second HALO experiment
included some new alarm system features, and the experiment can not be fully be considered
as an replication of the first experiment.

In light of this discussion and the findings from the Halden T&E activities, it is suggested to
reduce some of the demands on experimental realism to gain more experimental control. One
possibility is to perform more limited experimental evaluations like proof of principle tests
and part task simulations, and thus narrow the scope of the experiment from addressing all
aspects of a system functioning to address specific isolated aspects of a system. This will
increase the chance of obtaining statistically significant results, but then necessitate
discussion about the result's generalization.

A possible solution, which demonstrates the trade off, can be to use a combination of well-
controlled experiments and analytical methods to demonstrate the effects of vital aspects of a
sysicm, and then use large scaled experiments to demonstrate the validity of these effects
under more realistic settings.



Scenario Selection

The introduction of long test runs which have the test scenarios embedded intermittently, as
in normal control room tasks, is believed to be a way of increasing both the realism and
validity of experiments. In addition, it can reduce the possible ceiling effect that is
demonstrated when almost all test subjects manage to handle all the scenarios adequately. By
embedding the test transient in normal plant status operating tasks, some of the focus on the
abnormal aspects of the experiment is reduced. Thus, it is probable that test subjects are less
vigilant to the occurrence of abnormal conditions, for which they could otherwise become
unrealistically prepared. The effects of using long scenarios or the use of background tasks
have not so far been systematically assessed within an experiment. However, in the SPMS
evaluation use of the former was reported to be successful. From a methodological point of
view, it would be interesting to run an experiment with long or short test runs as independent
variables to establish the extent of such success.

Attention should also be given to the selection of scenario content. This should be done in
relation to the specific system, thus ensuring the proposed concept under test is demonstrated.
Ал example of how important this is was seen in the scenarios used to demonstrate the
effects of alarm filtering. In a post experimental analysis of the scenarios in the full scope
simulation experiment with HALO it was argued that some of the scenarios showed little
reduction in the number of alarms through filtering, thus inadequately introducing the
independent variable.

Training

In most experiments, results from analysis of data from individual test subjects and test teams
show great variance in performance even after following the same training procedure. This
leads to the conclusion that training is an area where a large effort should be made. For
instance, a routine should be established to measure the effect of training. This procedure will
fill several needs. First, it will give feedback on the adequacy of the training itself; second, it
will serve as a source of reference data to interpret that derived from experiments.

Simulator experiments in Halden aim to obtain information about how personnel will handle
certain situations in real life with the equipment under evaluation. This implies that the test
subjects should perform in a way similar to the personnel in commercial plants. It has been
discussed in several reports that whilst the test subjects from the Halden reactor arc process
experts their expertise is on a process different from that simulated in HAMMLAB. In
addition, there are fundamental differences between the way the Halden reactor and the
HAMMLAB processes are interfaced; the former being of a traditional control room design,
whereas the latter makes exclusive use of computer technology.

The usual way of dealing with this is to train the operator on both the process and the COSS
to be evaluated. Where test subjects had returned to test sessions after a long period, it was
observed that they were able to keep their knowledge of handling the system intact, but that
their knowledge of how to handle the interface declines as a function of time. It has been
concluded in some experiments that, whilst the training was adequate regarding process
knowledge, better training in the use of the COSS should be provided. It has been especially
noticed that the general knowledge about the principle underlying a COSS is achieved and
preserved easier then than the knowledge on the practical use of the system. This leads to the
conclusion that there is a need for a longer post training familiarization period before the
evaluation.



Assessment Of Performance

Several measurements of operator behaviour have been used in Halden. For example, the use
of verbal protocols has proven successful in addressing human cognitive processes, whereas
use of process parameters is considered a highly valid measure of performance. The
possibility of using these and other measurements should be investigated further.

The data provided in verbal protocol analysis has given valuable information about the more
qualitative aspects of operator performance. As part of this method, test subjects are required
to be trained in "thinking aloud". Having done this, one potential way of increasing the
detailed richness of verbal protocols is to use teams of operators in the experiments. Besides
the advantages of resembling the test subjects normal way of working, the use of teams
creates a natural situation for prompting discussions and verbal reasoning of actions and
judgments. The experience from Halden experiments indicates that the test situation here
allows such verbal communication to be prompted, and finds that test subjects engage
positively in such activity.

The control system for the NORS simulator makes it possible to extract dependent variables
which are a direct reflection of process parameters, those selected being critical to the task
performed. This data collection technique was used in both the SPMS evaluation and in that
of COPMA. Indexes consisting of weighted scores from several process parameters have also
been used as dependent variables. An example of this was the measurement of plant safety in
the CFMS experiment.

One aspect of that particular experimental outcome was that the use and specification of
process parameters and the use of indexes can cause problems. It is not easy to specify which
parameters should be measured, as became manifested through inconsistencies arising
between some measurements of overall plant safety and individual safety functions. This
indicates that the use of parameters and indexes as indicators of plant conditions have to rely
heavily on process knowledge.

Although it may be a laborious task to identify the relevant parameters and indexes, this kind
of dependent measurement can provide highly accurate and valid indications of performance.
This is necessary to identify the relevant parameters to measure the desired plant conditions.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Objectives:

Investigate and assess methods and tools for verification and
validation of safety-critical software systems to improve the
reliability and assure the safe operation of such software.

Research areas:

- Generic process models/plant knowledge representation

- Formal (mathematically stringent) methods

- Validation of knowledge based systems

- Safety assessment of proprietary software

- SOSAT (Software Safety Tools) project



THE CONCEPT OF INFORMATION SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR OPERATIONAL PERSONNEL OF OPERATING NPPs

V.G.Dunaev, A/O "Consyst",Russia
V.V.Golovanov, concern "Rosenergoatom", Russia

1. INTRODUCTION •

Advancing and improvement of NPP information systems are governed by both
internal and external conditions of NPP operation. Increased requirements of operating
entities, regulatory bodies and population for the NPP safety assurance as well as the
IAEA recommendations " The basic principles of the nuclear plant safety", The IAEA
regulations as to the issues of providing the quality of operation [1-4] are included into
external conditions. The lack of the confогталсе of information systems involved into
the existing process control systems (PCS) to the up-to-date requirements and the need
of the NPP staff in optimization of his information field for running a process is to be
referred to as internal conditions. Extending the information system functions at the
expense of introduction of personnel support functions is a stage of upgrading
(computerization included) the NPP information systems and instrumentation and
control systems.

The meaning of "operator information support system" being an independent complex
of software, engineering, organizational means is valid exclusively for operating power
units and is developed as an addition to the existing means involved into the PCS.

For the power units under designing, the functions of operator information support are
an integral part of the information system and should not be separated as an
independent system.

The given paper has been prepared on the materials of the concept developed by the
order of "Rosenergoatom" concern1.

•
In the present paper there are given the main definitions, the principal objectives and
functions of the operator support system (OSS) are stated, a brief analysis of operation
features of some existing operator information systems is presented, the main trends
of development of operator information support system are given, the way and the
sequence for implementation of the systems for operating NPPs are reviewed. In the
proposed concept in the first place are considered the information support systems for
the operators of the power unit main control rooms,however, the presented principles
may be applied while designing information support systems for operators of other
control rooms of NPP.

1 Anikanov S.S., Dorovskykh B.V., Dunaev V.G., Kochanov VA'., Korshanov A.S.,
Mino I.S., Sazonov N Л. et al " Concept of information support system for operative
personnel of operating NPPs".



2. THE OSS PURPOSE AND STATUS

2.1. The main task of the OSS at the nuclear power plant is rendering assistance to the
operator in assessment of the power unit current state and in making a decision on the
necessity of performing some or other actions if design limits of operation are
disturbed.

Within the framework of the main task the first place is given to the assistance for the
operator in the assessment of the power unit current state from the safety viewpoint
under normal operating conditions as well as under upset conditions, and especially
under emergency conditions, that complies with the requirements of the regulatory
body i.4.4.7 of OPB-88.

In this case under normal operating conditions the OSS shall provide the generalized
display of the power unit status with respect to the boundaries and conditions for safe
operation (margins available and their values), as well as the information on the safety
systems readiness. Under emergency conditions the OSS shall display to the operator
the generalized information on fulfilling the main safety functions, on the safety
barriers state, on the safety systems functioning, the assessment of possible location
and character of an occurrence, especially as to radiation effect on the personnel and
the environment. If the above requirements are met, the OSS will conform to the
requirements of i.4.4.7 of OPB-88.

The next important task within the main task framework is the operator assistance in
the estimation of the power unit state from the viewpoint of its readiness to carry the
load and its capacity to generate electric power. With this aim the OSS shall provide
for the operator the generalized information on the main equipment state (on the basis
of data on the lifetime, operating conditions, main parameter values), on the state of
the main processes participating in conversion of nuclear power into electric one.

As an addition to these goals, the OSS can be used for rendering assistance to the
operator during standard technological procédures that require a comprehensive
estimation of the process state or taking into account a number of factors to make a
decision on performing some or other actions. Besides, the OSS can be applied to assist
the operator in the check of the controlled objects response for the actions performed
by the operator.

The principal task of the OSS may be defined more specifically while designing the
OSS and stated in the form of a set of problems, for example, such as: reduction of
the intensity of operator's information overload without loss of controlling the plants,
identification of a situation out of a set of design situations, reminding actions and
actual sequence of events of the current transients prescribed for the operator, review
of process information required by the operator, maintaining efficient feedback with
controlled objects and etc.

2.2. Operator information support is a function comprising intellectual processing of
"low" level information on the status of technological object of control (TOC) and



presentation to the operator, as a result of this processing, the generalized "high" level
information that allow to provide quick and adequate operator's response on the
disturbance of safe operation conditions, reduction of power unit availability or
efficiency.

The information support function is realized by the power unit process control system.
This function can be distributed in both various subsystems of the PCS and in a
separate special system, integrated in the PCS with the right of a system called an
operator support system (OSS). The first method for realization of information
support funrtiou » % typical for the designs of power units of new generation NPPs for
which the F CS is being designed from the very beginning with regard for realization of
the specified function.

The second method is typical for introducing the function of information support at
operating power units the design projects of which have been made prior to the
development of information support theory, and the PCS of these power units possess
weak computational capabilities. However, in this event also is possible the equal extent
of the OSS integration with other PCS subsystems, for example: utilization of common
displays for information presentation, realization of a part of functions in the in-core
instrumentation system and etc.

Classification of the OSS as per OPB-88 depends on the following factors:
- the concept (and, hence, classification) of the PCSs of the specific power unit and
the OSS's position in it;
- the OSS specific tasks and functions (separate parts of the OSS may relate to various
classes);
- legal provision of the OSS.

It is evident that OSSs of operating power units in Russia shall refer to class 4 (normal
operation) proceeding from classification of PCSs of these power units. Increase of
the OSS class ( or its separate part) is possible if the class of a part of the power unit
PCS functionally connected to the OSS will be increased. Depending upon the OSS
classification, personnel preparation and training should be organized, corresponding
changes should be put down into operating documents.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR OSS

The OSS shall be designed for each type of power units individually and shall take into
account the following:
- peculiar features of every power unit, its control systems and information systems;
- the analysis of operators' improper actions under various conditions and their effect
upon power unit operation.

OSS designing should be based on the following basic principles.

OSS integration with other NPP's instrumentation and
control systems



The integration process is to be addressed as joining the OSS instrumentation with
other instrumentation and control systems and as interaction of information flows
between the OSS and other instrumentation and control systems. The OSS must
promote information exchange of the MCR operators with other operating personnel,
engineering personnel and management personnel.

Operating personnel support systems located directly in the NPP console rooms should
have the most close integration with other instrumentation and control systems. The
power unit control room is a highly complicated man-machine system where
information display plays the key role in the controlling processes from the mar-ope-
rator side. Errors made by operators at controlling the processes from console rooms
are closely connected with the ways of presenting information. The extent of OSS
integration with other I&C systems may be established only by a comprehensive
approach to the console room. In this very place in close integration of various OSSs,
I&S systems problems arise that are connected with such terms as operator's error,
physical and intellectual tasks for the operator, operative manoeuvering, analysis and
planning of actions.

The principles for designing main control rooms with OSS are developed both in the
design projects of new NPPs and at upgrading operating NPPs. The major attention
while elaborating an OSS for operating NPPs should be paid to the substantiation of
the infrastructure needed for successful introduction of OSSs. The components of this
infrastructure are means for data communication, data base and knowledge base
communication, testing grounds for implementation of quality assurance problem of
the design. The other problem is providing effective interaction of analog and digital
facility.

General requirements for algorithmic support

In the OSS application of standard information methods is intended and their
adaptation to information model under consideration ( data base, expert systems,
mathematical models of processes, interfaces and etc), as well as specialized methods
for logical processing of obtained informatisa (signalling, safety parameters,
presentation of information on the level of the power unit safe operation and etc.)

Means for displaying safety critical functions and parameters, post-acddent monitoring
of the power unit status, symptom-oriented emergency actions, manuals for actions
under upset conditions and etc. refer to specialized methods. Application of automated
procedures of regulated type permits to increase significantly the rate of operating
personnel response upon various initial events requiring immediate intervention.

General requirements for OSS systems

The OSS has the status of a normal operation system and, hence, should meet the
requirements of OPB-88 imposed to such kind of systems.

Organizational relations of operators to OSS



While designing the OSS, one should be sure that the system will really meet the
imposed requirements and will be eagerly accepted by the operator. One of the
possibilities to solve this problem is the user's participation, that is, experienced
operators at all stages of the development and jobs on selection of optimum design of
OSS for every power unit as well as for specific personnel to whom each of the
functions should be oriented.

Operation with OSS may be effective only if an operator knows fairly well its functions
and interfaces. To ensure proper operation of the system by the operator, preliminary
training of the operator is necessary. Comprehensive training technology ( at a working
place, in the training center,"on-line", "off-line") should be envisaged for training.

Extensive utilization of the OSS may bring an operator into system-dependent position
and decrease his capability to control the situation correctly, if there are some
malfunctions in the supporting system or it presents inadequate or incomplete
information. This may have the most harmful impact on application of diagnostic
systems for control in non-standard situations. In this case a promising version is
so-called "soft automation".

Application of the man-machine interface in the OSS oriented to quick and exhaustive
understanding of information presented, will change the principle of information
display to the MCR. In future it must result in the change of the main regulatory
documents which are used by the operating personnel while running a process (
regulations, operation manuals, manuals for accidents elimination and etc.) at least,
with respect to newly introduced OSS subsystems.

OSS verification and certification

The system elaboration should be performed with regard for up-to-date information
technologies. Nevertheless, the results of elaboration should not violate conditions of
NPP safe operation and shall meet the regulatory body requirements.The process of
introduction of computerized operator support systems increases dependence of
operative control functions on. complicated software. Control of workmanship is
necessary at all stages of elaboration on the basis of verification and certification of
the elaboration results, that means:

1) checking the technical requirements themselves that should reflect adequate
decomposition of the problem ( the problem break-down into elementary problems)

2) checking the conf ormance of the elaboration results to the technical requirements

3) inspection of documentation on the development results of the stage

4) testing the entire system to check the conformance of the realized product to the
technical requirements for functional duty and interface

5) checking the conformance of the entire system to other technical requirements for

%\\



the product as a whole ( if any)

If there is the lack of conformance of the stage being performed to the technical
requirements, one should go back to the completed stages to carry out the needed
corrections. To perform the process of verification and validation the following is used:
- testing the design and technical requirements;
- static testing ( analysis of algorithms, input data, failures/troubles/errors and etc);
- dynamic testing (functional testing, testing characteristics, testing with errors
introduction, testing in real conditions).

4. THE OSS FOR OPERATING POWER UNITS

Hereinafter, are given the OSS functions, realization of which at operating power units
may be considered in the first place.

Critical function and safety parameters display ( SPDS)

The critical function and safety parameters display system may serve as the base part
of a new OSS owing to a series of reasons:
- it is an independent subsystem not available at present in the design, providing
control of the power .unit safety level and defining operator's actions at severe
malfunctions in the power unit operation ( a threat to safe operation barriers integrity);
- the components of this system may be a basis for further improvement of the entire
information system;
- the critical functions and safety parameters display system ( SPDS ) may serve as a
forerunner sample of OSS at which programme and engineering solutions of OSS can
be developed;
- initially the SPDS may be functionally redundant and during its further development
a series of functions may gpin an independent meaning.

The SPDS is the most iriportant function of the OSS the results of which are needed
on the leveis of the power unit, NPP as well as on national level of the NPP safety
control systems. ,

The examples of critical function and safely parameters display one can see on
implementation of the specialized safety systems CFMS, SPDS. These systems are
designed to identify and prevent emergency situations potentially connected to
radioactivity release outside the allowable safety barriers. They should incorporate as
an integral part various alternatives of radiation monitoring systems.

Procedure presentation of operator's actions

The present function provides the regulated sequence of actions required for the given
moment. The example may be as follows:
- presentation of regulatory and reference information;
- forming the action sequence in a simple form and control of their fulfillment;
- display of those parts of the operation manual which are needed to realize the preset
sequence of actions.



The OSS procedure software complex is intended for automatization of retrieval and
presentation in a convenient form of reference information on the monitor screen. This
system will allow the NPP personnel to make decisions more promptly not wasting time
for retrieval of the required information.

The reference information needed for the operator can be presented in the following
forms:
- text information ( manuals, regulations, tables and etc.);
- graphic information (schemes, drawings, diagrams, figures, curves and etc.).

Calculation of the efficiency of system and component
operation

The function is intended to estimate the efficiency and optimum operating conditions
of the main equipment: the reactor, MCP, a turbine generator, steam generators,
heaters and so on. Determination of the equipment performances is carried out on the
basis of model on-line computations. In this case sometimes it is sufficient to establish
the basic balances of energy and mass in various parts of equipment.

Generalized estimation of status

The present function first of all presents to the operator operative information to
support in problems related to dynamic actions: power unit start-up or shut-down,
other transients. There is one condition to have the task included into this function, i.e.
information should be formalized so that it has an optimum type, form and way of
presentation. A point being moved depending upon coming data witíiin XY plane
whereon the allowable and emergency areas are marked, may serve as an example. This
may be, for example, widely spreaded P-T diagrams, the relation areas of allowable
axial offset against power level while controlling power distribution.

Material balance display ,

A major role in controlling dynamic conditions is given to such categories as
"promptness" and "integration" of information display that puts forward special
requirements for corresponding OSSs. Very often in practice the "promptness" means
the need in immediate obtaining of information, and "integration" means simultaneous
gaining such information on extremely diverse parameters, for example, infonnation
on the value of the core neutron power and the state of'generator circuit-breakers.
Integral indices of operation of the power unit, systems and equipment, optimum
content of information and optimum presentation form being received in the OSS
make the meaning " the OSS functions".

Balance relations, parameters that, as a rule, are the safety critical function parameters
may be'proposed as possible integral indices of power unit operation; this makes
possible to minimize the scope of the system input signals.
Such relations incorporate:



- balances of power between reactors, steam generators, turbines and generators;
- material balance for the primary circuit;
- material balance for the secondary circuit.

Practice demonstrates that operators' delayed reaction on a balance relations
disturbance results in aggravation of accident consequences in a majority of cases (
in complete disconnection of power units at originally insignificant deviations from
normal operation, in increase of outages on consequences elimination, in disability of
systems and equipment and etc.). The operator is not able during a short period to
perform analysis of information by the main parameters of power and material
balances due to a great number of input data and dispersal of instrumentation; due
to this fact, the tasks of operative control in the transient pace shall incorporate the
analysis of balance relations:

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE OF THE SYSTEM

The proposed system is a large system with requirements for the quality of its
designing coming out of this statement as well as for beforehand elaborated and
approved certification and testing procedures. These problems should be solved within
the framework of quality assurance system which is not practically available for large
systems and it should be elaborated. This system should regulate the order of
developing technical documentation, software, testing and certification.

This integral part of the OSS requires substantial expenses and, to some extent, is a
key one from the viewpoint of introducing the system into operation. Quality assurance
of the design and introduction of the system can be achieved exclusively with the help
of special requirements for the design that should be covered in a package of
documents under the common title " Quality assurance program for designing and
introduction of PCS software-hardware system.

The testing ground system shall perform the following functions:
- to fulfil the assigned set of tests for variqus operating conditions of the power unit;
- to simulate non-standard situations at the power unit with the help of cybernetic
models;
- making possible for performing comprehensive certification of the system.;
- making possible testing and checking of every module of the OSS, including ones
initially not covered by the design.

If there is the OSS testing ground available, a series of arrangements for introduction
of newly developed OSS subsystems should be provided according to which none of
the OSS subsystems should be installed at the operating NPP without testing and
certification at the testing ground.

The structure of the system of the OSS testing ground shall be such that after field
testing ' completion a set of hardware should be installed at NPP without any
additional changes.
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6. STAGES OF OSS INTRODUCTION AT OPERATING NPPs

Introduction of OSS at operating NPPs is supposed to be performed by several stages
on the basis of the analysis for every power unit of available information systems,
personnel activity and determination of a set of the OSS functions to be developed,
of these functions realization methods and their integration with running information
systems:

l.lntroduction of systems related to presentation of generalized operation data ( SPDS,
functional-oriented manuals and etc.), automation of procedure actions of operating
personnel, presentation to operating personnel a certain set of reference data,
providing advises to the operator for changing functioning mode of a number of the
main components of the power unit equipment.

2. Adding functions to the OSS that provide estimation of operation of the power unit
main equipment and producing detail information on the needed elements of the
process, assistance in the assessment, identification and elimination of emergency
situations. Introduction of symptom-oriented manuals.

3. Development and making a set of systems for the Crisis Centers, NPP technical
support centers with application therein of Post-accident Control System for the power
unit main parameters ( PACS) and extended automated system of manuals.

Introducing the OSS at the main control room can be executed by step-by-step
introduction of new systems:

1) Critical functions and safety parameters display system that will make possible to
generalize the data on the main parameters of the process and, thereby, to present to
the operating personnel information on the power unit operation status from the
safety viewpoint. This kind of a system should be organized by the hierarchial principle,
wherein, on the lower hierarchial levels more detailed information on the main
equipment is presented to the operating personnel to identify the cause of process
parameter deviations from the assigned values.

2) Software to support operating personnel procedure actions ( manual of various
kinds).

3) A new type of man-machine interface in which information display itself makes
possible for the operating personnel to generalize the data on power unit systems and
components status.

4) Software systems that allow the operating personnel to obtain the required
reference-type information when static procedures are carried out.

5) Systems for logic processing of information on signalling, protection and
interlocking to establish an initial event and to identify rapidly an occurrence by means
of generating messages in which the delayed or low priority data are not demonstrated

X I 5
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to the operator and , hence, the information flow to the operator is reduced.

6) Program modules that will assist to the operating personnel in determination of the
efficiency of operation of the power unit main systems and of their controllers on the
basis of modelling computations aimed at generation of operators's advises not having
the guiding character under dynamic conditions to correct operation of these systems
or under remote control mode.
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í.

Development of terminology for
identification and classification

Task 4.2.1
• Main terms and definitions

• OSS aim and functions

• OSS classification
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2.

NPP control levels

• power unit level

• plant level

• branch level (NPP groups)
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3.

NPP control types

operational and technical direct influence on the object

engineering control of production process

personnel administrative management

Corresponding control type is performed by the group of

persons, referred to the given personnel category
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4.

NPP operator informational support

Intellection processing of information concerning control

conditions of technological object and presentation to

the personnel as a result of this processing of

generalized information providing for quick and

adequate personnel reaction in case of safe operation

conditions failure, power unit availability or effectivity

reduction
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5.

Operator informational
functions

support

Corresponding ' aim and actions for operator

informational support provision
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6.

Operator informational support system

Hardware and software, aimed at operator informational

support functions

L
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7.

Operator informational support main
aim

V I

The main aim of operator informational support at NPP

is the aid to the operator in the estimating the power

unit current operational condition and decision making

for implementation of corresponding actions in case of

normal operation mode deviation
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8.

Operator support for operational mode
estimation considering safety

• normal operation mode

generalized information display concerning safe
operation limits and conditions, information about
safety system availability

• normal operation conditions failure

+estimation of failure influence on the plant safety

• emergency mode

display of generalized information concerning main
safety functions status, safety barriers conditions,
safety systems operation
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9.

Operator support for operational
condition estimation concerning
availability for corresponding load and
electrical energy production
optimization.

Generalized information display concerning the main

equipment conditions (based on resource monitoring,

operational mode, equipment main parameters values);

as well as main technological process conditions

с
I
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10.

Operator support for
technological processes

regular

Implementation performance of complex estimation of

technological process condition or a great number of

manual operations, the sequence of which could be

presented in the form of instructions
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Informational support system type
is a classificational group, combining informational

support systems with definite charachteristic features

• control level

• personnel category

• technological branch (personnel specification)

• reference to operation limits and conditions

• reference to safety class

• type of problem to be solved (by the operator)

• type of main using model
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M

Control level

unit level

plant level

branch level

J
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Personnel category

W)
control room staff

engineering staff

management staff

maintenance staff
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fi

Personnel specification
(for control room staff)

reactor operator

turbine operator

shift supervisor

safety engineer
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Reference to operation limits and
conditions

vo

normal operation domain

operational limits and conditions failure domain

emergency situation or accident
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Reference to safety class

safety systems

systems important for safety

normal operation systems
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Type of problems to be solved

V i

• estimation of current condition

• decision making

• technological operations implementation
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Type of main using model

t deterministic model

stochastic model

logistic model

expert technology
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Я»

Classification example
Safety parameters display system

• unit level

• control room staff

• shift supervisor (safety engineer)

• emergency situation or accident

• system important for safety

• estimation of current condition
operations implementation)

• logistic models

(technological



Safety function monitoring systems

Aim:
Monitor reactor key parameters helping operator to verify safety status of
plant

Functions:
- Monitor and present to operator status of selected safety parameters

Technology:
- Advanced CRT for data presentation

Relation with safety:
- presently not safety grade.
- In future classification should be rewied
- need to be regulated

Operational experience
- Operational in many countries



STATUS IDENTIFICATION ACTION PLANNING ACTION IMPLEMENTATION

NORMAL

OPERATION

DISTURBANCE

ACCIDENT

COMPARE PLANT STATE

WITH OPERATIONAL

LIMITS AND

OPTIMAL STATE

INTERPRETE ALARMS

AND PROCESS STATUS.

LOCALISE DISTURBANCE,

FINDCA'USE.

DETECT, DIAGNOSE

ACCIDENT STATE

OBSERVE AUTOMATICS

DEFINE NEW GOAL

PLAN MANOEUVRE

FIND EFFICIENT

STRATEGY

PREDICT CONSEQUENCES

DEFINE GOAL

FIND STRATEGY

IMPLEMENT ACTION

SEQUENCE.

CHECK GOAL

IMPLEMENT ACTION

OR PROCEDURE,

CHECK GOAL

IMPLEMENT

PLANNED STRATEGY

CHECK GOAL

DEFINITION OF OPERATOR STRATEGY
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20.

Informational support system concept
for operating NPPs contol room staff

Introduction

OSS aim and status

Requirements for OSS

OSS for operating power units

System quality assurance

Stages of OSS introduction at operating NPPs
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21.

NPPs informational
development and upgrade

systems

External conditions

• requirements of utility organization, regulation and
population

• IAEA recommendations and regulations
Internal conditions

• informational systems non-compliance to current
requirements

• NPP operating personnel need in process control
optimization

• NPP control and monitoring systems upgrade
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22.

OSS main aim
Operator support in power unit current condition

estimation and decision making concerning actions

necessity in case of power units operational design limits

violation
•Power unit current condition estimation from safety

point of view

• safe operation limits and conditions

• safety systems availability

• critical safety function condition

\
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Cont.

•Current condition estimation concerning availability for
load and electrical energy production optimization

• equipment condition

• technological processes condition

•Support in regular technological operations
implementation
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23.

OSS implementation in power unit I&C
systems

• Realized in various I&C subsystems

typical for new generation NPP designs

• Realized in separate special system

typical for operating power units

partial integration with other I&C subsystems is
possible
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24.

AT

OSS classification
OSS classification depends on the following factors:

• concepts (and correspondingly classification) of the
concrete power unit I&C and OSS role in it

• corresponding OSS problems and functions (OSS
separate parts could be referred to different classes)

• OSS law support
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25.

OSS development main principles
•OSS integration with other NPP instrumentation and

control systems

• Identical requirements for algorithms

• Identical requirements for OSS hardware and software

• Relationships between operator responsibility and OSS
responsibility

• OSS verification and validation
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26.

OSS functions for operating power
units

Safety parameters display system (SPDS)

Procedures and instructions display

Systems and -components operation effectiveness

determination

Generalized estimation of condition

Material balances display
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27.

О©

Stages of OSS introduction at operating
NPPs

•Functions, connected with generalized information
display (SPDS, procedure display)

•Functions, providing for the estimation of main
equipment operation and information display
concerning technological processes elements

MMI upgrade

•Functions, providing for prediction computations and
operator advise presentation in dynamical modes
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1. Review of activities related to RBMK operator support systems

1.1. Existing operator support systems

The following three systems were developed and implemented at RBMK NPPs:

D «HYD» information reference system;

D «Dasha» diagnosis system;

D RBMK operator information support system.

These systems were developed for operating personnel in the Main Control Room
(MCR), based on IBM-PC/286/286 personal computers and operate under control of
MS-DOS operating system.

/. 1.1. <HYD> information reference system

The «HYD» system was developed in RDIPE in collaboration with the Applied
Mathematics Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences and Leningrad NPP.

This system is designed to give the MCR personnel at Leningrad 3 easy access to
operating documentation pertinent to the current plant status and to display it conveniently on
a PC screen using a hypertext computer technique. Status-binding schemes, presented in the
«HYD» 1RS as data access menu, were developed by Leningrad plant personnel, which also
made decision on the information to be displayed for describing the plant status.

At present Phase I of the system has been completed. Fifty one document has been
introduced into the system (in total «HYD» will incorporate 163 documents). The system is
being subjected to verification and is expected to be put into operation at Leningrad 3 in
January 1994. Thereafter development of a similar system for Unit 4 will be started.

lines of a further development of «HYD» system are following:

D introduction into it of all planned documents;

D on-line linking with the process computer with subsequent organization, based
on this link, of a computerized access to parts of documents addressing the
current plant operating conditions;

D implementation of a function which enables the users to work with flowcharts
larger than a PC screen.

The system is described in detail in ref. / 1 / .

1.1.2. <Dasha* diagnosis system

The «Dasha» system developed in RDIPE is intended for online diagnosis of
sophisticated technological objects. It features:

П reliable identification of any single failure, included in the «Table of failures»;

D high resolution due to optimum organization of the diagnosis procedure;

D high efficiency due to using logical analysis methods for fault identification;

D capability of detection the abnormal operations at the early stage of their
occurences;

D noise immunity, specifically, reliable operation under potential fluctuations in
the supervised parameters and in case of partial data distortions;



D flexible structure, allowing to change the system make-up and introduce new
components.

The «Dasha» system is based on fault tables, with single failures as lines and the
measured parameter values as columns. Failure identification is based on Boolean algebra and
pattern recognition theory.

At present the system is used for diagnosing 11 process subsystems at Ignalina plant and
is introduced on Leningrad site.

«Dasha» allows:

D to monitor the process state of the diagnosed technological subsystems at the
macrolevel (healthy - unhealthy) ;

D to determine the type of malfunction, its cause and location;.

D to display on a monitor digital and graphite data on any subsystem, being
diagnosed;

П to recordthe diagnosis result in the archive on a user request.

A more detailed description of this system is given in ref. /2/.

1.1.3. RBMK operator information support system

The RBMK operator information support system (OISS) incorporates:

D software and hardware for communication with «Skala» centralized monitoring
system (CMS);

D PC or local PC network for information support;

D software for information support.

The software includes four subsystems:

D a data acquisition subsystem for reactor plant (RP) status;

D a subsystem for data representation and control over the system operation
modes;

D a subsystem for performing neutronics calculations;

D a subsystem implementing service functions of the system.

The RP status data acquisition subsystem is intended for on-line and off-line readout of
the data on RP status from the «Skala» CMS and for forming of relation database in PC.

The neutronics calculation subsystem, an analogue of «Prisma» complex of «Skala»
CMS, enables to perform complete calculations, based on the code, in 1 min.

The following concepts were implemented in the core status representing subsystem:

D multiwindow data representation;

D data integration with pointing out of key parameters and their deviation from
setpoints;

D concurrent graphic and digital display of parameters;

D hierarchical data details, with an option for changing from graphic characters to
digital values;

D use of colour palette for presenting of physical variables fields.

Access to the required information is provided on user's demand by way of hierarchical
menu.

Smolensk plant personnel was involved in development of the system.

At present the system is operating at all Smolensk units, Kursk 1 and 2. Preparations are
underway to introduce it on Leningrad site /3,4/.



1.2. Operator support systems being developed
The following RBMK-related activities are underway:

D a safety parameter display system is being developed;
D technical proposals was prepared for a station information support system for

Leningrad NPP personnel;
D development of shop shift personnel support systems have been started.

1.2.1. Safety parameter display system
In 1992 activity has been started on developing a safety parameter display system

(SPDS) for MCR operators and plant management, with the option of transmitting the
required data to safety experts on jobs with the Technical Support Centre for RBMK
operation and National Nuclear Power Crisis Centre.

SPDS is designed to display continuously to MCR operators certain generalized
parameters describing the state of the critical plant safety functions, sufficient for supporting
the personnel choice on essential corrective controlling actions, preventing and confining
safety violations.

SPDS is developed by joint efforts of RDIPE and Westinghouse (USA) / 5 / .

/. 2.2. Preparation of technical proposals for an a station information support
system for Leningrad NPP personnel

In April 1993 RDIPE completed the efforts taken under contract with Leningrad plant to
prepare technical proposals for an a station information support system of personnel.

The objective of these efforts was to perform pre-design studies on creating an a station
computer network covering all four units on Leningrad site and all station divisions. The
network is planned as an infrastructure implemented on standard software and hardware, with
a common data bank with a unified data classification and coding system, unified user
interface.

The procedure for plant inspection was developed and 27 key plant divisions were
inspected with the view of revealing the tasks subjected to computerization, assessing of
personel preparedness for decision these tasks, choice the software and hardware base for
performing these tasks.

As a results of these efforts three lists were prepared: of tasks to be addressed by the
network (Annex 1), databases essential for this (Annex 2) and of the work places, subjected
to computerization. DEC hardware (USA) was proposed to be used as the basis for
implementing this project. A few versions of the system kernel were designed / 6 / .

1.2.3. Sliop shift personnel support system
Inspection of the Leningrad plant revealed that the activities of the shop shift personnel,

which at Russian NPPs falls into the operating personnel, are not computerized at all, through
the need for the latter is obvious.

A contract was signed between Leningrad NPP and RDIPE and activities have been
started on developing and implementing an information support system for the reactor shop
shift supervisor. The main objective of this system is to support performance of operating
activities and shift duties.

The system is expected to be introduced by April 1994.
Hopefully, the experience gained during developing this system will contribute

essentially to further supporting activities of the shop shift personnel at Leningrad plant as a
whole.



1.3. Preparation of guides and standards

Within the contract with «Rosenergoatim» concern:

D a concept of the information support system for MCR operators of operating
NPPs was elaborated;

D efforts have been started on preparing a documant «Information support systems
for NPP MCR operators. General requirements».

These documents are intended to be applicable for both VVER and RBMK reactors and
are being prepared by s working group, headed by Mr. V.G. Dunaev, of which I am a member.

1. 3.1. Concept of the operator information support system for operating NPPs
The concept covers:

D the main definitions related to operator support system (OSS) ;

D the main OSS goals and functions;

D analysis of the performance of existing operator information support systems;

D the main lines for further development of the operator information systems;

D the ways and sequence of system implementation at operating NPPs.

According to this concept, the main objective of NPP OSS is to render assistance to plant
operators in assessing the current plant status and making decisions on the actions to be taken.

The above objective dictates the following key OSS functions which shall be
implemented at operating plants as a priority:

D display of critical functions and safety parameters;
D procedural representation of operator actions;

D estimation of systems and components performance;

D generalized status assessment;

D representation of material balances.

1.3.2. Information support systems for NPP MCR Operators. General
requirements

Also on contract with «Rosenergoatom» concern a guide «Information support systems
for NPP MCR operators. General requirements» is being prepared.

This document sets guidelines and general organisational and technical requirements to
the operator information support systems in the main control room (MCR) at a nuclear power
unit and to procedures of development and operation such systems.

2 . Results of the Russian Efforts to develop and implement OSS at
RBMK plants

Thus, at RBMK plants:

D three MCR operator support systems were developed and introduced;

D activities have been started to develop a safety parameter display system and a
reactor shop shift supervisor support system;

D regulatory documents are being prepared specifying OSS application at NPPs.

The above allowed to formulate certain astects of an integrated approach to developing
and implementing OSS, which consists in setting up first an on-site infrastructure:



D actually, an open computer network linked to CMS «Skala» of units and to
other means for monitoring plant status;

D with a single data classification and coding approach and unified access to the
data, which could then be used as a basis for drawing up various data bases and
combining the latter into a data banks;

D with a unified man-machine interface.

In this case, since safety and cost-effective plant operation depends both on the plant
operating and administrative personnel:

D «Operator support system» term should be extended to «Plant personnel support
system»,

D «Plant personnel support system» may be a function set of a station computer
network, integrated into a single software system at a workstation for specific
specialist in dependence of the tasks deciding.

We have conditions for implementing the above approach. At present a computer
network of IBM compatible computers is in service at Kursk (150 users) and Leningrad (50
users) sites. A similar system is being introduced at Smolensk station. This process will go
ahead. As estimated based on the inspection of the Leningrad plant, a station personnel
information support system shall have some 350 users.

For OSS to be a success it is essential to involve high-skilled plant personnel into all
stages of development and implementation of the systems.

3. Lines of future activities
The following activities are planned for the future:

D clarify OSS functions and classify them into user groups;

D develop a data classification and coding approach;

D draw up data base on measures and calculated process parameters, archive data
base and component reliability data base;

D prepare hardware and software environment on site essential for OSS
implementation;

D implement some OSS functions;

D prepare regulatory documents specifying OSS application.
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Annex 1
List of tasks addressed by the information support system at Leningrad NPP
All tasks are classified into 3 groups:

D process monitoring and control;
• on-line supervisory control;
D organizational and management aspects.

Process monitoring and control addresses the following tasks:
D performance of 2-D and 3-D neutronics calculations;
D support of refuelling;
D process diagnostics at nuclear units;
D safety parameter display for individual nuclear units and the whole station;
D archiving of incidents occurred on site;
D representation of process information to plant operating persinnel on displays.

On-line supervisory control includes the following tasks:
D access to operating procedures and maintenance documentation, to flow charts;
D log keeping;
D performance of probabilistic safety analysis;
D maintenance planning;
D analysis of incidents and support of their investigations;
D support and management of shift personnel activities;
D drawing up lists of planned activities;
D drawing up time sharing and daily request forms;
D making up orders for correcting defects.

Organizational and management tasks include:
D outage management;
D personnel and labour management;
D estimation of performance indicators for individual units and the whole station;
D on-site fuel management;
D accounting;
D management of production activities;
D material management;
D management of performance planning;
D electricity sales'managements;
D construction management;
D transport management;
D security measures management;
D legal service management;
D management of personnel training and examinations;
D environment monitoring on site;



• gandling of plant design and engineering documentation;
D organization of the link with the Technical Support

Centre and Crisis Centre;
D preparation, correction and issue of instrumentation and operating

documentation;
D supervision on on-site handling and execution of documants (orders,

instrumentations, letters, etc.).



Annex 2

List of databases essential for addressing the tasks of the station computer network

All databases are classified into the following three groups:

D process data bank;

D on-line control data bank;

D data bank of organizational management.

The process data bank incorporates:

D database on the current plant status;

D archive database.

The current status database designed for storing the following information:

D current values of measures and calculated parameters;

D plant component status;

D status of protections and interlocks;

D values of various constants and setpoints.

The archive database includes:

D archive on emergencies;

D archive parameter recording base;

D database for experiments performed and their outcomes.

The on-line control databank consists of:

D plant logs database;

D database on component reliability and probabilistic safety analysis;

D database on normal and special-purpose disgnostics systems;

D information on defects on pielines and pressure vessels;

D maintenance and repair procedure;

П sequence of personnel actions in case of an incidents;

D scenarios of the incidents occurred, with assessment of their consequences;

• diagnostics and inspection results, specifying inspection intervals scope and
methods.

The organizational management databank incorporates the following databases:

D outage;

D material;

D personnel safety;

G engineering documentation;

D standards and handbooks;

D environmental conditions on site;

D personnel management;

D personnel training and examination;

D planned performance information;

D planned production information;

D legal information.
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SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITIES AND OBJECTIVES OF THE

NATIONAL ACTIVITY

With five PHWR units < CANDU &ЬЙ) under construction - the

first due into commission by 1994-, Romania is a late and distinct

newcomer into Central-Eastern Europe's nuclear park, where LU.'F.s.

of S o v i e t d e s i g n p r e v a i l . W h i l e the d o m e s t i c industry

concentrates on turning to good account the purchased concept,

design, selected equipments, manpower training and operating

knowledge offered by the project supplier ( flECL - Canada), the

basic safety research would increasingly develop an awareness or,

position of the country in a regional n u с 1 e s. r

err» ironr.ent that had recently been taxed of "substandard

s a f e t y b e h a v i o u r " , a l s o h o l d i n g o n r e c o r d t h e m o s t s e v e r e

a c c i d e n t i n t h e h i s t o r y o f t h e p e a c e f t . 1 N u c l e a r ( C h e r n o t / 1 ,

1 S C . L - ) . R e f l e c t i v e o f t ! > e s s c i r c u m s t a n c e s , г . n d a l s o o f t h e

c o u n t r y ' s l i e i t s i n f i n a n c i a l r e s o u r c e s a n d e x p e r i e n c e i n t h e

f i t I d , t h e p o s t u r e a d o p t e d b y b o t h t h e i r. d . t s t r y - r e 1 a t £ d a n d

a c a d e m i c r e s e a r c h w o u l d e m p h a s i z e t h e f o l l o w i n g d i r e c t i c r . s :

( i ) development of a cccp lex ргоцгат for operator a s s i s t a n c e

i n C e r n a v o d a £ n d U n i t , i n r e l a t i o n t o fiLCL. R e s e a r c h D i v i s i o n ' s

i n t e n t i o n c o n c e r n i n g O p e r a t o r S u p p o r t S y s t e m s < OBB) o r D e c i s i o n

E u p p c r t S , ; t c ~ , = ( DwG) ; f e r t h i s p u r p o s e we h a v e e x p l o r e d t h e

p o s s i b i l i t i e s - o f f e r e d by a r t i f i c i a l i n t e l l i g e n c e < n e u r a l net^.zrk

— b a s e d e x p e r t s y s t e m s ) ;

<ii) elaborat ion of domestic research-Qrade software in

Accident Consequence Assessment (АСА); we have taken into account

our p r e v i o u s e x p e r i e n c e with deve loping and running fiCfl c e d e : ,

e . g . I n s t i t u t e of Atomic P h y s i c s - Chalk R i v e r N a t i o n a l LaL.

c o l l a b o r a t i o n < 1993);

( i i i ) d e v e l o p m e n t o f « p o w e r f u l t o o l , " l i v i n g PSA" t y p e , f o r

C e r n a v o d a NPP i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h t h e I n s t i t u t e f o r NV.c 1 es.--

Rê s e a r c h ' s e x p e r i e n c e w i t h pyft model s - b a s £ d e x p e r t s y i t t i r . s .



SECTION 2: CRP TASKS

EA2KEROUND

A number of new factors have determined the re-examination

of the role of the operator in the operation of NPPs. Some of

these factors are listed below:

1. New advanced computer technologies;

£. Artificial intelligence;

3. Cognitive system engineering related to increased plant

complexity;

A. Aspects cf h'.ican behaviour, hur:an characteristics, error

types, error effects, etc.;

5. Increased concern about the role of hurcan perception of

the reality in the management of the complex systems.

Fill these should be discussed in the light of the current

orientation toward modular process systems and distributed

control for all control functions.

The d i s t r i b u t e d system a r c h i t e c t u r e i m p l i e s the

reconsideration of the traditional concept of the Control Room

and the related operator role.

Presently, v-.e are witnessing crude dissolution of operator's

responsibilities, especially in a b n о г г. а 1 conditions. Thus,

С R. Keinor.en, 19£3, et.al., Information 5/stera . . . 3 , nt should

distinguish bstftsen a normal orflanisation of NF-, by the agency

of:

- the operational group;

the maintenance group;

- the technical group;

- the management group,

and an abnormal organization in tmergency cases, in which the

above order must be reconsidered through new factors.

Ccr. sequent 1 y, we do not have a generally acceptable de fir. it i cr.

fwi- the "operator concept" and his related responsibilities in

different situations.



Thus, we are faced with a complex interaction between:

- the operator;

- the safety engineer;

- the plant manager,

each of them with specific tasks С Rudelli, M., 1988, The Safety

Panel Display ...1.

Operator:

- detects and locates the incident/accident causes;

- confirms the requested automatic actions;

- chooses the appropriate remedial procedure;

- applies the procedure.

Safety and Radioprotection Engineer:

- monitors the plant condition.using a redundant diagnosis

through a personal analysis. His results are compared to the

operator's diagnosis.

Plant Manager:

m o n i t o r s the a c c i d e n t s e q u e n c e s and s u g g e s t s the

appropriate remedial actions.

ft g e n e r i c s c h e m e ( F i & • 1) co u l d h e l p in h a v i n g a

cc siprehens i ve image on the existing ir.t erdependenc ies.

Some generic remarks may be in order:

The Plant Manager- (Operator from Control C e n t e r ) , the

Operator (Operator from Control Room), and the Safety Engineer

are i n t e r r e l a t e d ir. to the d i a g n o s i s p r o c e s s . Нас h of thct

performs independent ly diagnosis cf ah-.: с гкг.! events on ths ta-is.

of the necessary informations. The question "which diagnosis is

correct" does not actually make sense, fill the three types of

diagnosis are relevant and interfere through each specific- ir.an-

mschine information chain. In the modern concept of Centrei

Center Í Lupton, L. R. , 19913, Integrated Control Center ...2 ti.e

Crises Center trends to become similar to the NPPs Control R O O D .

Even if our purpose is not to alleviate the arcbiguousness of the

term "operator", a brief discussion on these distinct fcehavio^rs

and related Operator Support Systems or Decision Support S/zteaz

is still necessary.



I. SURVEY OF EXISTING DOCUMENTATION RELEVANT TO CRP

PROGRAMME

Plant Manager ( Operator in the Control Center ):

Information Areas С Hei none n, R., 1 9 S S, In formation

System ... И :

- accident ;

- radiation;

- actions;

- organisation.

Categories of emergency management Z Brenner, P., 19Û7,

Erergency Management Ps fi Control System . . . 3 :

- diagnosis ( cause, severity);

- activit y/damage, control;

- r.ct i v it y /repair, control.

Tne necessary ir.f ornât i on s for a Plant Ns.nager, e.g. in

case of abnormal events H C-.iick Rssessment Method and/or EAF:_

Net nod ÏVJF.CG-QC5A ; P. ГУ. "3£; Response Technical Manual^ a.-e

ui:tfiL'i.,ied in connect i or. *ith event types:

- notification of ur.i:..nl event (*î;

- alert status;

- site aree emergency;

- депегг.1 emergency.

(•) ЕХ£П(.1е of notification of unusual event as relevant for

Plant Manager—Üperator dialogue: "Indicators or alarms cr.

process or effluent parameters not functional in Control Room to

an extent requiring plant shutdown or other significant loss „f

assessment or communication capability — e.g. Plant Computer,

Safety Parameter Display System, etc.".

Ob'Ss/DbSs for Plant Manager may be structured in conforr.it,

with plant event tree sequences С RTM ' 9£ ...3 as real-ti^s

emergency management interactive software С ftC^-IFfi, Ror.e.nic.;

ENEL-Syst em, Italy; projected RQDCE- S, г t e z i I" f I'.-Ge -.-таг. / a.

с с о r'd i r. at cr), etc.3.

Д. 6 4



Actual Operator Status

Presently, a series of new factors could contribute to the

re-examination of the nuclear plant operation, especially in

emergency conditions:

1. New advanced computerized technologies;

£. Artificial Intelligence;

3. Aspects of human behaviour, human characteristics, error

types, error effects, etc.;

A. Cognitive System Engineering related to increased Plant

Complexity;

5. Increased concern about the role cf human perception of

reality in ths management cf cuiaplen systems.

Fragmentation of Control Room responsibilities Z Luptcn,

!_. R. , rise, Integrated Control Center Concepts ...1 has lead to г.

network of plant specialized (JbSs to be integrated into an

Operator Companion Expert System. Thus, the Control Center trends

to bEcciTs t!~. э focal point of all informât ions concerning:

- a planning center for operations and maintenance ...

- a control center scheduling ...

- & m o n i t o r i г. у center ...

- an action center ...

С Lipsett, J. J. , 19B9, balancing The Role Of Humans find Machine

ir. NPFs ...:.

This П Е « concept is mainly based on two main "actors":

Human — i.e. ar> increased potential for human error seems to

exist because of the stress that is growing on the operators,

particularly on the Control Room operator. The safety is airraid

at, through increasingly complex systems, which are related to en

increased number of human errors. It is a mistake to assigr. s •-•.-!•.

human errors to the Control Room operators exclusively, othsr

h'.i man factors being involved in plant ope ration as well,

especially in incident/accident conditions L Lipsett, J.J., 19Б5,

Balancing The Roles of Hunar.s and Mac~ir.es in Power Plar.t

С O П t Г О л. j .



Machine — an increased preoccupation for assistance of the

control/management functions could be provided in order to help

huitsns in performing their- tasks. However, the boundaries between

man and machine have never been carefully analyzed С Lipsett,

J. J . , Balancing Automation And Human fiction . . . ] .

1. New Advanced Computerized Technologies

Recent a d v a n c e s in computer t e c h n o l o g y p r o v i d e o p p o r t u n i t i e s

f o r implement ing OSSs t h a t a r e s i g n i f i c a n t l y d i f f e r e n t from t h e

ones based on t h e more c o n v e n t i o n a l t e c h n o l o g i e s used in p l a n t

C o n t r o l Rooms С L u p t c n , L. R. , I 2 О С, I n t e g r a t e d C o n t r o l R o o ÚÍ

Concepts . . . ; Lupton, L.R-, e t . a l . , 1939, Exper t Systems Use In

P r e s e n t find F u t u r e CftNDU Nuc lea r Power Supply Systems . . . ; Design

f o r C o n t r o l Rooms of NP'Ps, 1939 R e p o r t : .

1. A r t i f i c i a l I n t e l l i g e n c e <fil)

2 . 1 fil-Methods

- a many s t r u c t u r a l and l o g i c a l s o r t e d t h e o r y s u i t a b l e for

r e p r e s e n t i n g formal systems which cover t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s of mcst

complex problems in fil С G e o r g e s c u , I . , A Many S o r t e d . . . 3 ;

t h e c o n c e p t f o r m a t i o n , one c f t h e f u n d a m e n t a l ,

d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g d imens ion of human i n t e l l e c t ; i t s i m p l e m e n t a t i o n

a n d r e a l i z a t i o n on t h e c o m p u t e r ; С G o l u , M. , P r о с e s u 1 d-:

Formare . . . , in Rumanian};

- r u l e i n f e r e n c e package ( LISP l i b r a r y f a c i l i t y ) CGiumsle,

C. , An Open System . . . ] ;

- an i n f e r n a t i o n a l m o d e l f o r c e n t r a l n e u r a l s y s t e m ;

Z N i c o l a u , E. , G n o s e o l o g i e C o m p u t e r i a l a ••., in Rumanian};

- DIb'CIPLE: t h e o r y and m e t h o d o l o g y -For l e a r n i n g e x p e r t

k n o w l e d g e i n t h ^ c o n t e x t of a nor. -horn:-gen e c u s domain t h e i r ,

CTecuci, b . , A p p r e n t i c e s h i p L e a r n i n g . . . D ;

- a u t o m a t i c c o n t r o l systems, wi th " l e a r r . i n g " caps.bi I i t i £. =,

С D a v i d o v i c i , A., L a t r e Condut-erea Automata . . . , in Rumanian 2 ;

- XRL: =.n e v o l v a b l e m u l t i - l e v e l e n v i r o n n e r , t f o r P. I



programming i Earbuceanu, M., The Architecture of . . . ] ;

- a re la t iona l data base in LISP for pattern recognit ion

E Vancea, R., e t . a l . , LISP Data Base ...1.

2.£ Expert Systems< ESs) as OSSs

Й number o f e x p e r t s y s t e m s a r e i n o p e r a t i o n o r u n d e r

development in order t o improve the normal p lant o p e r a t i o n or

cope w i t h emergency s i t u a t i o n s ; i n the l a t t e r case t h e r e are

t h o s e l£Ss a s s o c i a t e d w i t h symptom-based p r o c e d u r e s , i . e .

Knowledge-Based Expert System С Takizawa, Y. , 1985, A Computer

Eãiêd Operator Supply System ...1.

flCfl-IFA - H r e s E a r c h - g r a d e e x p e r t sys tem f o r a s s i s t i n g

P l a n t M a n a g e r s o r O p e r a t o r s i n t h e C o n t r o l C e n t e r ; many

i n t e r r e l a t e d i г'.'•"'.. v mat i on s p r o v i d e d by t h e O p e r a t o r i n t h e

C o n t r o l Room a r e t o k e n i n t c a c c o u n t i n t h e s y n t h e t i c d i a g n o s i s

n c d u l e С Varcar.u, D. , G h e o r g h e , A . , 1 9 3 2 , S h o r t c u t s . . . ; V&r.ar.u. D.

1 9 9 3 , E x p e r t bysterc F c r A c c i d e n t C o n s e q u e n c e A n a l y s i s . . . , s e e

a l s o p r e s e n t p a p e r : S u r v e y o f E x i s t i r. g O p e r a t o r S'-.ppcrt S y s t e m s

and t h e E x p e r i e n c e w i t h T h e i r , ] ;

- CORA - E x p e r t S y s t e m d e v e i o p & d a s a " L i v i n g PSA"

c o m p u t e r i z e d s y s t e m , С E e o r g e s c u , fc. 1991', D e v e l o p m e r . t o f Z ^ p e r t

£ , s t e - . Eased on PSA . . . ; Eer .gu le =.£..<, D . , 193.2, S t a t u s Rep;.- ' : ПГ.

I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n and C o n t r o l i n Rumanian NPPs . . . , s e e a l s o p r e s e n t

p a p e r : S u r v e y o f E x i s t i n g U p e r a t o r S u p p o r t S y s t e m s a n d t h e

E x p e r i e n c e w i t h Them] ;

- KOSS - E x p e r t S y s t e m d e v e l o p e d as an o p e r a t o r companicn

in abnormal s i tuat ions; Complex Hierarchical Systems (CHS) theory

and S y n e r g e t i c a l Approaches are considered Z Serbanescu, D.„

1'3£7, A New Method Of Correlat ion . . . . , see also preser.t paper;

Survey of Exist ing Operator Support Systems and the EHperie-.ie

with Their.j, a number of neural codes being s.lso in develc-psse-t

at IFA's, Bucharest.

иг



£.3 Neural Networks (NNs) as OSSs

fin INIS literature search on Artificial Intelligence, Expert

Systems or Knowledge-Based Operator Support Systems in NPPs,

performed in 19ÛÛ, did not find any NN-related references. A 19^1

review paper by Uhrig on the potential applications of NNs in the

operation of nuclear power plants lists 36 USA references, mostly

from his yroup in the University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge

Laboratory.

Areas of NN-based Ob'Ss in PHWK NPPs were identified in a

comprehensive study С Jiariu, A., 1992, Survey of Neural Networ'r. -

Eased Operator Support Systems in Nuclear Power Plants, or. 1ГП

IV; ;>-nal Report; sec- M E G present paper: Projected KOEC2.

3. Aspects of Human Behaviour, Human Characteristics, Error

Types, Error Effects etc.

Ir, the nuclear field's present stage it is necessary to

develop a comprehensive plant mcdel ( see present papsr paragr_-.pS

л: ancJ a related huma- model. As concerning the operator, or.e

car, point in particular at the following:

- decision making behaviour-: knowledge-based, rule-based ar.d

г V. i 1 1 - fc a i G d С R а г ir. v r, z s с- г., J . , 19 0 3 , Е V. i 1 1 , Rule с - С

Кг: ,-Л edge ... 3 ;

- human characteristics: creative thought, predet ermine-w-

respor.se, aut omat ic-re sponse Í Lipsett, J. J. , 19£г
г, Dalancing ti.c

Role of . . . 3 ;

- functions assigned to operator: creative management, soft

control, hard control С Lipsett, J.J., 19G9, Balancing the Role

of ... 3 ;

- h ..'.man responsibility for action: safety engineer, control

г о о ni operator, plant manager.



4. Cognitive System Engineering Related to Increased Plant

Complexity.

To overcome many confusions, in CANDU-PHWR, a distinction

between the plant, as understood by the designers - Inttllectual

Plant Set, as understood by the analysts and operator - Analyzed

Plant Set- (extensively analyzed by PSfi, etc.), and the real

plant - Actual Plant - should be considered С Lipsett, J. J, 1969,

Balancing the Roles of ...; Balancing the Automation ...3.

This model should be considered in correspondence with

functions assigned to operator < creative rr, anagement, soft

co-trcl and hard control) С Lipsett, J. J, 19E9, balancing the

Roles of ...1. Thus, from the human and plant model association,

we are able to assiyr. the following correspondences:

MACHINE

Knowledge > Créât i ve

Contre!

— > Operator ) Symptom-Eased ; К G G

Plant Manager Procedures

Rule ? Soft Contre 1 > üperat or > h vent /Sympt о m

Safety Eng. Based Procedures

-> ROSE

Ski 11 > Hard Control > Designei > Event Based > Autoir.at i

Procedures Devicei

5. Increased Concern on the Role of Hunan Perception of

Reality

There are several modeling traditions that contribute to an

understanding of cognitive activities in such complex detains

as the NF-'Ps.



5.1 The Human as a Control System

- optimal control theory as a framework to understand human

performances С Baron, S. , 1980, The Optimal Control Model ...3;

- monitoring complex tasks < like in Control Rooir.) С Moray,

N. , 1981, The Role of Attention in the Detection of Errors and

the Diagnosis of Failures in Man-Machine Systems •••; Moray, N.,

1984, Attention to Dynamic Visual Displays in Man-Machine Systems

Modeling of Nuclear Plant Control Room Operators ... 2.

5.£ The Human as a Communication System

I Shannon, C E . , 1949, The Mathematical Theory of

Communication . . . ] .

5.2 The Human as a Statistical Decision Maker

С S o r k i n , R . D . , 1 9 G 5 , S y s t e r c s w i t h Human I n t e r a c t i o n •••;

Schúüi, D. fi. , 19BO, C u r r e n t D e v e l o p m e n t s in R e s e a r c h on C a s c a d e d

I n f e r e n c e ...1.

5.4 The Hunan as a Symbolic Processor

- diagnostic expert systems С Pople, H. E. , 1985, Evoluti-r.

of Expert Systems .».; Buchanan, E.G., 1984, Rule-Based Expert

Systems ...; Davis, R. , 1983, Reasoning froir. First Principles

Intelligent Tutoring Systems . . . ] .



II. SURVEY OF EXISTING OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS flND THE

EXPERIENCE WITH THEM

АСА-IFA Decision Support Systen.

-Installed at the Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest

As p a r t i c u l a r l y d e s c r i b e d i n F i g . 1 , i n a b n o r m a l p l a r , t

c o n d i t i o n s t h e r e a r e many i n t e r a c t i o n s b e t w e e n P l a n t M a n a g e r a n d

C o n t r o l Room O p e r a t o r . A r e s e a r c h - g r a d e , i n t e r v e n t i o n - o r i e n t e d

АСА D S S , i n s t a l l e d a t t h e I n s t i t u t e o f A t o m i c P h y s i c s ( I F f t ) ,

B u c h a r e s t , e m b o d i e s t h r e e d i s t i n c t d i a g n o s i s m o d e s , F i g . 3

Í V a i?. a n u , С . , G h e L. r g h e , A . , S h o r t c u t s t o . . . ; А С A - I F A a

P r e s e n t a t i o n o f a R e s e a r c h - t i r a d e S o f t w a r e . . . 3 :

- a s y n t h e t i c d i a g n o s i s j f a l l a b n u r i n a l e v e n t s ;

- s h e . i r i s t i c t r e a t m e n t o f s c r . e s e g m e n t s o f t h e с з п р 1 е > :

jjh = r. сг. гг. с l o g y a s s с с i a t e d t o c f f - s i t e c o n s E ^ u e n c e s '*)',

- a r a n a l y t i c d i a g n o s i s .

; • ) Г с r f •.. t i.» r E t r e a t m e r. t , c o n v e n i e n t c o n e e p. t

r V - i l t i l = . y = r P s i - c e p t r o n , ( M L F ; , p r o v i d e d fc/ t h e !

" H P 1 u e i - i . E s .

Fo." c u r o n - ï i t e a i e . £ u t m i i i l f o c u s o u r p r e o c c u p a t i o n s on t ! .=

s y n t h e t i c d i a с; ri П E i s .

убила!

S y n t h e t i c D i a g n o s i s M o d u l e ( F i g . £ a , b ) .

С иг r e r. t 1 > , rr. аг. г. 5 с 1" =• a r c p r o n e t c m a k i n g e r r ô n e o us . tse c f

A c c i d e n t R e s p o n s e Manua ls ( ARMs), c r may need more t i m e t!.w.-,

a c c e p t a b l e t o r e a c h t h e r i g h t v e r d i c t .

The a u t o m a t i c d i a g n o s i s of an a b n o r m a l e v e n t in a p l av . t ,

f o l l o w e d by ar, a u t o m a t i c v e r d i c t en w h a t a c t i o n s h o u l d be

i m n e d i a t e l y t a k e n , by whor;, b o t h ba sed on d i g e s t e d , s t r u c t U.--L- j

and v a l i d a t e d kr .owledye in p r D p e r l y e l a b o r a t e d A c c i d e n t Respor.:--

Manual ( ARM) i s t e r m e d a " S y n t h e t i c D i a g n o s i s " . A l g o r i t h m s wo..!^1

iTiakE 6/. t e r l i v e LÜE of IF . . . THEN . . . tZLÜE cla<..sí= and p e r t in cr. - e

i7 .a i r ic£E, wi'iile c o d e s would r e f l e c t t h e t y p i c a l human p e r c e p t i cr.

or. how a d i a g n o s t i c car. I c g i c a l l y be r e a c h e d , t h a t i s , t Í-. г с и L, ""•

£.nar.nesiE С Vauanu, D . , 1Э9Е, b h o r t c ^ . t s t o N e a r - R e a 2 T i r e Г.СГР:

S y n t h e t i c L i a y r . o a i s ãr.d HE u r i s t i c M o d e l i n g ] .



The very first steps into ЙСА - DOS/OÍJG are consequently as

f с 11 с >-j s ;

( i ) ft s t a t e m e n t from t h e DBS/ОББ O p e r a t o r , g i v e n i n n a t u r a l

l a n g u a g e a n d , i d e a l l y , i n h i s m o t h e r ' s t o n g u e , on w h a t eve,-

h a p p e n e d t h a t made h i m a c t i v a t e t h e D L S / O S S . P r e s e n t l y , t h e

v e r s i o n d e v e l o p e d a t I F O ' s t o t e s t t h e c o n c e p t w o u l d s t i c k t o

E n g l i s h .

( i i ) A m e s s a g e a n a l y s i s by t h e m a c h i n e , i d e n t i f y i n g r e l e v s r . t

ke>.>ordà , c i t h e ; - b e l o n g i n g t o t h e t r a d e ' s i d i o - ( e . g . " p u . - p " ,

" L ü d a r . t ' ' , " v a l v e " ) , ; r s u s p e c t e d t o be r e f l e c t i v e o f c r i s i s

s i t u a t i o n s ( " r e l e a s e " , ' ' l o s s " , " p r o b l e m ' 1 , e t c . ) . T o t h i s E f f e c t

П. c o c p r i f i E n L i v e s e t of k e y w o r d » s h o u l d be c o n t e x t де.11у s t r u c t u r e d

i n Mасh i n s " s L s = i c L = >;ic Bank..

( i i i ) fin a n a m n e s i s o f t h e o p e r a t o r by t h e m a c h i n e , i n

C D ' s i u = * i * ^ t À L ~ O i ь Г | 8 Г- £ s S c . g £ r c u & Í V £ ú ) ^ E t h i s p ';" G ^ Г E ï 3 Е- С j

s e l e c t i v e k n o w l e d g e t i e r , e n t s i n fi RM s w o u l d i n c r e a s i n g l y t £

î e r c E d - i ? t i l l с. ! s v : . t 3 C i 5 t E d ! d i ^ s n e - t i c i s r s s . r ' - . s d .

C r o s s - e x a m i n a t i o n s c a r , t h e n b e c c r . d - c t e d by t h e ^ = c ! - . i r . e

u E i r g a l t e r n a t i v e e p p r o a c l . e s i n fiRMs ( i n t h e d e s c r i b e d c £ . : e -

t h e L a r . - i e - , - C h c - . l l e r . g e o-. L o s s I n d i c a t o r M a t r i x a j i i i n s t t h e C.. . ir! .

Г!:-.: e s t e n t I n d e x M e t h o d i n UL' NF<C;s R T M - 9 1 ) , t o c o n s o l i d a t e tr.c

d i a g n o s i s . I n t h e p r o c e s s , c o n f l i c t i n g d i a g n o s t i c s c s y ccc-..1.",

o r i g i n a t i n g i n e i t h e r O p e r a t o r ' s a n s w e r s ( s e c o n d t h o u g h t : ,

i n c o n s i s t e n c i e s , w o r d i n g i m p r o p e r t y a n d / o r f u c z i n e s s e t c . ) , o r i n

t h e S L L D u r . t o f t h e a l m o s t - i m p o s s i b i l i t y t o d e v e l o p s i m p l e e-7.d

f u l l - p r c c f s p e e c h / t e x t a n a l y s i s a l g o r i t h m s . S u c h c c r . f l i c t :

s h o u l d b e r e s o l v e d by t h e Human o n l y , t h i s b e i n g a d e o r . t o l o g i ^ i . l

Riust b e o b s e r v e d : O ' ò S s / D 3 ü s s h o u l d a l w a y s a d v i s e - n e v e r d e c i d e .



Projected KOSSs (Knowledge Operator Support Systems)

Codes in work at Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest

There are two generic differences between RüSSs - Rule

Operator Support Systems — and KOStSs; ROSSs is related to Rule -

Based behaviour ( rtasmunssen), i.e. Soft Human Control and, ст.

the other h a n d , K O S S s is a s s o c i a t e d to K n o w l e d g e - B a s e d

behaviour, i.e. Creative Human Control.

In RUSS, plant criteria are assimilated directly as a safety

or process parameters in absence of any further abstractions.

Correspondingly, in the KOSS domain the plant information is

r e p r e s e n t e d as a b s t r a c t f u n c t i o n s ( s y m b o l s ) suited for

knowledge-based diagnoses.

The projected КОЬБ for Cernavoda CflNDU-PHWR £-nd unit is

based on two kinds cf knowledge bases, one on an abstract lsvel,

and the other on a physical level. In accordance with the complex

hierarchical systerc < CMS) theory, the main principles that are

applicable are:

(i) CH3 in local control and management could be established

as a t o d that is virtually ai efficient as. global control in

cate that controlling system exists;

<ii) fir, increasing complexity level of the MPFs leads t : s.

contradiction between the error level increase and the usef v. Ine-s s

of the results for a global, riyorous model;

(iii) If a CHS has an optimal state, then each sub-system

should be optimal and viceversa;

(iv) T h e r e is a limit to the m o d e l i n g error in

simultaneously computing the interaction process of the s-..t

systems and their state parameters.



fis defined in Réf. С Stanciulescu, F. , 19 £ £, Dinâmica

Si Et eme 1 or Mari ..., in Rumanian], optimum control and management

of a Cri5 are assured if:

wh ere:

L is the global optimum criterion ( safety criterion),

L(i) is the local optimum criterion

f is an additive function.

L parameter is not an immediate perceptible critério-, in fact

being £ global abstract function.

Per CfliJE'J-PHWR as a CHS, the interrelations between physical

level and abstraction level could be in conformity with a

synergetical model С S e г Ь a n e s с u, D. , 19 S 7, A New Method of

Correlation . . . 3 , Fig 4.

Ir. this respect each of CI-IS' s components would be descrioec

by such i_ - specific criteria. In order to improve opera- or

cognitive reactions curing abnormal events, we are planning a

number of CRTs installed in Control Room, .-.hich display various

L functions; for this purpose we are developing two convergent

research directions:

i i) i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of N P P s i t u a t i o n s fitted to N N

possibilities:

- Plant Condition

Total Loss of Off-Site Power

Main Feedwater Line Break

Main Steam Line Break

Control Rod Ejection

Hot Leg Loss of Соcian с

Lold Leg i_oss of Coolant

3-eam Generator Tube Lean



- Plant Varisal es

Control Rod Shut-Down Bank Position

Nuclear Power Level

Plant Megawatt Output

Volume Control Tank Level

Reactor Building Equipment Drain Level

Containment Pressure

Flux fixial Offset

Steam Generator Main Steam Pressure

Srcam Generator Feed Water Pressure

Steair. Generator flux i l i a r y Feedwater Flow

Bteara Generator Water Level

Pressi'Tiier Water Level

Press uri 2 e r Prêts ore

Pi" es л,;' i ze>" Surge uir,t Temperature

Reactor Coolant System Loop Spray Temperature

R e a c t o r Co G i a n t S y s ' e n нот—Leg P r e s s u r e

Reactor Coolant System Coid-Letj Temperature

Reactor Coolar.t 5yst = i" Hut-Leg Tenifsrat JVC

F-с act or Coolant System Average Tenperature

(il i 7, ; t e 11 at i on of application softwc..
-
= based en ne.:.":.!

net v. or л s ; we have already in work the following N!.\ ïypte:

- f:rni.rti networks

neurons in two successive layers, 1S0-£.'0C neurons in the

input layer and 18Й-с.'£|0 in the hidden layer, ncise sirn.-.iat i :r.,

sigmoid/threshold/gaussian transfer function.

- Hopfield networks

three d i s t inc t software modules - HDPFIEi_D. BftS, HDPFIELL). RAM

HDPFIELD. V ID, p a t t e r n r e c o g n i t i o n - o r i e n t e d , more than

r.f „rcris m the inp.it layer.

». 4- V -w •



CORA Expert System Based On PSA Models For The Cernavoda

NPP

- Installed at the Institute for Nuclear Research,

Pitesti

S t a r t i n g f r o m 1 9 8 9 , i n t h e I n s t i t u t e f o r N u c l e a r R e s e a r c h , a

PSA l e v e l 1 was p e r f o r m e d u s i n g t h e l i c e n s i n g d o c u m e n t a t i o n . I n

199C a n IPLRB m i s s i o n o r g a n i z e d by 1ЙЕ.Й t o o k p l a c e i n R o m a n i a , t o

r e v i e w t h i s PSfl m o d e l . Now t h e INC PSft t e a m i s w o r k i n g t c

i m p l e m e n t t h e 1РЕНБ r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s a n d t o t r a n s f e r t h e РЬА ir.odel

i n t o c o m p l e x t o o l w h i c h w i l l i n c l u d e , a s a m a j o r i t e m , p l a n t

o p e r a t i o n . T h e s e a r e t h e r e a b o n s f o r a " L i v i n g РЬ'Р." c o n i p u t e r i z e d

s y s t E : . , . E ê : a - : E o f t h e M y h c o m p l e x i t y o f t h e PSA l e v e l 1 m o d e l ,

a s p e c i f i c : t i ü e p a c k a g e f o r РЫД m o d e l s d e v e l o p m e n t w a s p r o d u c e d .

L ' s i , - ^ t h i s -. u c c e i s f u 1 e x p e r i e n c e , s. m o r e f l e x i b l e ar ,d u : e v

f r i e n d l y a p p l i c a t i o n s - с - r i e n t e d P S fi, i s u n d e r d e v e l o p m e n t

L L5Gi-.j£-sc.i, Б. , ^y^ert d i i t E i . . . 3 , K i y . i S . F i n a l l y , t h i s c o d e

v. i 1 1 b e a p o w e r f u l t o o l , " l i v i n g [-'ЬA '' t y p e , w N i c h w i 1 1

i n c o r p c r a t г ГПШЁ of t h e Niost i m p o r t a n t РЫД a p p l i c a t i o n s , t a s e d OU

t u t a p p r o a c h e s :

Î . M i n i m a l c - . i t - £ £ t s g e n e r a t i o n a n d m a n i p u l a t i o n ;

£ . P a t h - s e t s g é n é r a t i o n a n d m a n i p u l a t i o n .

T h e с о i e i s w r i t t e n i n C + + l a n g u a g e - , u n d e r s t r i c t » fi

c o n t r o l . Й s p e c i a l a t t e n t i o n i s p a i d t c t h e u s e r i n t e r f a c e s .

d e v e l o p m e n t , d u e t o t h e d i f f i c u l t i e s i n p r e s e n t a t i o n o f t h r

r e s u l t s .
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OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEMS ACTIVITIES AT EPRI

Joseph A. Naser

Electric Power Research Institute
3412 Hill view Avenue

P. O. Box 10412
Palo Alto, California 94303 U.S.A.

Introduction

In recent years, the requirements on nuclear power plant personnel to improve
availability, reliability, and productivity and to reduce safety challenges to the plant
have increased. These personnel are working with more complex systems, and
responding to increasing operational, regulatory and productivity demands. As
tasks become more complex, involving large numbers of subsystem
interrelationships, the potential for human errors increases. Therefore, reliable,
integrated information is a critical element for protecting the utility's capital
investment and increasing availability, reliability, and productivity. Integrated
systems with integrated information access can perform more effectively to increase
productivity and enhance safety. Traditionally systems have been implemented in a
stand-alone manner which has resulted in increased operation and maintenance
costs. Increased competition in the utility industry in the United States makes it
essential that these operating and maintenance costs are minimized. Technology
can be used to assist plant personnel and reduce the potential for human errors. At
the same time, it can support improved productivity and the reduction of overall
operating and maintenance costs.

Operational, diagnostic and monitoring errors have all occurred in power plants
causing reductions in availability and substantial cost consequences. Plant safety has
been challenged due to misinterpretations of data and incorrect assumptions of plant
state. The event at Three Mile Island is an example of this. Since this event, a
number of operator support systems have been implemented such as the safety
parameter display system (SPDS), boiling curve displays or tables, and emergency
operating procedure flow charts. Some of these operator support systems utilize
expert system technology. They have all been useful in assisting humans in making
their decisions.

Expert systems have reached a level of maturity where they offer considerable benefits
for operator support systems in nuclear power plants. The ability of expert systems to
enhance human expertise makes them an important tool for the nuclear utility
industry in the areas of engineering, operations and maintenance. Benefits of expert
system applications include comprehensive and consistent reasoning, reduction of
time required for activities, retention of human expertise and ability to utilize
multiple experts knowledge for an activity.
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Background

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Instrumentation and Control Upgrade
Initiative is designed to help utilities upgrade the I&C systems in their plants.
Operator support systems are included in this Initiative. The goal of this initiative is
"Develop the methodology applicable to each reactor vendor type plant to implement
an integrated instrumentation and control (I&C) upgrade plan. Demonstrate the
methodology through utility application to at least ten key systems by the year 2000 to
achieve enhanced safety, reduction in operating and maintenance costs, increased
plant performance and reduced vulnerability to I&C obsolescence.". To support this
goal, there are seven technical elements. These are Instrumentation, Control and
Protection, Man-Machine Support Systems, Communications, Software Verification
and Validation, Maintenance, and Standards and Specifications. Operator support
systems are handled under the Man-Machine Support Systems element.
Communications provides the infrastructure for making the correct information
available to the operator support systems and software verification and validation
provides methods to assure the quality of the operator support systems.

Integration is a key word in the EPRI I&C Upgrade Initiative. First, there is the
integrated life cycle management plan which looks at the entire plant and evaluates
and plans all of the upgrades in an integrated manner. Second, is the integration of
the plant systems and information to enhance cooperation between systems. This
also supports the reduction of unnecessary duplication of functions and
information. Figure 1 shows the integrated I&C upgrade process and figure 2
indicates the methodologies being developed to support the upgrade process.

The objectives of integrating plant systems and information are to improve plant
availability and reliability, to reduce operations and maintenance costs, to reduce
safety challenges, and to improve performance with existing and new systems. The
plant communications and computing architecture of the Communications
element supplies the infrastructure which allows the integration of systems and
information. This architecture will support the interoperability of operator support
systems. The EPRI Plant-Window system of the Man-Machine Support Systems
element allows the human to interface with the integrated plant systems and
supplies a platform for operator support systems.

The capabilities and benefits for expert systems and their potential for operator
support systems was realized by EPRI in 1983. At that time the Control, Diagnostics,
and Information Program in the Nuclear Power Division of EPRI initiated activities
for developing expert system technology. Since then, expert system technology has
been utilized to develop operator support systems building on the utilities'
knowledge bases.
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Plant Communications and Computing Architecture

The plant communications and computing architecture activities support the
operator support systems by providing the mechanism for integrating systems, for
providing access to all of the plant's information sources, and for facilitating
common interfaces between the human and the machine. Figure 3 is a
representation of this architecture. EPRI is developing a generic methodology for
the créai? on of Plant Communications and Computing Architecture Plan (PCCAP)
which will define the requirements for the communications and computing
architecture at a power plant. EPRI is currently working with five nuclear utility
demonstration plants to help them develop their own Plant Communications and
Computing Architecture Plans. Feedback from these demonstration plants have
been used to improve the generic methodology which can be utilized by all utilities.
The use of the methodology has already demonstrated benefits in the
demonstration plant activities. The process this methodology describes is shown in
figure 4.

Through the use of this generic methodology and its associated workbook [1, 2], both
of which will be published by the end of 1993, utilities will be provided road maps
and guides to develop their own Plant Communications and Computing
Architecture Plan which will support integrated operator support systems. The
Plant Communications and Computing Architecture Plan will help the utility to
implement a plant communications and computing architecture where:

• Each operator support system will be able to communicate with other
internal and external systems.

• The human-machine interface of each operator support system will be
consistent in look and feel with other operator support systems.

• Future migration to a new hardware or technology will be completed
without excessive down time or a major conversion effort.

• Each operator support system will be maintained at a more reasonable cost.

• Information and functionality will not be unnecessarily duplicated.

Once the utility has completed its own Plant Communications and Computing
Architecture Plan, utilities will be able to implement integrated operator support
systems which will help to extend plant life, improve efficiency, reduce
maintenance costs, reduce operator errors, and improve safety.

EPRI Plant-Window System

The objectives of the EPRI Plant-Window System are to reduce the safety challenges
to the plant by presenting more complete, integrated and reliable infornwtion to
plant staff to better cope with operating and emergency conditions; to increase
productivity by eliminating routine manpower-intensive efforts such as recording,
integrating and evaluating data and by developing tools to assist in performing
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monitoring and control activities; to improve consistency and completeness of
decision-making activities by developing operator support systems; and to improve
information availability so that it is readily obtainable and in the proper form for all
groups requiring it. The EPRI Plant-Window System acts as a uniform interface for
operator support systems. It plays the role of the window that the human has into
the plant. It allows the human to interface with all of the plant systems, software,
and databases and to perform any desired activities.

The EPRI Plant-Window System will have direct access to all on-line and archival
plant data for use by operations, engineering and maintenance staff. This system
will have the ability to allow direct monitoring and control of the plant. The system
will be designed to allow a wide variety of operator support systems to be accessible
to it in a totally transparent manner as far as to where the system actually resides. It
will be able to communicate as desired with other computers and operator support
systems throughout the plant. It will be designed in a modular and easily
expandable form. The conceptual design for this system is shown in figure 5. The
functional requirements for the EPRI Plant-Window System are being developed. A
first draft of the functional requirements will be completed by the end of 1993. A
demonstration project for the EPRI Plant-Window System is currently being
developed with one of the utilities. This limited demonstration will test out some
of the capabilities of this type of system. The experience with this prototype will
support the utility's future decision making plans concerning integrating systems
and consistent human-machine interfaces.

Reactor Water Cleanup System

The Reactor Water Cleanup System (RWCU) was chosen as a demonstration of a
CRT-based control system. This system is being developed as if it were a control
node on the Integrated Computer System (ICS) on the Browns Ferry Nuclear plant.
It is not being implemented at Browns Ferry at this time. To date, the process
computer and human-machine interface of the ICS have been used to provide
information and the indication of plant parameters, but have no control functions.
This effort seeks to extend digital technologies into the area of equipment control.
At the same time, the project is evaluating the issues associated with using CRT-
based controls.

The RWCU utilizes graphical displays, which are in a mimic form, to represent the
system and on-line data relevant to the system. It also has graphic representations
for control actions. The system can be operated from the CRT in either a manual
mode or an automatic mode. In the former case, all control step actions are
performed directly by the operator. In the latter case, the operator initializes the
action and the system performs the steps automatically. Behind the system is a set
of procedures for all activities related to the RWCU. This allows the system to
develop checklists of parameters and actions which must be confirmed before a
control action may be taken. If the relevant information is directly available to the
system, such as through on-line plant parameters, the system indicates the status of
those portions of the checklist. For information the system does not have, the
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system asks the question of the operator and the operator supplies the information.
Once all of the conditions have been satisfied, then the control action is allowed. In
the manual mode the system prompts the user to the next step in the procedure.
Figures 6 through 10 are illustrations of the screens presented to the user. Figure 6 is
the overall system mimic which is part of every screen displayed. Figure 7 is a
checklist of preconditions for an action. Figure 8 illustrates a prompt to the operator
when the system is in the manual mode and figure 9 shows the mechanism for
controlling a valve from the CRT in manual mode. Figure 10 is an illustration of a
screen when the system is in automatic flow control.

A RELAP computer code plant model was developed for the simulation of the
plant's reactor water cleanup system and the plant itself. This simulation model
was used to test the RWCU. It is now being used to demonstrate the system to
utility personnel at different utilities. A report on the CRT-based RWCU will be
available in early 1994.

Emergency Operating Procedures Tracking System

The Emergency Operating Procedures Tracking System (EOPTS) is a computerized
system to help operators select and apply operating procedures during plant
emergencies [3, 4, 5]. EOPTS provides the capability to interpret and compile
emergency operating procedure logic into a compact, fast-running software module
that interfaces to and is co-resident with the nuclear power plant's safety parameter
display system (SPDS). It utilizes the same database as the SPDS. The system allows
multiple user access and provides real-time notification of emergency procedure
steps, on-line explanations for these messages, priority filtering and data quality
checking.

Before the event at Three Mile Island, emergency operating procedures were based
on events. This required the operations staff to diagnose the event, which was
occurring, in order to determine the proper action to take to bring the plant back to a
desirable state. After the event at Three Mile Island, the Boiling Water Reactor
Owners Group decided that symptom-based emergency procedures were more
appropriate. With symptom-based procedures, the operators did not have to
diagnose the event to determine the appropriate procedures. Instead, they
determined the appropriate procedures by observing the symptoms of the event.
The Owners Group created a set of emergency procedure guidelines for developing
emergency operating procedures. Over time the number and size of these
procedures has grown making them more difficult to use in a textual format during
an event. To improve the usefulness of these procedures, most utilities converted
their textual procedures into flow chart format. This was a substantial step forward
in making the procedures easier to use by the operating staff under stressful
conditions. Still, some concerns about the ease of use were expressed when
multiple procedures were required and when symptoms changed quickly. The
EOPT5 was developed to respond to these concerns.
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The EOPTS has been fully developed for boiling water reactor (BWR) emergency
operating procedures. Initially based on the Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group
emergency procedure guidelines, the system has been applied specifically to Taiwan
Power Company's Kuo Sheng plant's emergency operating procedures. This system
has been implemented as an add-on module to the SPDS developed for the Kuo
Sheng plant. The EOPTS has been interfaced to the Kuo Sheng full-scale plant
simulator for site acceptance testing and performance evaluation by plant operators
as a prelude to actual plant installation. Considerable human factors testing has
indicated that the system improves human reliability and efficiency, and helps the
operators respond in a time indicative of skill-based response instead of knowledge-
based response, which is the prevailing cognitive mode of operators without the
system. The system is currently being used at Kuo Sheng for training purposes.

A similar system is being developed for the Tennessee Valley Authority's Browns
Ferry plant simulator. The major change between the Kuo Sheng system and the
Browns Ferry system is the human-machine interface and the plant-specific
procedures. The Kuo Sheng system utilized a textual format for presenting
information and guidance to the operator. The Browns Ferry System utilizes a
graphical representation. Examples of these are shown in figures 11 through 14.
The graphical representation is patterned after the flow charts which the operators
are currently using on the plant. Figure 11 is an overview of one of the emergency
procedures. Figures 12 through 14 represent detailed steps in the procedure. All of
these figures are representation drawings for the screens rather than actual screen
pictures. Therefore the textual information has been left off in the drawings for
simplicity.

Conclusions

The integration of operator support systems supports the nuclear power plant goals
of improved availability and reliability, enhanced safety, reduced operations and
maintenance costs, and improved productivity. Two major aspects which supports
this integration are discussed in this paper. The first is the plant communications
and computing architecture which provides the infrastructure that allows the
integration to exist in a easy to implement manner. Open systems concepts are
•utilized to guarantee interoperability of systems and interchangeability of equipment.
The second is the EPRI Plant-Window System which supplies the interface between
the human and the plant systems. It implements common human-machine
interfaces amongst systems and supports the implementation of diagnostic and
decision aids. Work in both of these areas is being done as part of the EPRI
Instrumentation and Control Upgrade Program. A number of operator support
systems have been developed and are in various stages of implementation, testing
and utilization. Two of these, the RWCU and the EOPTS, are described here.
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Figure 3

Nuclear Power Plant Architecture
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Figure 4
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EPRI/NPD

Operator Support System
Activities at EPRI

Joseph Naser

Electric Power Research Institute

IAEA CRP Meeting on Operator Support

Systems in Nuclear Power Plants

Budapest, Hungary

: Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

EPRI Integrated I&C Upgrade
Initiative

Research and Development

Demonstration Plants

Licensing Stabilization

1 Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Operator Support Systems

Provide reliable information

Support decision making

Enhance productivity

Potential for reducing costs

' Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Integrated Systems

Improve plant availability and reliability

Reduce operations and maintenance costs

Improve productivity

Reduce safety challenges

> Control Diagnostics & InformationJ
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EPRI/NPD

Plant Communications and
Computing Architecture

Infrastructure
- integrate systems
- provide access to information
- facilitate common human-machine interfaces
Reduce unnecessary duplication
- functions
- data
Support enhanced functionability
Support new systems

• Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Methodology

Develop utility specific plan

Current system and networks

Desired systems

Supporting architecture

Migration plan

' Control Diagnostics & Information

РадеЗ
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Status

Utilized at demonstration plants

Feedback

- methodology

- workbook

Publish by end of 1993

• Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

EPRI Plant-Window System

Window for human into plant systems

Supports

- monitoring

- control
- engineering analysis

- maintenance activities
- decision-making
- diagnostics

- management

' Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

тм

EPRI Plant-Window System

Facilitate the effective introduction and use of
digital technology in nuclear plants

Computer environment resident on distributed
platforms located throughout the plant

Provide a flexible and expandable support
structure to allow phased upgrades

; Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

тм.
EPRI Plant-Window System

Provide access to systems and functional
applications to support the operators,
engineers, and maintenance stall of a nuclear
power plant

Facilitates spatial and functional integration

- Transparent access to plant data

- A common, consistent user interface

- Management of information and resources

Support the definition of standardized
applications and interface conventions

' Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Flexible And Expandable
Support Structure

Implementation yields tailored solutions to each
user's need

Standardized interfaces and functional objects
allow a phased upgrade approach

Integrated functionality and consistency in user
interfaces promote enhanced safety and
productivity

Environment capabilities accommodate the use
of existing computer hardware

• Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Status

Functional requirements being developed

First draft end of 1993

Demonstration prototype

; Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Reactor Water Cleanup System

• Demonstrate CRT-based control

- manual

- automatic

• Node on Integrated Computer System

• Evaluate issues associated with CRT-based
controls

Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Graphical Displays

System mimics

On-line data

Push buttons

Controllers

Status indicators

Checklists

Prompts

Л

: Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Simulation

RELAP computer code

Development aid

Testing

• Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Emergency Operating
Procedures Tracking System

• BWR Symptom-based Procedures

• Textual format

• Flow chart format

• Concerns

- multiple procedures

- symptoms changing rapidly

• Computerized procedures

• Control Diagnostics & Information
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EPRI/NPD

Implementations

Kuo Sheng - textual format

Extensive testing

Browns Ferry - flow chart format

Information from integrated computer system

Role

- training

- checking actions

- supply assistance

' Control Diagnostics & Information

EPRI/NPD

Conclusions
Operator support systems
- improved availability and reliability
- improved productivity
- reduced O&M costs
- enhanced safety
Integrated systems
- plant communications and computing

architecture
- human-machine interface
Applications
- RWCU
- EOPTS

•• Control Diagnostics & Information
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3. CRP BACKGROUND AND WORKING PLAN



1. Introduction

The position of an international organization is ideal for creating the

framework which is instrumental in the exchange of knowledge and experience.

The role of the IAEA in collecting, systemizing, and developing scattered

knowledge and experience has been recognized since its inception.

Where it ic deemed desirable that several institutes co-operate in

furthering research in a given field, co-ordinated research programmes (CRPs)

represent an effective means to bring together researchers in both developing

and industrialized countries. These programmes are developed in relation to a

well defined research topic on which an appropriate number of institutes are

invited to collaborate.

Following recommendations made at the Specialists' Meetings in Helsinki

("Artificial Intelligence in KPPs", October 10-12, 1989) and Lyon

("Communication and Data Transfer in NPPs", April 24-26, 1990), the

International Working Group on Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation

(IWG-NPPCI) suggested the organization of a CRP on "Operator Support Systems

in Nuclear Power Plants".

It was recognized that a great deal of work, over the last twenty-five

years in the world-wide nuclear power industry has focussed upon developing

various tools, job performance aids or operator support systems (OSS) for

achieving better productivity and improved reliability. It was the intent of

this consultancy to suggest a series of co-ordinated research programmes aimed

at summarizing the existing world-wide technology available to those utilities

that are seeking to improve their plant's power production performance.

It was suggested by the IWG-NPPCI that the proposed CRP would be
;
i focussing its efforts on various aspects of who the users of OSS are, what

their needs are and what the benefits-of operator support systems would be.

In September 1991 the IAEA Committee for Contractual Scientific Services

has approved the programme in the framework of the Project A.2.04 "Man-Machine

Interface Studies". The main objective of this is to provide systematic »

guidance and information on man-machine interfaces and closely-related issues
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including control and instrumentation, the use of computers, and operator

qualification. An essential part of this objective is to exchange experiences

in these areas between co-operating organizations.

2. Scientific Background

2.1 Definition

In this programme description the following definitions are

utilized:

Operator Support System - A class of devices which is provided to

enhance some aspect of nuclear power plant operation, maintenance,

engineering or management.

Operator - Term used to represent all staff who are responsible for

the safe and effective operation of the nuclear power plant,

including operations, maintenance, engineering and management

activities.

2.2 Motivation

In the last twenty-five years, the size and complexity of nuclear

power plants have increased significantly. In addition the

requirements on operations, maintenance, engineering and management

personnel to improve availability and reliability, and to reduce

safety challenges to the plant have increased. These personnel are

working with more complex systems, and responding to increasing

operational, financial and regulatory demands. As tasks become

mors complex, involving large numbers of subsystem

interrelationships and large amounts of data, the likelihood of

potential errors and their detrimental consequences may increase.

Reliable, integrated operator support systems can play a critical

role in increasing availability and reliability, in reducing

operation and maintenance costs, and in protecting the utility's

capital investment.

The technological advances of the last few years have made it

possible to develop sophisticated operator support systems which

can not only process and present information but can also give
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advice to the operator. With appropriately implemented operator

support systems, humans can be augmented substantially in their

capacity to monitor, process, interpret and apply information, thus

reducing errors and increasing reliability and availability. These

operator support systems can increase productivity by eliminating

routine man-power-intensive efforts such as recording, collecting,

integrating and evaluating data and by assisting in monitoring and

control activities. They can improve consistency and completeness

of decision-making activities by performing the role of diagnostic

and decision advisers. Operator support systems can assist in

reducing safety challenges to the plant by presenting more

complete, integrated and reliable information to plant staff to

better cope with operating and emergency conditions. Reducing

safety challenges leads directly to improved reliability and

availability and hence productivity. An additional advantage of

operator support systems is that they can, and should be, tailored

to the specific needs of the user.

2.3 Problems experienced and what has been done

Operational, diagnostic, monitoring and maintenance errors have all

occurred in power plants causing reductions in availability and

substantial financial consequences. The event at Three Mile Island

is an extreme example of this. Since this event, a number of

operator support systems have been implemented to assist in the

control room such as critical parameter displays, boiling curve

displays and tables, and emergency operating procedure flow

charts. These operator support systems have demonstrated their

ability to assist humans in making their decisions and increasing

the availability of the power plant.

In the maintenance area, operator support systems have been

developed to reduce equipment failures such as sensors out of

calibration, emergency diesel generator faults, and pump

degradation. These operator support systems allow faster fault

detection and diagnosis, and give the capability to know when to

perform predictive maintenance on plant equipment. Predictive

maintenance and faster fault detection and diagnosis can reduce the

plant down time and repair costs.
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In the engineering area, operator support systems have been

developed to assist in many areas which are either difficult or

time consuming. Some examples are refuelling planning systems,

design aiding tools, and root cause advisors.

Finally, in the management area, operator support systems have been

developed to assist in planning and decision making. Examples are

maintenance planning advisors and cost effective plant operation

decision aids.

2.4 Future directions

Advances in technological and human engineering offer the promise

of helping nuclear power plant staff to reduce errors, improve

productivity and reduce the risk to plant and personnel. A

plant-wide infrastructure for co-ordinated operator support systems

will be created. This infrastructure will include information

comœuncation capabilities, data base and knowledge base managers,

and a unified man-machine interface. This infrastructure will

permit incremental additions of operator support systems in all

domains. Eventually operator support systems will be developed to

assist humans in all areas where the systems can demonstrate

usefulness to the human. Guidance and tools for developing and

implementing these operator support systems will be created. These

operator support systems will be implemented both in new plants and

as retrofit upgrades to existing plants.

3. Programme Goals

The major goal of this programme is to supply guidance and technology

transfer in the development and implementation of operator support

systems. Several subgoals have been identified to accomplish the first

steps necessary to achieve this overall goal. They are:

3.1 Determine of the current status of operator support systems, their

availability, and experience with them
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3.2 Determine of plant activities which can benefit from operator

support systems

3.3 Identify needed operator support systems and classify them in terms

of type, user, and criticality

3.4 Evaluate the consequences of "soft automation" which occurs with

some types of operator support systems

3.5 Identify requirements for techniques and tools to support the

development and implementation of operator support systems

3.6 Develop requirements to determine recommendations on how to

implement operator support systems in nuclear power plants from

both the technological and human factors aspects

3.7 Develop requirements for methods to evaluate the usefulness of

operator support systems to the user

3.8 Develop requirements for methods to perform cost/benefit analyses

to help justify operator support systems

3.9 Perform a review of current practices for qualification,

verification, and validation of operator support systems.

4. Scope of Work

The scope of work for this programme has been divided into five areas.

The tasks in these five areas are designed to achieve the goals mentioned

above. The tasks in 4.1 are to achieve goal 3.1. The tasks in 4.2 are in

support of goals 3.2 and 3.3. Goal 3.4 is reflected in the tasks in 4.3.

Tasks in 4.4 are aimed at goals 3.5 and 3.6. Finally, goals 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9

are addressed in the tasks of 4.5. The following is a detailed description of

all these tasks which support the goals of this programme.

4.1 Operator support systems' current status and experience

Various OSS are already operational or under development in

different countries. Essential consideration in OSS development is

the integration with other instrumentation and control (I&C)
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systems, where a serious lack of proven methods and practical

international standards still exist.

Existing experience in the development and implementation of the

OSS gives the possibility to evaluate the achieved results and

implementation tasks and difficulties, and to define the

requirements of OSS to assist power plant personnel. The following

activities are needed to achieve this information. The physical

and mental tasks to be performed by the operator need to be defined

to determine what activities are potentials for OSS. Areas of

operation that are difficult or routine for human operators both in

operational maneuvers and in comprehending and planning should be

identified. These are areas which are prime candidates for OSS

development. An understanding of existing OSS functions and how

well they have been utilized can yield important lessons for future

implementation activities. An accumulation of a list of operator

errors and plant departures from optimum performance will also

present potential areas for future OSS. These activities will help

identify the areas of use for OSS capabilities.

Specific tasks to be addressed in this programme in the area of

"Operator support systems' current status and experience" include:

4.1.1 Survey of existing documentation relevant to this programmes'

goals

4.1.2 Survey of existing operator support systems and the

experience with them

4.1.3 Survey of anticipated functional requirements for operator

support systems

4.1.4 Survey of qualification requirements and experience

4.2 Identification and classification of operator support systems

The problems of terminology and classification are extremely

important for all technical areas. Solving these problems allows
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the implementation of a systematic approach in the design of

integrated operator support systems. Initial practice in this area

by UNI PEDE and the Halden Project can be a basis for the

classification of OSS. This classification vill be useful for

designers as veil as for licensing organizations.

So far OSS, which have been developed, have not been classified as

safety systems or safety-related systems requiring a formal

licensing procedure. However there are signs that some OSS

applications might be in these areas in the near future. Therefore

it is essential to identify and correctly classify these systems

and to consider the potential licensing ramifications of them.

An important effort in the identification of operator support

systems is the development of functional tasks performed by

operators and the determination of where operator support systems

can contribute to these tasks in a useful manner. This can be

achieved by looking at the operational, maintenance, engineering

and management activities in a nuclear power plart. These

activities can then be evaluated to determine which could benefit

from the utilization of operator support systems. Associated with

this effort, it is also important to understand the relationships

between the responsibilities of the operator and the operator

support systems.

In this connection it is important to consider the following

problems. Information which would allow the matching of OSS with

operator/operational needs must be obtained. It is important to

define who is the operator and what is an appropriate OSS. A

foundation based in plant activities to classify OSS should be

established. An essential aspect for the success of operator

support systems is the determination of a method for classifying

the relationship between the operator's responsibility and the

OSS's responsibility. Determining the operational degrees of

freedom - how much control and reponsibility does an operator

really have and should the operator have leads to what roles the

OSS can play in the power plant. To support implementation of OSS

it is important to develop a classification scheme for OSS

functions.
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Specific tasks to be addressed in this programme in the area of

"Identification and classification of operator support systems"

include :

4.2.1 Development of appropriate terminology for identification and

classification of OSS

4.2.2 Evaluation of functions and identification of where OSS can

support those functions in a productive way

4.2.3 Classification of relationships between operator

responsibility and OSS responsibility

4.2.4 Identification and classification of OSS.

4.3 Human aspects of introducing operator support systems

The availability of advisory systems to the operator is changin?

his basis for making decisions and performing actions. It is

essential that the OSS is not limiting the operators ability to use

his own creativity and knowledge when faced with problem solving

tasks. Rather, the OSS should support him in using his knowledge

and also extending it. The success or failure of this depends very

much on the way the OSS is designed, and the background the

operator has in utilizing this technology. The specific items to

be treated are the following described below.

When designing the OSS, it is important to ensure that it, in

practice, gives the intended.support and is accepted by the

operator. One way of coping with this is by involving the user at

an early phase of OSS development. Should this be done at the time

of OSS function specification, during the design of the man-machine

interface (MMI), or when? Are there many steps in which to involve

the user?

Introduction of OSS also changes the type of information available

to the operator. The operator may change his role from performing
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detailed actions like control actions to making more high-level

decisions. Will this change in the operator's role also present

new requirements to the operator with respect to basic education?

Efficient use of OSS can only be made if the operator is familiar

with the function of the OSS and its interface to the user.

Training in use of the OSS is important, so that the operator can

use it in the right situation and in the right manner. Different

techniques for training may be foreseen such as on-site, off-site,

and on-line, and off-line.

Extensive use of OSS may make the operator dependent on the system,

and reduce his ability to handle the situation correctly if the OSS

is unavailable or gives wrong or incomplete information.

Especially in the case of diagnostic systems for the handling of

unexpected events, this may have a negative effect on operator

performance. The reliance upon OSS may lead to what is called

"soft automation". Is this desirable, and what requirements does

that put on the OSS quality? Can the OSS be designed so that the

operator's ability to handle the situation on his own is not

deteriorated, but actually improved?

Specific tasks to be addressed in this programme in the area of

"Human aspects of introducing operator support systems" include:

4.3.1 Investigate how training should be planned to ensure

efficient utilization of OSS

4.3.2 Evaluate how the introduction of OSS influences requirements

to the basic education of the operator

4.3.3 Develop guidance on how the end user should be involved in

the development of OSS

4.3.4 Evaluate the consequences of "soft automation"

4.4 Technology for implementation

In this section, the programme will be focussed on computerized

ЗА?
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operator support systems which are expected to constitute the main

part of future OSS. With the fast development of computer

technology, a main task will be to apply the technology in the

correct manner. That is, avoiding technology-driven OSS development

and instead doing development based on user needs.

In cases where a large number of OSS are to be implemented in the

control room, special attention must be paid to integration of the

OSS both with respect to software as well as designing a unified

man-machine interface. As introduction of new OSS normally means

that more and new types of information are available, guidance

should be given on what information to display and how to display

it so that is useful and does not add a burden to the operator.

Even though new plant designs are being developed where OSS-based

control room concepts are presented, OSS will mainly be utilized

through a gradual upgrading of existing plants. Special attention

must be paid to establishing the infrastructure necessary to

successfully implement OSS. Elements in this infrastructure are

data communication, data bases, and knowledge bases. How to assure

compatability between analog and digital equipment is another

important issue. Regarding the MMI, the mixed analog/digital

control room represents a particular challenge.

Specific tasks to be addressed in this programme in the area of

"Technology for implementation" include:

4.4.1 Develop infrastructure requirements to support incremental

upgrades in existing plants with regard to data

communications, data bases, knowledge bases, analog/digital

compatability, unified MMI, etc.

4.4.2 Develop guidance for co-ordination of systems and document

existing experience with respect to system functionality and

human factors concerns

4.4.3 Develop requirements for techniques and tools for developing

OSS and document existing ones.
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4.5 Cost/benefit and evaluation

The cost/benefit of an OSS is very difficult to determine before

experience with the system has been gained through practical

application. Especially systems intended to assist in rare events

(disturbances, accidents) are difficult to analyse in this

respect. The problem of defining cost/benefit reduces the speed

with which OSS are introduced in nuclear plants. What may be done

to assist in cost/benefit analysis to change this situation? Which

methodologies are currently available to arrive at more accurate

cost/benefit data?

One way of quantifying the usefulness of an OSS is to perform a

realistic evaluation of the OSS before actual implementation at the

plant. Which methodologies are available to do this (experimental,

analytical) and which requirements are needed to assure realism of

the simulators, test subjects, and design of the evaluation

experiments. It is also important to develop credible techniques

for evaluating the OSS after implementation.

In the case of computerized OSS which have a relevance to safety,

software/hardware verification and validation (V&V) is of

particular importance to ensure a sufficient reliability of the

OSS. Especially in case of complex support systems based on

knowledge-based techniques, good V&V techniques are not available

today. How should V&V be performed to guarantee the required

quality of the system, and what limitations are there in use of the

various OSS development methodologies (model-based,

knowledge-based, simple logics, software size and complexity) for

assisting in the various tasks (safety critical, safety related,

not safety related).

In many countries the utilities and safety authorities do not yet

have any well established practice and know-how on qualification of

operator support systems. More international co-operation is

needed here.

Specific tasks to be addressed in this programme in the area of

"Cost/benefit and evaluation" include:
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4.5.1 Determine the experience with cost/benefit analysis of

existing OSS and how can such analysis be improved

4.5.2 Determine to what extent and by which methods should the OSS

be evaluated before final implementation to demonstrate their

quality and also how to effectively evaluate them after

implementation

4.5.3 Determine what requirements should be established for

verification and validation of OSS software, and which

techniques are available to improve V&V.

5. Results expected

This programme will produce several documents and technology transfer

meetings. During each year a Co-ordinated Research Programme meeting will be

held to discuss the progress of each organization on the tasks in this

programme. A report of each of these meetings summarizing the results will be

put together. At the end of the programme a final report will be created

describing all of the activities carried out by the co-operating

organizations. Depending on the success of this programme and interest in

performing more work on operator support systems for plant productivity

improvements, it is envisioned that a follow-up programme will be developed.

The intermediary and final reports will give guidance for the development

and implementation of operator support systems. The information in the

reports will consist of shared knowledge and experience of organizations in

several countries. The results of these efforts will benefit all countries in

their development and implementation of operator support systems. Obviously,

the organizations and countries which need the most help in developing and

implementing operator support systems will have the most to gain.

A comprehensive set of national technical reports after each Research

Co-ordination Meeting, as well as summary reports and final technical

documents, will be distributed to all participating organizations.
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6. Schedule

6.1 Activities to be completed in the first year (1992-1993) of this

programme (task number in parenthesis) are:

6.1.1 Survey of existing documentation relevant to the programme's

goals (4.1.1)

6.1.2 Survey of existing operator support systems and the

experience with them (4.1.2)

6.1.3 Survey of aniticipated functional requirements for operator

support systems (4.1.3)

6.1.4 Survey of qualification requirements and experience (4.1.4)

6.1.5 Development of appropriate terminology for identification and

classification of operator support systems (4.2.1)

6.1.6 Evaluation of plant functions and identification of where

operator support systems can be utilized in a productive

manner (4.2.2)

6.1.7 Co-ordinated Research Programme Meeting

6.2 Activities to be completed in the second year (1993-1994) of this

programme are:

6.2.1 Classification of relationships between operator

responsibility and operator support system responsibility

(4.2.3)

6.2.2 Identification and classification of potential operator

support systems (4.2.4)

6.2.3 Investigation of training requirements for utilizing operator

support systems (4.3.1)
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6.2.4 Evaluation of human requirements for using operator support

systems (4.3.2)

6.2.5 Development of guidance for including the end user in the

design of operator support systems (4.3.3)

6.2.6 Evaluation of the consequences of "soft automation" (4.3.4)

6.2.7 Co-ordinated Research Programme Meeting

6.3 Activities to be completed in the third year (1994-1995) of this

programme are:

6.3.1 Development of infrastructure requirements to support

incremented upgrades of operator support systems to nuclear

power plants (4.4.1)

6.3.2 Development of guidance for co-ordination of operator support

systems (4.4.2)

6.3.3 Development of requirements for techniques and tools for

developing operator support systems (4.4.3)

6.3.4 Determination of requirements for methods for cost/benefit

analysis (4.5.1)

6.3.5 Determination of requirements for methods for evaluating

operator support systems (4=5,2)

6.3.6 Determination of verification and validation requirements and

practices (4.5.3)

6.3.7 Co-ordinated Research Programme Meeting

6.3.8 Development of the final report on the programme's activities
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7. Participation

All organizations wishing to participate in the proposed CRP are

requested to complete and send to the IAEA the research contract or research

agreement proposals to be considered in relationship to the programme. These

proposals can be submitted by the research organizations directly to the IAEA

without going through government channels. As an alternative to research

contracts, which always include financial remuneration, the IAEA also awards

research agreements. These are similar in nature and administered in

basically the same manner, but do not provide funds. Research agreements

normally are awarded to institutes in industrialized countries. All

individual proposals will be evaluated by the IAEA technical staff and

considered by the Committee for contractural scientific services. Official

correspondence with regard to the submission of the CRP proposals should be

addressed to:

Ms. T. Benson-Viltschegg

Head, Research Contracts Administration Section

Department of Research and Isotopes

Vagramerstrasse 5

P.O. Box 100

A-1400 Vienna

/jd/1395r
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Annex: Questionnaire on Existing Operator Support
Systems for Nuclear Power Plants



INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Questionnaire on
Existing Operator Support Systems

in Nuclear Power Plants

Various operator support systems (OSSs) for nuclear power plants are
already operational or under development in the Member States. OSSs are based
on intelligent data processing and in addition to plant operation, they are becoming
more important also for safety. A key feature of OSSs is their availability to
structure data to increase its relevance to a given situation. This can improve the
user's ability to identify plant function, systems and component state and to
identify faults and diagnose them. OSSs can also assist the user to plan and
implement corrective actions to improve NPP availability and safety.

In September 1991, the IAEA Committee for Contractual Scientific Services
approved the Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Operator Support
Systems in Nuclear Power Plants" in the framework of the Project "Man-Machine
Interface Studies". The main objective of the programme is to provide guidance
and technology transfer in the development and implementation of OSSs, including
the experience with man-machine interface and closely related issues such as
control and instrumentation, the use of computers and operator qualification.

The first Co-ordinated Research Meeting held in Vienna from 13 to 16
October 1992 suggested to set up a database containing the most pertinent
characteristics of the OSS's operating in NPP, worldwide. For this purpose the
meeting developed the questionnaire on existing OSSs and recommended it for
further distribution within the Member States.

The intended beneficiaries of this database are engineers, scientists and
administrators in the field of control and operation in nuclear power plants.

It would be appreciated if you would pass this questionnaire to the
appropriate people in your organization.

The completed questionnaires should be returned to:

Mr. A. Kossilov
Scientific Secretary, IWG-NPPCI
IAEA, P. O. Box 100 .
Wagramerstrasse 5
A-1400 Vienna
Austria
Tel: 2360 ext. 2796
Fax: (43) 1 234 564

Thank you for your co-operation.

I ye



Questionnaire

on

existing

operator support systems

1. Organization information

Organization submitting the form
Name of organization 60

Division

Street Address or P.O.Box

Zip-code and town

Country

Type of organization

Developer (Specify Yes=Y or No=N)

User

Other

Type of plant

Specify

20

Contact person
Name

Streat address or P.O.Box

Zip-code and town

Country

International telephone

Electronic mail

20 International telefax

60

20

60



2. General

Name of system

Acronym

Developer Name i

60

20 Version number

60

ïlajnt types for which the system could be applicable
PWR

BWR

CANDU

Gas-cooled

RBMK

Other Specify

Síâ

Any type

e of development
Development started

Testing phase started

Implemented

Entered into operation

Latest revision

Retired from operation

Other Specify

40

Please indicate dates

40

Classification
Task oriented displays

Intelligent alarm handling

Fault detection and diagnosis

Safety function monitoring

Computerized operational procedures presentation

Performance monitoring

Core monitoring

Vibration monitoring and analysis

Loose part monitoring

Materials stress monitoring

Radiation release monitoring

Condition monitoring maintenance support

Specify!Other 40

'. 'lease fill in a short description of the system



3. Motivation

at is the main motivation for the system
safety

business automation

reliability/availability

reduced workload

productivity

environment protection

regulatory requirements

Other Specify] 40

WJjo initiated the development or installation
user

system supplier

regulatory organization

utility personnel (other than user)

Other Specify 40

4. Functionality

[fae system is designed to assist in (all that apply)
Normal situations

Incidents

Accidents (within DBE)

Accidents (beyond DBE)

2oes the system support (all that apply)
Data collection

Data archivation

Monitoring

Fault identification

Diagnosis

Selection of procedures

Execution of recovery

Identification of faulty equipment, components or systems

Decisions aid

Other Specify 40

ДуаИаЬИку considerations
Can die system detect its own failure

Is back-up available in case of system failure

Redundancy is utilized

Diversity is utilized

he system considered
Non-safety related

Safety related

Safety system



5. Usage

Who is using the system
Control room personnel

Local operator

Engineering

Maintenance

Crisis team

Plant management

Other

If Yes Specify Job Position
40

y location where the system (man-machine interface) is being used
Control room

Laboratories

Training centre

Emergency Control Room

Crisis centre

Engineering offices

Maintenance areas

Plant equipment area

Dosimetry control room

Other Specify 40

What type of human-machine interface's being used
Text CRT

Graphic CRT

Mimics

Other outputs

Conventional keyboard

Function keyboard

Mouse

Tracker ball

Touch screen

Other inputs

If Yes Specify
30

Which form or forms of interaction does your system adopt
Use of one or more dedicated display devices (e.g. CRT)

Use of one or more dedicated display pictures which share display devices witch other systems

Other Specify 40

How many users is the system able to support simultaneously |

Does the system process or utilize plant data for real time response
iow often is the system used

Continuously

Frequently

Once-in-awhile

Where there additional measures needed for acceptance by users
Improvements in user interface

Improvement in documentation

Additional training

Other Specify

D

40



6. Technical System Specifications

Please specify hardware characteristics
Brand and type of
computers

Configuration of the
system (e.g. no. of
workstations, memory,
bus, printers, network
communication, disk
capacity, plotters)

40

40

Does the system get data from the plant computer

Does the system require new sensors (specify")
60

Please specify software characteristics
Programming languages

Software shell for
development (e.g. type of
database, user interface,
operating system, type of
knowledge base

40

40

Algorithms and methods used
Calculations! methods

Statistical methods

Artificial intelligence

Neural networks

Other

Specify
40

Üexibility
Can the system be expanded for new functions

Can die system be tuned by the users

Is the system hardware dependent

Can the system functions be reconfigured for the users

Is the system connected or connectable to other plant systems

Does the system require manual data input from the operators

Indicate approximate number of input signals (if relevant)



7. Development Process

Were formal design methods applied (Y/N)

Specify methods and
Cools used for the
forma] design

40

Length of development process (months)

rJnyolvement of end user in
Specification

Design

Implementation

Validation

Testing

Other Specify 40

Were pre-existing software modules utilized (Y/N)
of development process

Once through

Iterative

Other Specify

8. Testing

Methodology and tools applied
Module test

White block test

Black block test

SpecifyOther

Test ciiteria and requirements (standard defined) by
User

Authority

Other Specifjj

Was a simulator involved in testing
Full scope simulator

Part task simulator

No simulator based tests

Length of initial testing period (days)

JEÇriodic testing requirements
PeriodicaUv I tngth of period

Occasionally Reason for tesl

None

40

Where there objective, auantifiable tests to evaluate usefulness of the svstem
Specify

User
experience

Problems
discovered

IOC

IOC

100



9. Documentation

Existing Language
(Y/N)

Internal External
usage Available

User's manual

Design document

Functional specification

QA

V&V

Test results

Training document

Maintenance document

Developers document

Reference to standards

References

20

10. Training
Does a user training program exist

Is user training performed on a full scope training simulator

Is user training performed on a special part task simulator

Does a training program exist for maintenance of the system

Is technical support available by telephone

If yes, how long is the program (days)

11. Cost

Estimated man-years of efforts used for development

Estimated man-years of efforts used for implementation

Estimated total utility cost of the operator support system
including own work, hardware and software

12

Specify type of
required
hardware

Specify type of
third party
software
required

40

12. Benefits
Fill in where relevant: Give qualitative statements if quantitative data are not available.

Expected proven Quantity

Reduced operation and maintenance costs

Increased plant availability

Reduced number of scrams

Optimization of plant operational cycle

Improved operational or maintenance procedures

20



13. Experience and additional information which you would like to supply

14. References of related literature

120

15. Sites where the system has been installed

60
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